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II. Abstract 
Nowadays, light-weight composite materials have increasingly used for high-speed flight 
vehicles to improve their performance and efficiency. At supersonic speed, sonic fatigue, 
panel flutter, severe instabilities, and even catastrophic structural failure would occur due to 
the shock wave impingement on several flexible components of a given structural system 
either internally or externally. Therefore, investigation on shock wave interaction with 
flexible surfaces is crucial for the safety and performance of high-speed flight vehicles. This 
work aims to investigate the mechanism of shock wave interaction with flexible surfaces 
with and without the presence of the boundary layer. The first part involves the shock wave 
generated by supersonic starting jets interaction with flexible surfaces and the other one 
focuses on shock wave and boundary layer interaction (SBLI) over flexible surfaces.  
A novel miniature and cost-effective shock tube driven by detonation transmission tubing 
was designed and manufactured to simulate the supersonic starting jet and investigate the 
interaction of a supersonic starting jet with flexible surfaces. To investigate the 
characterization of this novel type shock tube, the pressure-time measurement in the driven 
section and the time-resolved shadowgraph were performed. The result shows that the flow 
structure from the open end of the shock tube driven by detonation transmission tubing 
agrees with that of conventional compressed-gas driven shock tubes. Moreover, this novel 
type of shock tube has good repeatability of less than 3% with a Mach number range of 1.29-
1.58 when the weight of the NONEL explosive mixture varies from 3.6mg to 12.6mg. 
An unsteady background oriented schlieren (BOS) measurement system and a sprayable 
Polymer-Ceramic unsteady pressure sensitive paint (PC-PSP) system were developed. The 
preliminary BOS result in a supersonic wind tunnel shows that the sensitivity of the BOS 
system is good enough to visualize weak density variations caused by expansion waves, 
boundary layer, and weak oblique shocks. Additionally, compared with the commercial PC-
PSP from Innovative Scientific Solutions Incorporated (ISSI), the in-house developed 
unsteady PSP system has higher pressure sensitivity, lower temperature sensitivity, and 
photo-degradation rate.  
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To identify the shock movement, distortion and unsteadiness during the processes of the 
supersonic starting jet impingement and shock wave boundary layer interaction (SBLI) over 
flexible surfaces, an image processing scheme involving background subtraction in the 
frequency domain, filtering, resampling, edge detection, adaptive threshold, contour 
detection, feature extraction, and fitting was proposed and applied to process shadowgraph 
and schlieren sequences automatically. A large shadowgraph data set characterized by low 
signal to noise ratio (SNR) and small spatial resolution (312×260-pixel), was used to validate 
the proposed scheme. The result proves that the aforementioned image processing scheme 
can detect, track, localize, and fit shock waves in a subpixel accuracy. 
The mechanism of the interaction between the initial shock wave from a supersonic starting 
jet and flexible surfaces was investigated based on a square shock tube driven by detonation 
transmitting tube. Compared with that of the solid plate case, flexible surfaces can delay the 
shock reflection process because of the flexible panel deformation generated by the pressure 
difference between the top and the bottom. The delay time is around 8µs in the case of 0.1mm 
thick flexible surface, whereas it declines to around 4µs in the case of 0.3mm thick flexible 
surface because of the lower flexibility and deformation magnitude. However, interestingly, 
the propagation velocity of the reflected shock wave is basically the same for the solid plate 
and flexible panels, which means the flexible surface doesn’t reduce the strength of the 
reflection wave, although it delays its propagation. Also, there is not an apparent difference 
in the velocity of the reflected shock wave in the case of different incident shock Mach 
numbers when Ms varying from 1.22 to 1.54. These experimental results from this study are 
useful for validating numerical codes that are used for understanding fluid-structure 
interaction processes. 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 
 
Light-weight composite materials have increasingly used for high-speed flight vehicles for 
improving their performance and efficiency. At supersonic speed, sonic fatigue, panel flutter, 
severe instabilities, and even catastrophic structural failure would occur due to the shock 
wave impingement on several flexible components of a given structural system either 
internally or externally. Therefore, fluid and structure interaction (FSI) is crucial for the 
safety and performance of high-speed flight vehicles.  
 
Figure 1.1 Aircraft with hybrid metal-composite construction [1] 
The first part of this research involves the shock wave generated by supersonic starting jets 
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interaction with flexible surfaces. The initial shock wave generated by the supersonic starting 
jet during the rocket or missile launching induces high pressure loading on the surroundings, 
just like a sonic boom from a supersonic cruising flight. The turbulent continuous or starting 
jet impingement on plates produces significant pressure fluctuations, which in turn can cause 
vibration or flutter of the plates. A lot of experimental and computational studies regarding 
supersonic continuous and starting jet interaction with a variety of surfaces such as the rigid 
perpendicular plate, inclined plate, and perforated surface have been performed last decades.  
Despite the simplest geometry, it still is challengeable, particularly for developing turbulence 
models, to simulate the flow structure of supersonic jet impingement on a perpendicular 
solid plate [2]. The supersonic impinging jet is a highly resonant flow field that is governed 
by a well-known aeroacoustics feedback loop [3-5]. Instability waves in the jet shear layer 
are initiated by this feedback loop that develops into large-scale vortices when they 
propagate downstream [6-8]. Due to the influence of the large-scale vortices on the rigid 
plate, pressure fluctuations and acoustic waves are generated, propagating upstream [9-12]. 
These upstream propagated waves arrive at the nozzle exit and produce the instability waves, 
closing the feedback loop [13, 14]. Non-vertical supersonic jet impingement with different 
nozzle-to-plate distances and different impingement angles has been previously investigated 
both numerically [15-19] and experimentally [20, 21]. Solving the three-dimensional 
Navier–Stokes equations based on a modified weighted compact nonlinear scheme, 
Nonomura et al. [22] investigated the influences of nozzle-to-plate distance and jet 
temperature on the acoustic field of ideally expanded supersonic jet impingement on an 
inclined plate. Analyzing results of the octave-banded sound pressure level (SPL) and overall 
sound pressure level (OASPL) in the symmetry plane, Nonomura et al. [22] studied at least 
three types of possible noise sources: (i) Mach wave radiation associated with supersonically 
convected large-scale turbulent flow structures (similar to free jets), (ii) acoustic waves 
produced in the impingement area and (iii) Mach waves produced in the shear layer of the 
supersonic wall jet downstream of the impingement area. They also proposed that the 
investigation of the second mechanism of noise generation is crucial because conventional 
empirical methods [23, 24] for estimating rocket-plume acoustics do not take these waves 
into account. Skews [25] has examined the shock wave and perforated plate interaction 
experimentally at different conditions of shock wave strength, incidence angle and blockage 
ratio, concluding that the secondary waves induced by the reflections from the medium 
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internal surfaces make the shock wave releasing from the back edge of the perforated plates 
stronger. Torrens and Wrobel [26] provided a model for the situation that shock waves 
transmit from the porous plate edge into the surrounding medium based on the other model 
by Levy et al. [27]. The initial model proposed by Levy et al. described the shock wave and 
solid porous foam interaction in the case of placing a perforated medium at the back edge of 
a shock tube [27]. However, few results have been obtained for supersonic continuous and 
starting jet interaction with flexible surfaces. One of the major objectives of this research is 
to investigate the flow structure and interaction mechanism of supersonic starting jet 
impingement on flexible surfaces based on a miniature and cost-effective shock tube.  
The other important occasion for fluid-structure interaction in modern high-speed aircraft 
design is shock wave boundary layer interaction (SBLI) over flexible surfaces. At supersonic 
speed, we can expect a number of shock wave impingements on several flexible components 
of a given structural system either internally or externally. Thereafter, the deformation of the 
flexible panels causes shock movement except for the natural unsteadiness of the impinged 
shock. The shock wave impingement location movement in turn results in the flexible panels 
to further deform which once again moves the shock. This loop of shock wave movements 
and subsequent deformations results in shock oscillations over flexible surfaces. SBLI with 
an impinging shock wave or just the presence of a supersonic flow can trigger self-exciting 
vibrations of flexible skin panels of the high-speed flight vehicles. Such panel flutter 
consisting of the periodic deformation of a flexible panel generally has high amplitude and 
can induce fatigue damage of the skin panels. Furthermore, for supersonic civilian and 
military aircrafts, sonic fatigue has long been a crucial issue remaining to be solved. Also, it 
has been long known that the fluid-structure interactions in helicopters can result in safety 
concerns, degradation of structural integrity, aerodynamic, and flight handling [28]. Often 
shock waves over the airfoil can terminate the supersonic flows. Under specific flow 
conditions, self-sustained shock oscillations known as buffeting occur due to the shock wave 
interaction with the boundary layer and downstream separation flow over the airfoil [29]. 
Furthermore, the aeroelastic instabilities combined with the dynamic SBLI also occur in the 
transonic flight. The dynamic response of a flexible panel under an oblique shock 
impingement has been studied by S. Spottswood et al. [30]. For the first time ever, the full-
field dynamic displacement response of flexible panels was measured by the high-speed 
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digital image correlation (DIC) technique. The dynamic shock wave and flexible surface 
interaction with the presence of the boundary layer in turn might trigger an aeroelastic flutter 
or limit cycle oscillation (LCO) [31-33]. More recent works also demonstrated that such 
behaviour is also observed with a forced prescribed motion, when the frequency of the 
prescribed motions is close to shock-buffet frequency and amplitude is greater than a 
threshold value [34] and the nature of the incoming boundary layer has no impact on the 
nature of the limit cycle oscillation, as observed by Hartmann et al. [35].  
However, on the other hand, extensive recent studies have suggested that at specific 
conditions, flexible panels show potentials to be used as a passive flow control method to 
provide positive effects.  
Brouwer et al. [36] studied the impact of panel deformation on SBLI in supersonic flows to 
reduce the separation size caused by the steady and unsteady deformations. Although the 
study was not intended with a flow control objective, the authors did demonstrate 
considerable modification on the separation size from a deformed plate compared to a rigid 
flat plate. A similar finding was also obtained by Pham et al. [37] by employing a flexible 
material instead of the solid panel. More recently, Tan et al. [38] conducted experiments to 
study the influence of curvature and shock impingement location on the separation size. 
Visbal [39] numerically examined the oblique shock and flexible panel interaction process. 
In the presence of flow separation, aeroelastic oscillations of the flexible panel were proven 
to decrease the separation length compared to the rigid surface.  
To investigate the fluid-structure interaction mechanism of SBLI over flexible surfaces 
experimentally, a variety of advanced full-field flow diagnostic techniques such as three-
dimensional digital image correlation (3D DIC) for deformation measurement, particle 
image velocimetry (PIV) for spatial velocity, pressure-sensitive paint (PSP) for surface 
pressure, temperature-sensitive paint (TSP) for surface temperature and oil flow for 
streaklines are needed. Recently, with the increased interest in validating numerical 
simulations, experimental results are required for both the structure and the flow. Great 
efforts have been done in these directions recently by Spottswood et al. [40], who measured 
thin panel response to SBLI using 3D DIC, laser Doppler vibrometer, and pressure sensitive 
paint. For similar applications, optical measurement techniques have also been used by Jinks 
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et al. [41] where PIV and schlieren were applied for studying the flow structure under the 
thin panel movement. In this work, a time-resolved background oriented schlieren (BOS) 
system and a sprayable Polymer-Ceramic PSP system were developed preliminarily. Based 
on these advanced measurement techniques, the influence of the strength, location of the 
impinging shock and the aspect ratio, thickness, clamping conditions of the flexible panel 
on flow properties such as the unsteady pressure loading, the static pressure recovery and 
the separation region size can be investigated systematically. 
  Aims and objectives  
The main objectives of this research are: 
• Design a miniature and cost-effective shock tube to simulate the supersonic starting jet 
and investigate the interaction of the supersonic starting jet with flexible surfaces. 
• Identify the flow structure and behaviours of the transmitting shock wave from the 
supersonic starting jet during the process of shock impingement on flexible surfaces.  
• Examine the influence of the strength, location of the impingement shock and the aspect 
ratio, thickness, clamping conditions of the flexible panel on flow properties such as 
unsteady pressure loading, static pressure recovery, and size of the separation region 
systematically. 
• Visualise the flow field associated supersonic starting jet impingement and SBLI over 
flexible surfaces using a time-resolved conventional schlieren system or background 
oriented schlieren (BOS) system.  
• Develop an image processing software based on advanced computer vision techniques 
for automatic shock wave detection, tracking, and feature extraction to identify the shock 
movement, distortion, and unsteadiness. 
• Establish a sprayable Polymer-Ceramic PSP system to quantify the full-field, unsteady 
surface pressure loading caused by supersonic starting jet impingement and SBLI over 
flexible surfaces. 
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 Thesis structure  
The thesis is divided into the following sections: 
Chapter 2 presents the topic of shock waves from the fundamentals of compressible flow 
and studies conducted on unsteady shock wave impingements, oblique shock, and their 
interactions with surfaces. 
Chapter 3 provides a description of the experimental techniques and apparatus used in the 
current investigation. 
Chapter 4 proposes and demonstrates a novel concept to design the shock tube using a type 
of commercially available and cost-effective detonation transmission tubing. More 
specifically, two different shock tubes with a circular and square cross-section respectively 
were manufactured to simulate different engineering applications. Overpressure 
measurement in the driven section of the shock tubes was performed using a dynamic Kulite 
pressure transducer and time-resolved shadowgraph tests were conducted to study the 
properties and capabilities of the shock tubes. 
Chapter 5 provides the basic description of the setup and image processing tools of the in-
house developed BOS and PSP systems. 
Chapter 6 includes details of the software developed for shock wave detection and tracking 
in the time-resolved schlieren and shadowgraph techniques. The primary process involves 
background image subtraction, object area restoration, enhancement, adaptive threshold, 
contour detection, and feature extraction. To validate the image processing algorithms 
proposed, an experiment associated with shock wave impinging on a solid surface was 
conducted. 
Chapter 7 discusses the mechanism of the interaction between the initial shock wave from a 
supersonic starting jet and flexible surfaces. The square shock tube driven by the detonation 
transmitting tube proposed in Chapter 4 was used to simulate the supersonic starting jet, and 
the software in Chapter 6 was adopted to detect, extract and fit shock waves visualized in a 
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high-speed shadowgraph system.   
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Chapter 2   
Literature review 
This chapter introduces the topic of shock waves from the fundamentals of compressible 
flow and presents a review of analytical, experimental, and numerical investigations 
conducted on shock waves, unsteady shock wave impingements, oblique shocks, and their 
interactions with various surfaces. 
  Shock waves  
2.1.1 Fundamental theory 
As shown in Figure 2.1, when an object travels at supersonic speed, the flow is unaware of 
the presence of the fast-moving object ahead of time and can only negotiate its presence by 
compressing. Therefore, shock waves essentially are a discontinuity that forms in order for 
the flow to meet some downstream conditions [42-45]. The propagation speed of shock 
waves is higher than the local speed of sound in the medium. The general types of shock 
waves and their corresponding properties are briefly introduced as follows: 
10 
 
 
Figure 2.1 Shock waves on X-15 flight vehicle [43] 
Oblique shock 
The shock wave which is still attached to the body and deviates at some arbitrary angle from 
the flow direction is termed oblique shock. Figure 2.2 illustrates the supersonic flow over a 
concave corner. The supersonic flow at M1 reaches an upturned corner which has a turning 
angle θ. There will be a sudden compressive process and a large pressure gradient as the 
supersonic flow approaches the corner. An oblique shock wave forms by the compressive 
process, emerging from the apex of the concave corner. The oblique shock wave angle is β 
and the downstream Mach number changes to M2. 
 
Figure 2.2 Supersonic flow over a concave corner 
It is worth noting that, for a specific upstream Mach number M1 and deflection angle θ, there 
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are two possible downstream flow conditions, one produced by a weak shock and the other 
by a strong shock (Figure 2.3). The wave angle  and the entropy increase is lower in the 
case of weak shock waves. In the weak shock case, the downstream Mach number is 
supersonic, whereas the downstream Mach number is subsonic in the strong shock case. 
Whether the weak or strong shock solution occurs is determined by the downstream pressure. 
If the downstream pressure is forced to increase (by mechanical means or a blockage), a 
strong shock occurs.  
 
Figure 2.3 Strong and weak shock waves 
The oblique shock wave is a common aerodynamic phenomenon in supersonic flow, and if 
controlled effectively, a number of potential applications can be achieved [47-52], such as 
weakening wave drag and sonic boom of the supersonic vehicle, optimizing shock waves of 
the supersonic inlet in off-design conditions, reducing pressure loss, controlling shock waves 
of the wave rider, changing shock wave symmetry to achieve flight control and inducing 
shock waves in the aero-engine nozzle to achieve thrust vector control. 
 
Figure 2.4  Oblique shock waves of a hypersonic plane featuring a scramjet propulsion system [46] 

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Bow shock 
 
Figure 2.5 Schematic of a detached bow shock  
For a given upstream Mach number, M1, there is a maximum flow deflection angle θmax that 
an oblique shock can accommodate. As shown in Figure 2.5, if the required flow deflection 
θ is larger than the maximum flow deflection angle θmax, then the oblique shock assumptions 
break down, and a curved bow shock forms ahead of the body. This bow shock is detached 
from the body and is curved in shape. 
Bow shocks often occur around blunt bodies [53-55], because of the high deflection angle 
that the body imposes to the flow around it. The thermodynamic transformation across a bow 
shock is non-isentropic and the flow velocity is deceased from supersonic velocity upstream 
to subsonic velocity downstream. The bow shock significantly increases the drag in a 
vehicle travelling at a supersonic speed.  
Normal shock  
Normal shock is a simpler case of the bow shock. Two more assumptions need to be 
postulated in the case of normal shock: that the flow across the shock wave is adiabatic and 
non-isentropic. Similarly, the flow velocity across a normal shock is decreased from 
supersonic to subsonic, leading to an increase of the static pressure, density, and temperature.  
Unsteady/moving shock 
The above shock waves are steady. The term ‘steady’ means that the flow is moving in the 
opposite direction with the same velocity magnitude as the wave velocity, giving the 
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impression that the shock wave is actually stationary [42]. When the velocity of the upstream 
flow is zero and the shock wave propagates freely in space such as balloon bursting, shock 
tube, and shock wave from the explosion, this type of shock wave is termed an unsteady 
shock wave [56]. Because the flow field is a function of both time and distance, the motion 
is defined as unsteady or moving. The fundamental difference between a steady and a 
moving shock is that the total enthalpy is constant in a normal steady shock wave which is 
not seen for an unsteady shock wave.  
It is worth noting that all aforementioned types of shock waves obey the usual laws of fluid 
mechanics, including conservation of mass, momentum, energy, and the law of 
thermodynamics. The equations governing the velocity, momentum, energy, and density 
across shock waves can be found in previous studies and textbooks [42, 44, 45], which are 
not listed in this dissertation. 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.6 Schematic of differences between: (a) a stationary; and (b) moving normal 
shock [42]  
2.1.2 Shock reflection 
When shock waves impinge on an obstacle, they are reflected back from it. Ernst Mach was 
the first scientist to notice and report the shock reflection phenomenon. His ingenious 
experimental investigation was surveyed by Reichenbach [58] and re-conducted by Krehl 
and van der Geest [59]. Shock reflections can broadly be divided into two different 
categories: irregular reflection (IR) and regular reflection (RR). There are many different 
types of irregular reflection. Figure 2.7 shows the tree of possible reflections and their 
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abbreviations.  
 
Figure 2.7 Different types of shock wave reflection [57] 
 
 
Figure 2.8 Schematic of a regular reflection wave configuration–RR [56] 
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Figure 2.9 Schematic of a Mach reflection wave configuration–MR [56] 
As shown in Figure 2.8, regular reflection configuration consists of the incident shock wave 
i and the reflected shock wave r. These two shock waves intersect at the reflection point R. 
The irregular reflection can be divided, in general, into two categories: Mach reflection (MR) 
and von Neumann reflection (vNR). As illustrated in Figure 2.9, the MR wave configuration 
consists of three shock waves that intersect at a single point called the triple point T, which 
is located above the reflecting surface. 
2.1.3 Shock diffraction  
 
Figure 2.10  Flow feature of diffraction around a sharp wedge at (a) M =1.31; (b) M =1.59 [65] 
When the normal path of a shock wave is impeded by some obstacle, the shock wave 
diffraction phenomenon occurs [60-63]. Figure 2.10 illustrates the flow feature of shock 
diffraction around a sharp wedge [65]. In the case of Mach number is 1.31, the region 
bounded by the planar incident shock wave consisting in the curved diffracted shock and the 
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reflected expansion shock was called the perturbed region by Skews et al. [64] and remains 
subsonic for an incident Mach number less than 2.068. In the case of M =1.59, the incoming 
flow becomes locally supersonic in the vicinity of the corner and leads to the development 
of the typical lambda shock structure on the shear layer.  
2.1.4 Shock focusing 
Shock wave focusing happens when a shock wave propagates through a nonuniform or 
moving media and reflects from curved surfaces or through reflections with other shock 
waves [66]. The extremely high pressure and temperature focal region resulted from shock 
focusing can be either beneficial or detrimental. The shape of the shock wave is 
fundamentally altered when it emerges from the focal region. The shock wave focusing 
phenomenon can generate extreme conditions in fluids within micro or even nanosecond 
timescale and is of great interest because of its connection to a great variety of phenomena 
in nature, technology, and medicine [66]. 
 
Figure 2.11 Shock focusing due to turning of a supersonic aircraft to illustrate wave fronts, rays, 
caustics, and arête [66] 
 
  Supersonic starting jets and their impingement 
An improved understanding of the physical mechanisms governing supersonic jets, their 
impingement, and associated noise generation mechanisms is of great interest for 
aeronautical and astronautical applications including supersonic transport, rocket propulsion, 
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projectile launch, mixing augmentation, enhanced combustor performance and thrust vector 
control [67-71]. As shown in Figure 2.12, the supersonic jet flow structure from a nozzle is 
governed by the ratio between the exit pressure of the jet pe and the local atmosphere pressure 
pb. There are three types of supersonic jets based on this pressure ratio: ideally expanded, 
overexpanded, and underexpanded. If the ideal isentropic value for the design exit Mach 
number is reached, a normal shock is generated at the nozzle exit. In the case of pe < pb, the 
supersonic jet is overexpanded and a series of compression waves forms outside the nozzle 
to reach equilibrium in the flow. Oppositely, when pe > pb, an underexpanded supersonic jet 
is generated, which is capable of additional expansion. The equilibrium is reached by a set 
of expansion waves that attach to the nozzle exit [42].  
 
Figure 2.12 Ideally expanded (left), overexpanded (centre), and underexpanded (right) jets [42]  
Also, the nozzle geometry can significantly influence the major flow structure of a 
supersonic jet [72]. As an efficient approach of passive flow control, non-circular jets, such 
as elliptical, rectangular, square, and triangular jets, have been extensively studied to control 
the flow mixing and entrainment rate [73-78]. Zare-Behtash et al. [67, 79] investigated the 
flow properties of non-circular vortex loops from square, elliptic, and exotic nozzle 
geometries and  demonstrated that the circulation of circular vortex ring is higher than that 
of non-circular vortex loops. According to the numerical simulation of Zhang et al. [80], 
counter-rotating stream-wise vortices at the corners of the nozzle exit are generated by a 
square vortex loop, and mixing is accelerated in the vortex core.  
2.2.1 Free supersonic starting jets 
Supersonic jets have been investigated intensively in the literature both in the continuous 
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and pulsed cases. This dissertation concentrates on the starting phase of a supersonic jet. A 
continuously blowing jet can be produced in this phase if it is ejected from an infinite 
reservoir. By contrast, when the jet is ejected from an extremely short reservoir compared to 
the nozzle diameter, this phase only can lead to a single vortex ring with no jet at all. Pulsed 
jets [81] and synthetic (zero mass flux) jets [82] are similar to the situation of the starting jet. 
 
Figure 2.13 Stages of the starting jet [83] 
As shown in the Figure 2.13, in the supersonic starting jet with a circular nozzle, an initial 
shock wave forms just after the high pressure and temperature gas is released from the nozzle 
exit [83]. The shock wave has a half-spherical shape and propagates into the unbounded 
chamber with the speed of sound if it is a pressure wave or faster if it is a blast shock wave 
[84]. 
Behind the initials shock wave, a vortex ring is always produced because of the large velocity 
gradients between the high-speed jet flow and the surrounding gas. The size of the vortex 
ring grows until it reaches a critical size (1.08D proposed by Didden [85] and D is the nozzle 
exit diameter) and then the vortex ring begins propagating in the axial direction. Shortly after 
the formation of the vortex ring, it separates from the trailing jet, detached from the rest of 
the flow. This separation process is called ‘pinch-off’ and is ideally defined as the lack of 
vorticity between the vortex ring and the trailing jet [83].  
As shown in Figure 2.14, the pinch-off process is driven by the Kelvin–Helmholtz 
instabilities from the shear layer in the trailing jet [86]. When the successive Kelvin–
Helmholtz vortices in the shear layer are produced, they start rotating and drawing in 
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vorticity from upstream and downstream of the vortex in the shear layer, which results in a 
vorticity distribution along the shear layer with concentrated regions of large vorticity 
separated by regions of relatively low vorticity. These spaces between vortices are the 
possible points where the pinch-off process takes place [83].  
 
Figure 2.14 Flow configuration showing the development of the Kelvin–Helmholtz vortices [83] 
(The vorticity magnitude is shown in a black and white colour scale) 
If a trailing jet is generated, the jet would interact with the vortex ring in the case of a large 
Reynolds number. This shock–shear layer–vortex ring interaction is one of the loudest noise 
sources of the supersonic starting jet  [83].  
2.2.2  Supersonic starting jet impingement 
Applications 
Supersonic starting jet impingement can be found during a rocket launch, the initial stage of 
a launch abort, multi-stage rocket separation, jet-engine exhaust impingement for short take-
off and landing (STOL), and powered vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) aircraft.  
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Figure 2.15 Illustration (left view) of laboratory test launch of missile with highlighted pressure 
sensors and qualitative illustration of the pressure-time results (right view) [87] 
 
Figure 2.16 Illustration of missile launch tests from helicopter: (a)locations of pressure sensors; (b) 
qualitative illustration of the pressure-time results [87] 
The supersonic starting jet during a space rocket or military missile launch produces an 
initial shock wave releasing from the nozzle exit, leading to high pressure loading on 
surroundings like a sonic boom. The structural loading should be assured that it does not 
exceed the design limits of the surrounding structures. As shown in Figure 2.15 and Figure 
2.16, Extensive experimental studies have been performed on the supersonic jet interaction 
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with aircraft structure. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is the other efficient approach 
to investigate this problem [88]. Kidd and Cloke [89] numerically simulated the development  
of the shock wave generated during the launch of a missile from a helicopter. Similarly, Lee 
et al. [90] reported several CFD models to study the missile launch focusing on the missile 
movement. Extensive CFD investigations of the exhaust plume during rocket launch were 
also conducted by Gusman et al. [91], Alexeenko et al. [92], Ebrahimi et al. [93], and Vitkin 
et al. [94]. The complexity of the flow structure produced by the supersonic jets is 
challenging for numerical simulations. 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.17 Blast shock wave impact prediction on crew module for liquid rocket explosion on 
launch pad:(a) Rocket 3D model; (b) Pressure contours of air blast at different time after stage-3 
explosion [95] 
Heimbs, et al. [87] proposed an empirical method to calculate the shock wave loading during 
the missile launch from a military aircraft, which then is used in numerical simulations. 
Based on a series of experiments, a mathematic model was proposed to predict the unsteady 
overpressure.  
The supersonic jet impingement is also a key issue in the manned space mission. Seven 
astronauts on board lost their lives during the launch of the space shuttle Challenger in 1986 
[96]. Much more attention was paid on risks that can threat the launch safety after the 
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Challenger disaster. The hazards of blast wave generated during the process of liquid 
propellant explosion had been reviewed by Fletcher et al. [97]. The pressure loading induced 
by the blast wave can be determined by empirical formulas for simple geometries. Numerical 
tools such as LS-DYNA have be used for a complicated model with rocket [98]. Bo et al. 
[99] numerically investigated the blast peak overpressure using AUTODYN software. The 
blast wave attenuation law was also discussed in their study. Similarly, Ke and Jingpeng et 
al. studied the blast wave hazards from the rocket explosion on launch pad based on the 
accident consequence analysis software PHAST [100, 101]. Although CFD has been proven 
an effective tool to study supersonic starting jet impingement, experimental investigations 
are still necessary to validate simulation models and study the complex flow situations which 
is difficult to be simulated by CFD tools. 
 
Figure 2.18 Comparison between schlieren representations obtained from computations(left) and 
experiments (right) on blast wave interaction with a three-level building [102] 
Shock waves discussed above are strong ones. In fact, weak shock waves are also quite 
harmful when they hit a body after multiple reflections from existing walls and corners. An 
experimental and numerical investigation regarding weak  blast wave interaction with a three 
levels building had been performed by Massoni, et al. [102]  based on a conventional shock 
tube and numerical tools. The result showed that blast wave damages were higher for people 
standing near a wall, or near corners. Furthermore, the overpressure behind the reflected 
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blast wave from a room corner was significantly higher than that experienced in the open 
atmosphere. Therefore, the flow characteristics of strong or weak shock interaction with 
various geometries are quite different. It is important to investigate the mechanism of the 
shock wave from the supersonic starting jet interaction with different geometries. 
It is worth noting that the shock tube has been proven an effective facility to simulate the 
supersonic jet [103] and the shock loading [104-107]. Therefore, shock tube was chosen as 
the experimental tool to generate supersonic jets in this research. [104] [105] [106] [107] 
Perpendicular flat plate 
 
Figure 2.19 A schematic of one possible configuration of steady state flow for an impinging 
underexpanded jet, with accompanying schlieren image of the jet at impingement distance z/d = 4 
and nozzle pressure ratio NPR = 3.2 [108] 
Supersonic jet impingement on perpendicular solid plates is of practical interest because of 
its presence in various applications. The flow characteristics of supersonic jet impingement 
on a perpendicular solid plate, despite the geometrical simplicity, are very complex and have 
posed challenges to CFD simulations, especially for turbulence modelling [2, 3, 109]. The 
supersonic jet impingement generates significant pressure fluctuations, which in turn results 
in vibrations of the plate. The pressure fluctuation depends on several characteristics of the 
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jet such as the nozzle pressure ratio, nozzle-to-plate spacing, properties and size of the plate 
and the nozzle geometry itself. 
Inclined plate 
 
Figure 2.20 Acoustic phenomena from supersonic impinging jet [5] 
Non-vertical jet impingement of a supersonic jet with different nozzle-to-plate distances and 
different impingement angles has been previously studied both numerically [15-19] and 
experimentally [20, 21]. Solving the three-dimensional Navier–Stokes equations with a 
modified weighted compact nonlinear scheme, Nonomura et al. [22] studied the influences 
of nozzle-to-plate distance and jet temperature on the acoustic field of ideally expanded 
supersonic jets impinging on an inclined plate. Analyzing distributions of the overall sound 
pressure level (OASPL) and octave-banded sound pressure level (SPL) in the symmetry 
plane, Nonomura et al. [22] observed at least three types of possible noise sources.  
Perforated surface 
As discussed above, the attenuation of initial shock strength from a supersonic starting jet, 
has been the subject of research in the last decades. Perforated plates have been proven an 
effective way of mitigating blast waves. Skews [25] has experimentally investigated the 
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shock wave interaction with a porous plate at different conditions of shock wave strength, 
incident angels and blockage ratios. The experiment result shows that the secondary waves 
induced by the reflections from the medium internal surfaces increase the strength of the 
shock wave from the back edge of the porous plates. Kontis, et al [110] examined the flow 
structure during the shock wave and vortex ring from a shock tube open end interact with (i) 
a solid, and (ii) a porous wall. The result showed that, as the shock wave propagates through 
the porous plate, a portion of the shock wave is reflected from the plate internal surfaces and 
induces a series of compression waves when it leaves the front edge of the porous wall. After 
the shock wave passed through the porous plate, its strength reduced and the pressure 
fluctuation became stronger with increasing distance downstream of the porous wall.  
   
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2.21  Schlieren images for the case of the perforated plate at a shock Mach number of 1.61 
(a) 1.45ms; (b) 1.50ms; and (c) 1.55ms [110] 
However, few studies have been conducted for supersonic jet interaction with flexible plates. 
One of the major objectives of this research is to investigate the flow structure and interaction 
mechanism of supersonic starting jet impingement on flexible surfaces. 
 Shock wave boundary layer interaction over flexible surfaces 
Shock wave boundary layer interaction 
Shock wave and boundary layer interaction (SBLI) existed in various practical situations 
such as transonic aerofoils, high-speed inlets, nozzles at off-design conditions and 
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supersonic control flaps can be very harmful and need to be factored into design trade-offs 
[112].  For external flows, SBLI can cause loss of control authority, increase the 
thermomechanical loading, and induce an adverse structural response. In internal flows, 
SBLI can increase pressure losses, and in extreme cases could lead to unstart. From a 
fundamental fluid dynamics perspective, such interactions produce a diverse range of 
phenomena such as flow separations, vortical structures, turbulence amplification, and 
structure flutter.  
 
Figure 2.22 Canonical configurations employed for fundamental studies of SBLI [111] 
The importance of SBLI is reflected in the emphasis they have received. Efforts from NASA, 
European, Australian, and Japanese programs have focused on varied aspects of SBLI and 
have greatly contributed to fundamental and applied advances over the last decade [113]. 
Fluid and structure interaction 
 
Figure 2.23 Schematic of the two-dimensional SBLI over deforming surface [36] 
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The fluid and structure interaction (FSI) is an important topic for all modern aircraft designs. 
At supersonic speed, the fluid and structure interaction under SBLI can lead to severe 
instabilities and catastrophic structural failure of thin walled structures of an aircraft.  
Spottswood, et al. [40] conducted an experimental study to measure the response of an 
aircraft-like structure induced by the shock and turbulent boundary-layer interaction. Similar 
experiments had also been previously conducted by Coe [114], Maestrello [115], and in DLR 
[116-118]. The experiments were conducted in the AFRL Research Cell 19 (RC-19) wind 
tunnel [119]. A 305 × 152 × 12.7 mm alloy steel plate with a 0.635mm thick pocket was 
manufactured as the compliant panel. A variety of techniques were used: a Polytec OFV-
552 laser doppler vibrometer (LDV) and digital image correlation (DIC) for the structure 
deformation measurement, pressure sensitive paint (PSP) for surface pressure measurement, 
thermocouples and temperature sensitive paint (TSP) for surface temperature measurement 
and foil strain gauges [40].  One of the major objectives of this research is to develop 
advanced flow diagnostic tools to investigate shock wave and flexible surface interaction 
with the presence of the boundary layer. 
 
Figure 2.24 RC-19 modified test section, denoting flexible panel, shock generator, optical access 
and details of early “bonded” thin-panel arrangement [40] 
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Figure 2.25 3D DIC pattern applied across the machined panel surface and the tunnel/specimen 
frame. Note there are 153 facets identified in (a) across the random pattern, while (b) shows the 
machined panel prior to test and prepared for measurement using DIC [40] 
 
Figure 2.26 Single point displacement spectral response and operational deflected shapes with 
SBLI (x/L ≈ 1/4). Vertical markings on the principal axis denote the measured panel frequencies 
before installation into the RC-19 tunnel (U∞ = 490 m/s, q∞ = 123 kPa) [40] 
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Figure 2.27  Panel center displacement power spectra and corresponding full-field PSP images for 
different shock impingement conditions (M∞ = 2.0, q∞ = 123kPa) [40] 
Supersonic panel flutter 
Panel flutter is a phenomenon of self-exciting vibrations of skin panels of high-speed flight 
vehicles [120]. Such vibrations usually have high amplitude and can cause fatigue damage 
of the panels, transferring energy from the flow to the structure [121]. Panel flutter can be 
triggered by the presence of an impinging shock wave or by just the presence of supersonic 
flow [122]. With the resurgent interest in high-speed flight vehicles such as the High-Speed 
Civil Transport (HSCT), the X-33 Advanced Technology Demonstrator, the Reusable 
Launch Vehicle (RLV), the Joint Strike Fighter (JSF), and the X-38 Spacecraft using a 
lifting-body concept, panel flutter analysis is becoming increasingly important [123].  
First studies of supersonic panel flutter were conducted to describe failures that happened 
on flight vehicles like the X-15 experimental aircraft [124]. The overview of supersonic 
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flutter can be found in Dowell’s  re iew paper [28] and more extensively in his book [125]. 
Most of the experimental results regarding the supersonic panel flutter reported in the 
literature are quite dated and primarily focus on structural responses. Dowell and Voss [126] 
and Kappus et al. [127] used strain gauges to determine the panel deflection, in combination 
with pressure measurements to investigate the flutter of a  panel clamped on all sides. These 
techniques are utilized even in some of the few recent papers about this topic in transonic 
speed [128]. On the other hand, with the development of computational power, more 
advanced numerical simulations are also performed, including structural non-linearities 
[129]. With the increased interest in validating CFD simulations, experimental results are 
needed both for the structure and for the flow. Great efforts have been done recently by 
Spottswood et al. [40], who measured the thin panel response to the shock wave and 
boundary layer interaction using three-dimensional digital image correlation (DIC), laser 
doppler vibrometer (LDV) and pressure sensitive paint (PSP). Similarly, PIV and Schlieren 
are applied by Jinks et al. for studying thin panel movement [41].  
 
Figure 2.28 Sketch of the experiment on elastic panel flutter in a supersonic wind tunnel (left) and 
the picture of the model installed into the wind tunnel (right) [115] 
As shown in Figure 2.29, D’Aguanno, et al [130] investigated the feasibility of studying 
supersonic panel flutter using digital image correlation (DIC) and validated the results with 
a laser doppler vibrometer. The experiment was carried out in a supersonic wind tunnel at a 
Mach number of 2, using two 100×100 mm panels with different thicknesses and clamping 
conditions (made in Al7075-T6). The DIC results demonstrated periodic oscillations of the 
flexible panel at 776 Hz in perfect agreement with the laser vibrometer. Additionally, 
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synchronized Schlieren and DIC measurements studied simultaneously the behaviour of the 
structure and of the flow. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 2.29  Experimental setup of supersonic panel flutter due to SBLI without shock 
impingement: (a) design of the flexible panel and clamping pieces; (b) 3D DIC and laser 
vibrometer setup [130] 
 
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.30 Typical experimental results of supersonic panel flutter due to SBLI without shock 
impingement: (a) Schlieren image; (b) comparison of power spectral density between DIC and 
vibrometer for 0.2 mm- thick panel clamped on all sides at M=2.0. Pwelch denotes the power 
spectral density (PSD) estimate of the input deformation signal using Welch's overlapped segment 
averaging estimator. [130] 
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Sonic fatigue 
 
Figure 2.31 Sonic fatigue: (a) Geometric (hard-spring) nonlinear response typical of acoustic 
fatigue [131]; (b) Ceramic matrix composite panel failure (172 dB) [132], and (c) C-130 aluminium 
aircraft panel failure (160 dB) due only to acoustic/dynamic resonant fatigue 
Sonic fatigue induced by the shock wave interaction with boundary layer has long been, an 
essential issue for the design of modern civilian and military aircrafts [133]. Figure 2.31 (a) 
shows the nonlinear structural response of constrained aircraft OML panels, while Figure 
2.31 (b-c) demonstrates typical types of structural failure. Increasing the bending stiffness 
of the fatigue-prone area usually results in the high-cycle fatigue issue elsewhere. The 
optimal method probably is to damp or remove the offending dynamic loading. Liguore and 
Beier [134] reported sonic fatigue properties and then detailed the data of a flight test of the 
F-15 aircraft. It is more complex for structures that are exposed to severe thermal gradients, 
combined with the unsteady dynamic pressure loading induced by shock and boundary layer 
interaction [135]. The addition of the thermal effect can result in time-dependent material 
behaviour [136].  
During the dynamic process of the shock wave and boundary layer interaction, it was found 
that the frequency of the shock motion is much lower than the boundary layer characteristic 
frequency [137, 138]. Sonic fatigue can be induced by the resonance of the aircraft panel 
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driven by the low frequency shock motion [139]. A single-stage-to-orbit (SSTO) vehicle 
configuration was adopted by Blevins et al. [140] as the basis for investigating appropriate 
loading distribution. During the flight test of the X-33, Kontinos and Palmer [141] tried 
insulated metallic thermal-protection system (TPS) panels. Also, Glass, and Hunt performed 
an experimental research using the same method in NASA’s High Temperature Tunnel 
(HTT) [142, 143]. Culler and McNamara [144] also conducted impressing experimental 
studies and demonstrated  that the hot-structure response is highly sensitive to boundary 
conditions. 
Flow control 
As discussed above, the dynamic shock wave and boundary layer interaction over flexible 
surfaces can lead to severe instabilities and catastrophic structural failure of an aircraft. 
However, acting as a passive flow control method, the aeroelastic oscillations of the flexible 
panel can also provide a positive impact, such as reducing the length of the flow separation. 
Visbal [39] and Brouwer et al. [36] numerically investigated the oblique shock and flexible 
panel interaction process. Their studies demonstrate that a flexible panel can reduce flow 
separation size and improve the characteristics of a supersonic transport aircraft [145-147].  
 
Figure 2.32 Experimental setup for investigating the interaction of a flexible panel with an oblique 
shock  in the supersonic wind tunnel of Imperial College (ICL) , dimensions in mm, Width=150 
mm [38] 
Tan, et al. conducted an experimental investigation on the shock wave and boundary layer 
interaction over a flexible panel to explore whether a positive effect can be obtained by 
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flexible surfaces or not [38]. Their results demonstrated that the initial shock becomes 
stronger and the region of flow re-acceleration is larger when increasing the curvature of the 
flexible panel. In addition, upstream shock motion increases the static pressure after the 
shock wave and reduces the overall strength of the SBLI. Also, the separation region size 
could be reduced by an increasing curvature. They also suggested that an optimal relative 
position of the flexible may exist to achieve a best effect on increasing static pressure 
recovery and reduced the size of flow separation.  
 
Figure 2.33 Oil flow images together with detailed schematic diagrams with positions of flow 
features marked. The origin is indicated by the red dotted lines and lies on x = 109 mm with 
reference to Figure 2.32. [38] 
The possibility of using flexible panels to mitigate the unsteady pressure loading and the size 
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of flow separation during the process of shock wave and boundary layer interaction was 
explored by Pham et al. [37]. They experimentally studied the unsteady shock wave 
oscillating over a rubber flexible surface in different compression ramp angles. Their result 
showed that the soft rubber surface delays the flow separation by an average of 25% 
compared to rigid surfaces. Meanwhile, the mean pressure profiles only present less than 5% 
difference between the rigid and the flexible surface, suggesting the presence of the rubber 
surface did not change considerably the mean lift and drag forces. However, the energy 
content of shock wave oscillations reduced significantly in the intermittent region over the 
flexible rubber surface.  
 
Figure 2.34 Schematic of the model with compliant material insert shown in blue [37] 
 
Figure 2.35 Comparison of top-view surface streak line images with rubber surface on top and rigid 
model on bottom, Mach 2.5 for compression ramp angles of (a) 16°, (b) 20°, and (c) 24° [37] 
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It can be seen from the above literature review that the shock wave boundary layer 
interaction over flexible surfaces can have negative and positive effects on the performance 
of high-speed flight vehicles. In this work, based on advanced measurement techniques, the 
mechanism of the shock wave and flexible surface interaction with the presence of the 
boundary layer is aimed to be investigated in depth, including the influence of the strength, 
location of the impinging shock and the aspect ratio, thickness, clamping conditions of the 
flexible panel on flow properties such as the unsteady pressure loading, the static pressure 
recovery and the separation region size. 
  Conclusions  
Light-weight composite materials have increasingly used for high-speed flight vehicles for 
improving their performance and efficiency. At supersonic speed, sonic fatigue, panel flutter, 
severe instabilities, and even catastrophic structural failure would occur due to the shock 
wave impingement on several flexible components of a given structural system either 
internally or externally. 
The initial shock wave generated by the supersonic starting jet during the rocket or missile 
launching induces high pressure loading on the surroundings, just like a sonic boom from a 
supersonic cruising flight. The turbulent continuous or starting jet impingement on plates 
produces significant pressure fluctuations, which in turn can cause vibration or flutter of the 
plates. The experimental and computational studies regarding supersonic continuous and 
starting jet interaction with a variety of surfaces such as the rigid perpendicular plate, 
inclined plate, and perforated surface are reviewed in this Chapter. However, few studies 
have been conducted for supersonic jet interaction with flexible plates. One of the major 
objectives of this research is to investigate the flow structure and interaction mechanism of 
supersonic starting jet impingement on flexible surfaces. 
The fluid and structure interaction under SBLI can lead to panel flutter, sonic fatigue, and 
severe instabilities of thin walled structures of an aircraft. On the other hand, the aeroelastic 
panel oscillations were found to reduce the separation region compared to a rigid surface, 
showing potential for use as a passive flow control device. Previous studies regarding this 
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problem are reviewed. In this work, the mechanism of the shock wave and boundary layer 
interaction over flexible surfaces is aimed to be investigated in depth, based on advanced 
measurement techniques. 
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Chapter 3  
Experimental apparatus and methodology  
This section presents the physics and theories of the equipment used in the test campaign. 
The fundamental physics of the shock tube and supersonic wind tunnel is presented first, 
followed by the theories concerning advanced flow diagnostic tools. 
  Flow production apparatus 
3.1.1 Shock tube  
The working principle, operation, and equations of the shock tube can be found in previous 
studies and textbooks [148-152]. In this dissertation, Only the fundamental theory of the 
shock tube relevant to the current research is briefly introduced. The conventional shock 
tube is generally a duct divided into two sections as shown schematically in Figure 3.1. The 
first part accommodating high pressure gas (P4) is the driver section and the low-pressure 
test gas (P1) is contained by the other part, the driven section. The two sections are separated 
by a diaphragm or a fast-acting valve.  
The typical flow structure and wave propagation diagram are illustrated in Figure 3.1. Once 
the diaphragm suddenly ruptures or the fast-acting valve opens, a shock wave is produced 
and propagates into the driven section. On the other hand, an expansion wave is produced, 
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propagating into the driver section. The diver and driven gases are separated by a contact 
surface behind the shock wave. 
 
Figure 3.1 Shock tube experiment and wave diagram [153] 
For a perfect gas, the pressure and temperature are suddenly increased across the shock wave 
front and the following equation can be derived from the one-dimensional conservation 
equations of mass, momentum, and energy [153]: 
2
1 1
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 (3.1) 
Where Ms is the shock wave Mach number, ρ and u are the gas density and velocity 
respectively. Index 1 refers to pre-shock conditions and 2 refers to post-shock conditions. γ 
is the gas specific heat capacity ratio. 
The pressure and temperature relations across the shock wave are given in the following two 
equations  [153]: 
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Theoretically, the flow pressure and velocity crossing the contact surface stay the same. So, 
u3 = u2 and P3 = P2. Additionally, the flow across the rarefaction wave is isentropic and the 
following equation can be obtained using the isentropic flow relation: 
2
3 3 1
4 4
( ) r
P a
P a

−=  
(3.4) 
As illustrated in Figure 3.1 the rarefaction wave propagates toward the end-wall of the driver 
section in the first place and is reflected backwards when it reaches the end-wall. Along the 
Mach waves composing the rarefaction wave, the relation 
2
1
u a const

+ =
−
 can be held 
and state 3 to state 4 can be related by the following equation [153]: 
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Based on equations 3.1-3.5, a relation between the initial pressure ratio and the shock wave 
Mach number Ms can be derived: 
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(3.6) 
For the above equations, it was assumed that the same gas is used in the driver and the driven 
section. On some occasions, different types of gases with different γ  alues are adopted in 
the driver section and driven section to get a higher shock Mach number.  
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Equation 3.7 [153] gives the relation between the initial pressure ratio and shock wave Mach 
number Ms in the case that different types of ideal gases are used in the driver section and 
driven section. It can be seen from Equation 3.7 that, to achieve the highest Ms, the initial 
pressure ratio P4/P1 must be as high as possible. Specifically, when 
4
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1 4
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−
. Therefore, for a given driven gas, a higher shock Mach number can be 
obtained by using a light and hot driver gas.  
A variety of shock tubes have been used on studies regarding shock and blast wave 
phenomena worldwide during the past century. Also, shock tubes are being used as a tool to 
simulate impulses generated by explosions. Because it is difficult to produce an actual 
explosion outdoor to study the impact of the blast wave overpressure on structures, animals, 
and other surroundings, shock tube facilities have been utilized to perform laboratory blast 
testing and develop strategies for mitigating explosion destruction [154-157]. 
It is worth noting that, in recent years, there has been substantial progress made with regard 
to developing novel types of shock tubes that are less expensive and easier to operate. 
Downey, et al. [158] designed a diaphragmless shock tube facility using a novel rapid 
opening valve which efficiently replacing the function of a bursting diaphragm. The opening 
time of its design is in the region of 0.5 ms. A similar diaphragmless design concept was 
proposed at the National Aerothermochemistry Laboratory at Texas A&M University by 
Taylor [159], employing a shock wave generating mechanism that consists of a rotating door 
and locking cam-shaft system. Janardhanraj and Jagadeesh [160] proposed a novel concept 
to generate miniature shock waves using an in situ oxyhydrogen generator. Kai et al. [161] 
presented a novel shock tube involving laser-induced micro shock waves (LIMS) in a square 
glass capillary. Shock waves at the scale of several micrometres or even hundreds of 
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nanometres can be generated by this method.  
 
Figure 3.2 A low-duty-cycle diaphragmless shock tube schematic [159] 
In this research, a novel concept to design the shock tube using detonation transmission 
tubing has been proposed and demonstrated [162]. More details regarding the design of the 
shock tube are given in Chapter 4. 
3.1.2 Supersonic wind tunnel 
The wind tunnel is a fundamental facility to investigate the aerodynamic properties of flight 
vehicles. Since the first wind tunnel established in the 1920s, a large amount of valuable 
experimental data has been collected to replicate various flight conditions and analyse the 
behaviour of different types of flows.  
Wind tunnels are firstly classified into low-speed, transonic, and supersonic wind tunnels 
based on the flow velocity in the test section[163]. An indraft supersonic wind tunnel [164] 
in University of Glasgow was used to conduct the investigation on shock wave and boundary 
layer interaction over flexible surfaces in this research. As shown in the CAD assembly 
(Figure 3.3), the wind tunnel has a test section area of 101.60 mm × 54.42 mm and 742.95 
mm long. There are two nozzles for Mach 2.0 and 4.0 designed based on the Method of 
Characteristics [165]. The indraft supersonic wind tunnel mainly consists of following 
components [164]: (1) drier, (2) settling chamber with honeycomb and mesh screens, (3) 
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Laval nozzle, (4) test section, (5) diffuser, (6) isolation valve, (7) vacuum chamber and (8) 
a vacuum pump. With the existing 34 m3 vacuum tank, the running time of the indraft 
supersonic tunnel is up to 10s. 
 
Figure 3.3 CAD assembly of the designed wind tunnel in University of Glasgow [164] 
 
Figure 3.4 Optical windows of the wind tunnel [164] 
As shown in Figure 3.4, to perform optical flow diagnostic techniques such as schlieren, PIV, 
DIC, and PSP, there is optical access on the two side walls and the upper wall. 
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 Flow analysis techniques 
3.2.1 Pressure measurement  
Pressure transducers (Kulite Semiconductor Products, Inc., model: XTE-190M, natural 
frequency: 175 kHz) were to conduct the unsteady pressure measurement. The pressure 
variation was recorded using a data acquisition from National Instruments (model: NI-9178) 
driven by LabVIEW. NI 9264 was used as the voltage output module, which is a 25 kS/s/ch 
Simultaneous, ±10 V, 16-Channel C Series Voltage Output Module. NI 9223 was used as 
the voltage input module. It is a ±10 V, 1 MS/s, 16-Bit, Simultaneous Input, 4-Channel C 
Series Voltage Input Module. The NI‑9223 can sample at the maximum sample rate per 
channel while the module next to it samples at a much slower rate, which is ideal for mixed-
measurement test systems. To get high-precision results, the sampling rate of 1 MHz was 
chosen in this research. 
Figure 3.5 shows the front panel and block diagram of the LabVIEW program developed for 
the real-time data acquisition, processing, and displaying of the unsteady pressure results. 
Specifically, a moving average (smoothing width is 14) algorithm was employed for the data 
filter and TDMS was adopted as the file format. DIAdem was selected as the software tool 
for the post-processing of large pressure data sets. It is a single software tool to quickly 
locate, load, visualize, analyze, and report measurement data collected during data 
acquisition and/or generated during simulations. Scripts in DIAdem is a very useful function 
module to automate repetitive data post-processing tasks and transform measurement data 
into valuable insights. 
Based on the above acquisition and post-processing system, the Kulite XTE-190M pressure 
transducer was calibrated. The GE Druck DPI 610 portable pressure calibrator was used to 
provide high-precision calibrating pressures. It is worth mentioning that the density of data 
points towards the lower-pressure region of the calibration was increased to improve 
accuracy. The calibration curve of Kulite XTE-190M pressure transducer is given in Figure 
3.6 with very good linearity. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 3.5 LabVIEW program for pressure data acquisition: (a) front panel; (b) block diagram 
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Figure 3.6 Calibration curve of Kulite XTE-190M pressure transducer 
3.2.2 Schlieren and shadowgraph photography 
Schlieren and shadowgraph were initially introduced by Robert Hooke in the 17th century 
[166, 167]. Currently, they have become standard laboratory tools for visualizing flow 
structures of various types of flows base on the flow density gradient.   
 
Figure 3.7 Schematic of working principle of schlieren photography [168] 
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As illustrated in Figure 3.7, the fundamental working principle of schlieren photography 
involves deflecting some of the light rays and intercepting with a knife [166, 168]. In a 
schlieren measurement system, an image S’ that is cut with a knife is produced from a source 
S by a condenser. A lens between the image S’ and the screen provides an image of the flow 
field in the test section. The knife intercepts some of the light rays passing through S and the 
other part converges on the screen (see Figure 3.7). If the flow is two-dimensional, the 
refractive index n, the gas thickness e, and the optical thickness E are independent of the 
axis z that is perpendicular to the flow. The Malus theorem [168] proves that the deviations 
θx or θy generated by the flow in the test section are equal to δE/δx and δE/δy respectively. 
If the intensity of the source S is not changed, the irradiance I is proportional to the light 
blocked by the knife. If there is not any density gradient in the test section, section A stays 
the same. In contrast, section A changes if the light beams are deflected. If b refers to the 
distance between the test section and the knife and h is the height of section A, the following 
equation  can be derived [168]: 
x
x
dI dA b b dE
I A h h d
= = =  (3.8) 
It can be seen from Equation 3.8 that schlieren photography presents the first derivative of 
the density for two-dimensional flow.  
In the shadow technique, the knife in Figure 3.7 will be removed. The relative irradiance 
variation is used to determine the contrast on the screen [168]: 
2
2
dI dE
b
I dx
= −  (3.9) 
It can be seen from Equation 3.9 that shadowgraph photography indicates the second 
derivative of the flow density.  
A typical example of the shadow and schlieren results showing the flow structure around an 
airfoil at a transonic speed [168] is given in Figure 3.8. It can be seen from Figure 3.8 that 
the schlieren result reveals finer flow details such as the shock wave structure and the flow 
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separation.  
  
                      (a)                          (b) 
Figure 3.8 Schlieren and shadowgraph techniques applied to an airfoil flow at Mach 0.76 and 8° 
attack angle: (a) shadowgraph; (b) schlieren [168] 
In this research, a high-speed shadowgraph system with a standard Z-type optical 
arrangement (see Figure 4.5) was used to visualize the supersonic flow, which includes a 
450–1000W continuous Xe-Hg arc lamp (Newport, model: 66921), two 203.3 mm diameter 
parabolic mirrors with a focal length of 1829 mm, and a fast camera (Shimadzu Hyper Vision 
HPV-1 High-Speed Video Camera). At recording speeds in the range 30 to 1 million fps, the 
HPV-1 produces high-definition images at a resolution of 312 ×260 - up to 80,000 pixels per 
image. With storage capabilities built directly into the camera's imaging chip, 100 
monochrome shots can be saved in BMP, TIF or AVI formats. To synchronize the high-
speed camera, the pressure rising signal in the supersonic flow was employed to trigger the 
camera. A signal conditioner for converting the rising voltage output of the pressure 
transducer into a 5V TTL signal was specially designed. 
Generally, schlieren and shadowgraph were thought to be mere qualitative visualization 
methods lacking quantitative power. In order to process a large number of the high-speed 
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schlieren and shadowgraph frames automatically, software for the automatic shock wave 
detection and tracking was developed in this dissertation based on MATLAB image 
processing toolbox. More details regarding the involved image processing procedure and 
algorithms are given in Chapter 6.  
3.2.3 Background oriented schlieren (BOS) 
The background-oriented schlieren technique was invented almost simultaneously in 
England and Germany at the end of the 20th century [167]. It is based on the Lorentz–Lorenz 
equation, which describes the relation between the fluid refractive index and its density. 
Compared with the aforementioned schlieren or shadowgraph techniques, the recording of 
the BOS method is simplified.  
 
Figure 3.9 BOS imaging configuration [169] 
The first step of a BOS recording is usually to generate a reference image by recording the 
background pattern without the flow in advance of the test. In the second step, the displaced 
test image of the background pattern under the flow will be captured. The image pair then is 
evaluated by image correlation methods. Image correlation and optical flow algorithms 
commonly used in PIV can directly be applied to compute the displacement distribution of 
the background patterns in BOS. Figure 3.9 demonstrates the typical BOS imaging 
configuration.  
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In the case of small deflection angles (ɛy ≈ tanɛy), the image displacement Δy can be 
calculated by the following equation [170]: 
D yy Z M =  (3.10) 
Where
i BM Z Z= is the magnification factor of the background, ZD is the distance from the 
measured flow field to the dot pattern, Zi refers to the distance from the dot pattern to the 
image plane and ZB refers to the distance between the dot pattern and the target object. The 
deflection angle ɛy is determined by the following formula [169]: 
0
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Thus, the displacement of the background pattern Δy can be rewritten as: 
( )D y
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Z
y f
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+ −
 (3.12) 
where ZA is the distance between the measured flow field to the lens, f refers to the focal 
length of the lens. It can be seen from Equation 3.12 that increasing ZD or decreasing ZA can 
enhance the overall sensitivity of the BOS system with a larger displacement Δy. To calculate 
the image displacement distribution accurately, the background pattern has to be imaged 
with good contrast. If the BOS imaging system is focused on the dot pattern, the following 
equation should be satisfied [169]: 
1 1 1
i Bf Z Z
= +  (3.13) 
Ideally, the BOS imaging system also detects sharp density gradients at '
iZ : 
'
1 1 1
i Bf Z Z
= +  (3.14) 
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Figure 3.10 BOS focusing position and image blur [169] 
This focusing problem of the BOS system is illustrated in Figure 3.10. Since the system is 
usually focused on the background to obtain a good correlation result, the contrast of the test 
model and flow field becomes limited. The geometric blur di (Figure 3.10) of a point at ZA 
can be defined as the following formula [169]: 
1
1 '( )i A Ad d M Z f
f
 
= − − 
 
 (3.15) 
Where dA is the aperture diameter and 
'' /i AM Z Z=  is the magnification of the density gradient 
imaging. Furthermore, the capability of detecting small-scale displacements in the 
background pattern is limited by diffraction. The following equation [169] can be derived to 
determine the diffraction limited minimum image diameter dd: 
2.44 / ( 1)d Ad f d M = +  (3.16) 
where λ is the light wavelength. The overall image blur dΣ can be determined by the 
following Equation  [169]: 
2 2
d id d d= +  (3.17) 
There has to be a trade-off to optimize the image sharpness in BOS system [169]: increasing 
the aperture diameters dA reduces the diffraction (Eq. 3.16), but produces a larger geometric 
blur di (Eq. 3.15). For most of the BOS systems, the latter effect is stronger. Therefore, a 
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small aperture diameter dA is typically applied for BOS image acquisition, which means 
stronger illumination should be provided. Because the image correlation process averages 
over interrogation windows, the interrogation window size should be considerably larger 
than the overall image blur dΣ.  
Based on the aforementioned fundamental principle, the background-oriented schlieren 
(BOS) technique has been widely used in various wind tunnel tests [171-176] and scientific 
researches [177-179] due to its simplicity, flexibility, and non-intrusive nature. Unlike 
traditional schlieren photography, the BOS technique can obtain a very large field of 
schlieren view without large, expensive, and precision optics [180-182]. It also can provide 
unique solutions to some problems, including the large fields-of-view just described, as 
applied to aircraft and outdoor explosions [183-185], and schlieren imaging inside the test 
sections of large industrial wind tunnels [172, 186]. For example, slotted or perforated 
transonic test sections [171], which can be as large as 5 m across, generally have no sufficient 
optical access for conventional schlieren or shadowgraph techniques. Furthermore, two 
novel BOS systems, air-air and ground-to-air, have been proposed by NASA to investigate 
the shock wave structures of supersonic jets interacting in flight tests [174, 181, 182, 186]. 
These techniques can be used to test the design of future supersonic transport. 
 
Figure 3.11 BOS system of AEDC 16T propulsion wind tunnel (looking downstream) [171] 
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Figure 3.12 Randomized dot pattern (top) applied to starboard wall (bottom) of NASA National 
Transonic Facility for capsule wake RBOS test [172] 
 
Figure 3.13 3D BOS setup of ONERA’s S1MA wind tunnel [173] 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 3.14 NASA air-to-air BOS setup: (a) aircraft positioning; (b) cabin setup [174] 
  
(a) (b) 
  
(c)  (b)  
Figure 3.15 NASA air-to-air BOS system for a supersonic jet flying over the Mojave Desert: (a) 
natural background; (b) fly image; (c) result by cross-correlation, dy; (d) result by optical flow, dy 
[174] 
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Figure 3.16 Working principle of ground-to-air BOS system using celestial objects [181] 
 
Figure 3.17 Flow structure of a supersonic jet from ground-to-air BOS system using celestial 
objects [181] 
In this dissertation, a BOS system was built up preliminarily in the indraft supersonic wind 
tunnel of the University of Glasgow (Section 3.1.2). More details regarding this BOS system 
are presented in Chapter 5. 
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3.2.4 Unsteady pressure sensitive paint (PSP) 
  
Pressure-sensitive paint (PSP) is an optical measurement technique for global surface 
pressure measurements in wind tunnel testing. As shown in Figure 3.18, the working 
principle of PSP is the oxygen quenching of the luminescence molecules in the paint. 
Luminescence intensity emitted by the pressure sensitive paint decreases as the local air 
pressure increases because of the oxygen quenching. Then, the surface pressure of objects 
can be determined by the paint luminescence intensity detected by a camera. In the late 1980s 
and early 1990s, conventional steady pressure sensitive paints were first used to wind tunnels 
[187, 188]. The spatial resolution of the global surface pressure map provided by PSP is 
mainly limited by the spatial resolution of the photodetector, which is much higher than that 
of traditional pressure taps.  
 
Figure 3.18 Schematic of PSP system: (a) steady PSP; (b) unsteady polymer-ceramic PSP [188] 
Steady pressure sensitive paint generally consists of two components: the luminophore and 
a polymer binder for adhering the luminophore molecules to the model surface. The response 
time of steady pressure sensitive paints is largely determined by the gas diffusion rate of the 
polymer binder. Conventional, steady PSP formulations have a response time in the 
magnitude of seconds, however, a lot of aerodynamic phenomena are highly unsteady and 
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require a much faster PSP measurement system [189-202]. Also, facilities that have a short 
test time such as shock tunnels and shock tubes need a fast-responding pressure sensitive 
paint [203, 204]. Figures 3.19-3.21 present typical unsteady PSP systems and results from 
NASA wind tunnel facilities. In this research, an unsteady PSP system was developed to 
investigate the fluctuating pressure loading on the flexible surfaces due to the unsteady shock 
wave and boundary layer interactions. 
 
Figure 3.19 Unsteady pressure sensitive paint applied to generic launch vehicle model in the 11- by 
11-foot Transonic Wind Tunnel at Ames Research Center [189, 190] 
 
Figure 3.20 Fast PSP results from AEDC 16T test showing the amplitude of the pressure 
fluctuations at the first two Rossiter frequencies [191] 
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Figure 3.21 Unsteady pressure-sensitive paint covers the blade tips of a helicopter being tested in a 
wind tunnel at NASA's Langley Research Center in Virginia [192] 
 
Figure 3.22 Map of pressure coefficients on a rocket fairing model in unsteady transonic flow: the 
left image shows an instant of the PSP data demonstrating the shock/boundary layer interaction and 
the right plots show the pressure coefficients at three locations as a function of time [198, 205] 
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The paint is the core of the unsteady PSP measurement system. Great efforts have been made 
to improve the timescale of gas diffusion for unsteady PSP formulations. As discussed above, 
the characteristics of the polymer binder determine the gas diffusion rate of the paint, but the 
lifetime of the pressure sensitive paint luminophore becomes equally crucial [206, 207], 
which stands for the physical limit of the attainable temporal resolution of the pressure 
sensitive paint. Three types of pressure sensitive probes have been applied: pyrene, 
porphyrin and ruthenium complexes [188]. The binder commonly used for unsteady PSP 
can be divided into two categories: porous ones and polymer ones with high oxygen 
permeability. These two types of fast PSPs are summarized below: 
Porous fast Pressure-Sensitive Paint 
The schematic of the unsteady PSP utilizing a porous binder is shown in Figure 3.23. 
Luminophore can be directly applied to the large surface area of the porous materials. The 
oxygen molecules in the air directly quench luminescence. The response time of this type of 
unsteady PSP is of the order of 1 μs. A great variety of materials have been selected as porous 
PSP binders, including a thin-layer chromatography (TLC) plate [208], hydrothermal 
coating [209], sol-gel [210], anodized aluminium (AA) [211, 212], anodized titanium, 
polymer/ceramic (PC) [213], and porous filter. PC-PSP is the most popular option due to its 
simplicity and applicability.  
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.23 PSP with porous material as a binder: (a) schematic illustrations; (b) scanning electron 
micrographs [214] 
TLC is commercially available and can be easily applied by dipping the test model into the 
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PSP luminophore solution. However, it only can be used for simple geometries because of 
its brittle nature [215-217]. For the AA-PSP, a thin aluminum oxide layer with 10- to 100-
nm micropores is produced by an electrochemical anodization process [214] (see Figure 
3.24). The preparation process of AA-PSP is relatively complicated and usually consists of 
the electrochemical anodization of the test model, the modification of the model surface 
using phosphoric acid, and dipping the model in the luminophore solution [193, 218]. The 
static properties of AA-PSP can be affected by the luminophore dipping process [219]. The 
lifetime of AA-PSPs with organic pressure sensitive luminophores is of the order of 1 ns 
[198].  
Although TLC-PSP and AA-PSP have a very short lifetime, the requirements of test model 
material limit their extensive applications, leading to the motivation for developing the 
polymer/ceramic pressure-sensitive paint (PC-PSP) that can be sprayed onto any metal 
materials. Scroggin et al. initially proposed a PC-PSP formulation based on a tape casting 
procedure [213]. Gregory et al. improved the paint formulation and directly sprayed the paint 
onto the model surfaces [220]. Unsteady PC-PSP is also commercially available from 
Innovative Scientific Solutions, Inc. [221]. It is interesting to note that a novel paint 
formulation based on nanoscale ceramic particles was proposed by Kameda et al. [222], 
which is similar to PC-PSP, but no polymer binder is added. 
Polymer-Based fast Pressure-Sensitive Paint 
The other approach for developing porous unsteady PSP formulations is based on polymer 
binders that have very high oxygen permeability [223, 224]. For example, the gas 
permeability of Poly(TMSP) [poly(1-trimethylsilyl-1-propyne)] is around 10 to 50 times 
higher than polystyrene and silicone [224-227], which are two conventional polymers used 
in steady PSP. The temperature sensitivity is a major error source in the unsteady PSP 
measurement [188]. This problem can be solved by developing PSP formulations with small 
temperature sensitivity. Biluminophore PSP, in which pressure sensitive luminophore and 
temperature sensitive luminophore are mixed, has been developed to address this problem 
[228-230]. However, for most biluminophore PSPs, there is a problem of overlapped spectra 
of two types of luminophores [231], which limits the performances of the paints.  
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In this research, a novel PC-PSP formulation, in which the PtTFPP and mesoporous silica 
are selected as the luminophore and ceramic respectively, is proposed and demonstrated. 
The formulation and characteristics of this novel PC-PSP will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
 
Figure 3.24 Typical experimental setup of shock tube for response time calibration of PSP [193] 
After an unsteady PSP formulation is developed, dynamic calibration should be conducted 
to measure its response time. During the dynamic calibration, the PSP response is compared 
to the known standard pressure field produced by the calibration device and then the 
amplitude and phase delay of the PSP signal can be determined. Shock tube is the most 
popular dynamic calibration equipment [216, 232-234]. The shock wave generated in the 
shock tube provides a steep pressure variation. The luminescent intensity of the paint is 
usually detected via a photomultiplier tube (PMT). The response time of the unsteady PSP 
can be measured by shock tube accurately, however, frequency response characteristics 
including the phase and amplitude delay are not attainable. Fluidic oscillator is the other 
option for  PSP dynamic calibration [235, 236]. The typical operating range of the oscillating 
jet is of the order of 1–10 kHz and the frequency increases with the supply pressure. The 
oscillation frequency is also influenced by the size of the oscillator. The acoustic standing 
wave tube [237-240] is also used recently in unsteady PSP dynamic calibrations. The 
amplitude and phase delay of the paint can be directly tested as a function of frequency. 
Mechanical shaker [241] is a similar method to provide pressure fluctuations for determining 
PSP dynamic properties. 
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Figure 3.25 Acoustic tube for response time calibration of PSP [237] 
In this work, a PSP dynamic calibration system is established preliminarily based on a novel 
type of shock tube driven by detonation transmission tubing. The experimental setup is 
detailed in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 4  
Design of a novel shock tube driven by 
detonation transmission tubing  
 Overview of the experimental facility 
As discussed in Section 3.1.1, the shock tube has proven an exceptional valuable facility for 
simulating blast waves and shock waves which can be directed and measured to study flow 
effects under laboratory conditions [242-244]. It also can be used to study aerodynamic flow 
in a wide range of temperatures and pressures that are difficult to obtain in other types of 
testing facilities [245-254]. Furthermore, it has been used in medicine, biology, and industry 
for various applications [154-156, 255-258].  
Generally, a typical compressed-gas driven shock tube consists of two sections: one called 
the driver section and the other called the driven section. The driven section initially 
containing the test gas (low pressure chamber) is separated by a diaphragm or a fast-acting 
valve from the driver section (high pressure chamber). After the diaphragm ruptures, the 
driver gas expands into the low-pressure chamber, acting as a piston and generating a shock 
wave. However, conventional compressed-gas driven shock tubes are generally large in size 
and have a high cost of conducting tests and maintenance. 
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The present study proposes and demonstrates a novel concept to design the shock tube using 
a commercially available and cost-effective detonation transmission tubing [162]. Actually, 
detonation transmission tubing had been applied to generate micro-blast waves or small-
scale explosion in previous studies [253, 259, 260]. Takahiro Ukai et al. had attempted to 
use the shock tube based on the detonation transmission tubing for the first time to 
investigate shock wave distortion in shock-square vortex loop interaction in the University 
of Glasgow [253]. However, detonation transmission tubing has not been taken as a real 
shock tube design concept yet and the properties and capabilities of this type of shock tube 
have not been studied so far. In this work, a novel type of shock tube driven by detonation 
transmission tubing was proposed. More specifically, two different shock tubes with a 
circular and square cross-section respectively were manufactured to simulate different 
engineering application occasions. Overpressure measurement in the driven section of the 
shock tubes is performed using a dynamic Kulite pressure transducer and time-resolved 
shadowgraph tests were conducted to study the properties and capabilities of the shock tube. 
For the shadowgraph image processing, an in-house developed software [261] based on 
MATLAB GUI and digital image processing techniques was used for shock wave detection 
and tracking.  
 Design details 
Detonation transmission tubing is a safety explosive material widely used for detonator 
initiating and non-electric network igniting. It can be used in the blasting operation site 
where no explosion hazard of marsh-gas, coal-dust, or other inflammable mine dust exists. 
It has good or strong resistance to static electricity, stray current, high and low temperature, 
and oil corrosion, which makes it applicable in various environments. In this research, the 
non-electric (NONEL) detonation transmission tubing system, a combination of NONEL 
lead line and the blasting machine, is used to provide high pressure and temperature gas for 
shock tubes, acting as the driver section. 
Figure 4.1 demonstrates the working principle of the shock tube driven by detonation 
transmission tubing. Unlike conventional compressed-gas driven shock tubes, the proposed 
shock tube is driven by detonation transmission tubing and there is no need for storage of 
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high pressure gases for shock wave generation. Detonation transmission tubing, also known 
as NONEL tube (M/s Dyno Nobel, Sweden), consists of an annular, small diameter, plastic 
tube (inner diameter: ID = 1.3 mm, outer diameter: OD = 3 mm) coated on the innermost 
wall with a reactive explosive compound, which, when ignited, propagates a low energy 
signal, similar to a dust explosion. The reaction travels at approximately 2,000 m/s along the 
length of the tubing with a minimal disturbance outside of the tube. The explosive mixture, 
about 18 mg/m, is predominantly high-melting explosive: HMX (∼92 % by weight), along 
with traces of aluminium (∼8% by weight). The detonation is initiated by an electronic 
blasting machine, DynoStart 2, with an output voltage of 2500 V. As shown in Figure 4.1, 
when the micro explosive is electrically triggered from one end of the polymer tube, the 
sudden expulsion of combustion gases which are in a state of high temperature and pressure 
act as compressed gases in the conventional shock tube, pushing the ambient air and 
eventually leading to the formation of a hemispherical blast wave. After releasing from 
NONEL tube end, the blast wave is diffracted and turns to a bigger spherical shape as it 
travels. G. Jagadeesh et. al [260] visualized the propagation of the blast wave from NONEL 
through schlieren photography. The result demonstrated the diffraction process of the blast 
wave from the NONEL tube end, in which the propagation of the blast wave varies along 
different azimuths. As soon as the blast wave impinges on the wall of the driven section, it 
becomes increasingly even. Eventually, the blast wave front forms an approximately flat 
plane except for a small deflection in the boundary layer next to the inner surface. In a similar 
way to the compressed-gas driven shock tubes, the shock wave gives to the air in the driven 
section a brutal acceleration accompanied by a jump of temperature, pressure and density 
and the air flow in the driven section is limited by a contact surface separating this flow from 
the driver combustion gas. 
It is worth mentioning that the effect of viscosity results in the formation of a boundary layer 
on the shock tube inner wall, which interacts with the shock wave and has a significant 
impact on the flow development inside the shock tube. A lot of theoretical and experimental 
studies have been conducted regarding boundary layer development behind the incident 
shock for conventional compressed-gas driven shock tubes, demonstrating that such a shock-
induced boundary layer is generally laminar in the first place and then transit to a turbulent 
one after a short distance [262-265].   
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It is also important to investigate the boundary layer condition inside shock tube facilities 
driven by detonation transmission tube. However, since the shock tube facilities established 
in this research don’t ha e enough optical access, the flow pattern including the boundary 
layer development inside this novel type of shock tube is not capable of being visualized. 
Therefore, the growth of the boundary layer was not sketched in the schematic of the working 
principle of the shock tube driven by NONEL tube. Next, shock tubes with longer optical 
access or even fully made up of transparent glass will be designed to study the boundary 
layer development, whether the boundary transition occurs or not, and how the shock wave 
and boundary layer interaction influence the flow structure inside the shock tube driven by 
NONEL tube. 
 
Figure 4.1 Working principle of the shock tube driven by detonation transmission tubing  [162] 
Several rules need to bear in mind for the design of shock tubes driven by NONEL tube: (i) 
A sufficient distance should be ensured between the NONEL tube end and the shock tube 
exit to form a planar shock wave inside the shock tube, which determines the minimum 
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length of the driven section. Besides, the driven section still needs to have proper sizes for 
mounting pressure transducer, thermometers, or optical windows for flow visualization if 
needed. (ii) There is a minimum ratio of the length of the NONEL tube to the diameter of 
the driven section. A minimum length of NONEL tube is needed to generate enough 
explosion energy, hence to produce sufficient high temperature and pressure gas for forming 
a shock wave. The explosive material coated on the inner wall of the NONEL tube can 
generate a shock front that propagates at a typical speed of 2000 m/s after ignited. G. 
Jagadeesh et. al [266] found that 1.6 mg of TNT is equivalent to 1 mg of HMX which is the 
primary component of NONEL explosive material and a minimum length of around 55mm 
is needed to reach a detonation velocity of 2000 m/s inside the tube. Therefore, the NONEL 
tube length must be larger than this value. (iii) The final shock wave Mach number is 
determined by the length of NONEL tube and sizes of the driven section. It is also crucial to 
limit the NONEL tube length, preventing the overpressure magnitude in the driven section 
exceeding the measuring range of pressure transducer or even the design load limit of the 
driven section. 
Based on the aforementioned principles, two shock tube facilities driven by detonation 
transmission tubing were designed and manufactured. One is circular cross-sectional and the 
other is square. Sizes of the circular and square shock tubes designed in this work were 
preliminarily decided by empirical regulations for conventional compressed-gas driven 
shock tubes [110, 267, 268]. In the future, we aim to develop numerical tools to investigate 
the difference of the internal flow through a shock tube driven by NONEL and a 
conventional one. Based on these tools, how to determine the optimum shock tube diameter 
and length of the NONEL tube can be studied as well. 
Figure 4.2 illustrates the assembly of the circular cross-section shock tube. More design 
details are given in Appendix A.1. To align the central axis of the flexible NONEL tube with 
that of the driven section, the NONEL tube was inserted into a stainless steel hypodermic 
tube holder (ID = 3 mm, OD = 22 mm, length Lh = 140 mm), followed by a circular cross-
sectional driven section (ID = 22 mm, OD = 25 mm). More specifically, the NONEL tube 
was stably fixed during the detonation using a screw on the sidewall of the tube holder and 
a pressure transducer (Kulite Semiconductor Products, Inc., model: XTE-190M) was 
mounted 50mm from shock tube exit to record the pressure-time histories in the driven 
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section for estimating the shock Mach number Ms. In addition, two through holes were 
manufactured at two sides of the leading edge of the driven section, whereas two lines of 
blind thread holes were manufactured at two sides of the tube holder with a 50mm interval, 
which makes the relative position between these two components changeable. 
 
Figure 4.2 Assembly of the circular cross-section shock tube [162] 
The circular shock tube is a very useful experimental facility to simulate compressible vortex 
rings [67, 245, 269-273] and axisymmetric supersonic jets, which have been applied in many 
practical applications, including jet and rocket propulsion, projectile launch, mixing 
augmentation, enhanced combustor performance and thrust vector control [67-71]. However, 
previous studies have demonstrated that the major flow structure of a jet is strongly related 
to the curvature of the nozzle geometry [72]. Actually, as an efficient method of passive flow 
control, non-circular jets, such as elliptical, rectangular, square, and triangular jets, have 
been extensively studied to enhance the mixing and entrainment rate [73-78]. Zare-Behtash 
et al. [67, 79] investigated the flow properties of non-circular vortex loops from square, 
elliptic, and exotic nozzle geometries. Zhang et al. [80] numerically investigated the flow 
characteristics of supersonic jets with different geometries and demonstrated that mixing can 
be accelerated by the counter-rotating stream-wise vortices generated by a square vortex 
loop. Therefore, the nozzle geometry has a significant impact on the flow properties from 
the nozzle exit. 
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Rectangular supersonic jets have been widely used in a great variety of applications 
including thrust vector control [75], jet noise suppression [274,275], combustion [276, 277] 
and lift augmentation. In order to investigate the blast wave and jet flow of rectangular 
supersonic jets, a square cross-section shock tube [253] was fabricated (see Appendix A.2) 
as well in this research. The square shock tube with side length d = 22 mm has a 200mm 
long driven section and a tube holder section for fixing the NONEL tube (see Figure 4.3). A 
flush-mounted pressure transducer was placed 50 mm from the driven section exit to 
measure the overpressure magnitude in the driven section. [274] [275]  
 
Figure 4.3 Assembly of the square cross-section shock tube 
  Properties of the shock tube  
To investigate the capabilities and properties of the detonation transmission tubing driven 
shock tubes, pressure measurement for the overpressure magnitude in the driven section of 
the shock tube was performed to get the shock Mach number Ms. As discussed above, a 
pressure transducer (Kulite Semiconductor Products, Inc., model: XTE-190M, natural 
frequency: 175 kHz) was placed at 50 mm from the open end to record the pressure history 
in the driven section. The pressure variation was recorded by a NI-9223 module (National 
Instruments Corp., 1 MS/s, 16 bit, 4 channels) with a NI-9178 compact data acquisition 
system driven by LabVIEW. Furthermore, the sampling rate of 1 MHz is chosen to get high-
precision results. 
Additionally, the flow structure from the open end of the shock tube was visualized using 
the time-resolved shadowgraph system shown in Figure 4.4. To synchronize the high-speed 
camera, the pressure rising signal induced by the shock wave was employed to trigger the 
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camera (Figure 4.4). A signal conditioner for converting the rising voltage output of the 
pressure transducer into a 5V TTL signal was specially designed.   
 
Figure 4.4 Schematic of the experimental setup 
4.3.1 Mach number range 
Figure 4.5 presents the pressure-time history measured by the Kulite pressure transducer in 
the driven section of the square shock tube. The timescale of Figure 4.5 (a) is 6ms, whereas 
a much larger timescale of 150ms is documented in Figure 4.5 (b). It is worth noting that the 
original pressure-time history contains high-frequency oscillations resulting from the high 
eigenfrequency of the Kulite pressure transducer. Figure 4.5 only showcases the data filtered 
by a moving average (smoothing width is 14). It can be seen from Figure 4.5 that a strong 
pressure increase from the ambient pressure to the peak pressure with a time scale of 
nanoseconds is generated due to the initial shock wave. When the shock wave arrives at the 
open end of the shock tube, a rarefaction wave is created, which travels back upstream. This 
rarefaction wave accelerates the out-flowing air and thereby causes the pressure to drop. 
After the contact surface separating the compressed air flow from the driver combustion gas 
passes the transducer, a sudden pressure decrease appears because of the relatively low 
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pressure in the combustion gas and rarefaction waves. The rarefaction waves accelerate the 
out-flowing combustion gas and thereby causes its pressure to drop even below the ambient 
pressure, whereas this low-pressure area then gives rise to the refilling process, which results 
in a pressure increase. This oscillation process lasts about 70ms and then the pressure in the 
driven section restores to the ambient condition. Overall, the pressure profile in the driven 
section of the shock tube is consistent with that of conventional compressed-air driven shock 
tubes [151].  
 
(a)  
 
 (b)  
Figure 4.5 Pressure-time history of Kulite pressure transducer in the driven section of square shock 
tube (Nonel tube length L=200mm): (a) timescale of 6ms; (b) timescale of 150ms 
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The shock Mach number Ms of the shock tube can be estimated by overpressure magnitude 
in its driven section based on the normal shock theories (see Section 3.1.1): 
22
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Where P1 and P2 are the static pressure, respectively, before and after the shock (the ambient 
pressure and the peak overpressure for this case), Ms is the shock wave Mach number, 𝛾 is 
the ratio of the specific heats of the gas. Meanwhile, the shock velocity also can be calculated 
by automatically detecting and tracking the initial shock wave from shadowgraph images. 
In this research, the shock wave velocity was calculated by detecting the shock locations of 
the first five shadowgraph images (250k frames per second) from the open end and the 
calculating process was conducted using in-house developed software (see Chapter 6), in 
which computer vision algorithms such as background subtraction in the frequency domain, 
adaptive threshold, and sub-pixel interpolation were utilized.  
Table 4.1 Shock Mach number Ms of the square shock tube in different NOENL tube lengths 
L (mm) Explosive mixture(mg) Ms by peak overpressure Ms by shadowgraph 
200 3.6 1.28 1.27 
300 5.4 1.37 1.36 
400 7.2 1.46 1.45 
500 9.0 1.53 1.52 
600 10.8 1.56 1.55 
700 12.6 1.58 1.57 
Table 4.1 showcases the shock Mach number Ms of the square shock tube calculated both by 
peak overpressure and shadowgraph images for NONEL tube length L= 200 to 700 mm. It 
can be seen from Table 4.1 that the shock Mach number calculated by peak overpressure in 
the driven section is basically consistent with that from shadowgraph images. However, Ms 
obtained through peak overpressure is higher than that from shadowgraph images on a whole, 
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which makes sense because the shock wave is dissipative after it emits from the open end of 
the shock tube. Moreover, it is apparent that the longer NONEL tube has higher denotation 
energy and generates a stronger shock wave with a higher velocity. However, the shock 
Mach number goes up nonlinearly versus the NONEL tube length. When the NONEL tube 
length is over 400 mm, the shock Mach number increases very slightly. Specifically, the 
shock Mach number range of this novel shock tube is around from 1.28 to 1.58 (NONEL 
tube length L = 200-700 mm). Further research can be conducted about the theoretical model 
correlating the strength of the shock wave with the energy of the NONEL tube or replacing 
the straight nozzle with other contours to increase the shock Mach number. 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.6 Shadowgraph images from the open end of the circular shock tube using different lenses 
(a) shadowgraph image for flow structure visualization; (b) shadowgraph image for shock Mach 
number calculation 
It is worth noting that there are errors to some extent for both shock Mach number calculation 
methods. To estimate Ms by shadowgraph sequences, the accuracy is limited by the spatial 
resolution of the camera. Unfortunately, fast cameras used in high speed shadowgraph or 
schlieren are generally low in spatial resolution (only 312×260-pixel resolution for the 
Shimazu fast camera used in this research) to pursue a better time resolution. In order to 
improve the shock Mach number calculation accuracy, lenses with different focal lengths 
were used for flow structure visualization and shock speed calculation respectively (see 
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Figure 4.6). Although only a shorter area from the open end of the shock tube was visualized 
for calculating the shock Mach number, there still is a ±0.02 bias. As for the method that 
assesses the Ms by peak overpressure, the main error is coming from the moving average 
process. For the steady pressure measurement, the shot noise of the pressure measurement 
system can be eliminated effectively by moving average with a large smoothing width. 
However, it is difficult to make a trade-off between denoising and non-distortion for the 
strong unsteady pressure fluctuation signal. In this work, the sampling rate of Kulite pressure 
transducer was set to 1 MHz in order to get high-precision results as much as possible. 
However, the pressure on the side wall of the shock tube driven section goes up to its 
maximum value less than 1µs and then starts to decrease because of rarefaction waves very 
soon (see Figure 4.5(a)). Therefore, moving average results in a non-linear distortion to the 
original highly unsteady pressure signal. To sum up, all shock Mach numbers must be 
measured based on the same shadowgraph or overpressure magnitude measurement setup 
and evaluated using the same calculating parameters. 
4.3.2 Repeatability 
In different runs, there is deviation due to biases of the NONEL tube length, distribution 
inhomogeneity of the explosive material along the NONEL tube, or other operation errors. 
To validate the reliability of the shock tubes, the repeatability experiment of overpressure 
and shadowgraph was conducted using the same NONEL tube length and the same 
acquisition configuration including the time delay for the image capturing, exposure time, 
and frame rate. Specifically, the repeatability is represented by the relative standard 
deviation (RSD) [278] defined as the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean for a set of 
replication test results: 
RSD = σ/xm (4.2) 
where σ is the standard deviation of the overpressure magnitudes or shock wave locations 
from a set of replication tests, xm denotes their corresponding arithmetic mean values. The 
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standard deviation is calculated by the equation as follows: 
 
(4.3) 
where xi means the overpressure or the initial shock wave location of one sample run and N 
is the number of replication runs. 
 
Figure 4.7  Repeatability of pressure-time history in the driven section of square shock tube (L = 
200 mm) 
Figure 4.7 presents pressure-time histories (NONEL tube length L=200mm) of 7 runs from 
the Kulite pressure transducer in the driven section of the square shock tube. The RSD of 
the peak overpressure magnitude induced by the primary shock wave is 1.64% in 7 runs. 
Therefore, the peak overpressure in the case of NONEL tube length L=200mm is 178.89kPa 
± 1.64%. Because of the interaction of shock wave, boundary layer, and rarefaction waves, 
the flow inside the shock tube is quite unsteady. Therefore, only the repeatability analysis of 
the peak impulse overpressure magnitude induced by the primary shock wave was performed 
in this work.  
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Figure 4.8 Repeatability of shock wave locations from the open end of the circular shock tube (L = 
300 mm)  
Figure 4.8 shows the instantaneous locations of the initial shock wave, detected from 
shadowgraph images of the circular shock tube (NONEL tube length L=300mm) in 7 runs. 
It can be seen that initial shock wave locations for different runs qualitatively match very 
well when the elapsed time of shock wave out of the open end of the circular shock tube is 
less than 60 µs. The repeatability of the shock wave location from the open end of the shock 
tube is calculated quantitatively by equations 4.2 and 4.3. The result shows that the relative 
standard deviation of the initial shock wave location in 13 different timing points of 7 runs 
varies from 1.86% to 2.82%.  
It is worth mentioning that it is not reliable to estimate the shock tube Mach number Ms 
simply by the length of the NONEL tube although good repeatability of less than 3% can be 
obtained for most of the cases. Occasionally, we still find some cases in which there is a 
larger difference in both overpressure magnitude and shadowgraph results compared with 
most of the cases in the same NONEL tube lengths. The reason is probably the distribution 
inhomogeneity of the explosive material along the NONEL tube. Therefore, the Mach 
number should be estimated each run through one of the two aforementioned methods. 
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4.3.3 Running time  
Shock tubes can be developed in a wide range of sizes. The size and method of producing 
the shock wave determine the peak running time of the shock tube. For the conventional 
open end shock tubes driven by compressed air with a driven section in a magnitude of 
several meters [279], test times are a few milliseconds, mainly limited by the arrival of the 
contact surface.  
Figure 4.9 depicts shadowgraph images from the open end of the circular shock tube in the 
case of NONEL tube length L=500 mm. It can be seen that the time duration before the 
contact surface arrives at the open end of the circular shock tube is roughly 528µs, and then 
the combustion gases in a state of high temperature and pressure generated by the sudden 
expulsion of the NONEL tube comes out of the shock tube open end. It is worth mentioning 
that the reason why the brightness of shadowgraph sequences is different from frame to 
frame is the intensity variation of the light source and the very short exposure time (4µs), 
howe er, it doesn’t influence the grayscale gradient of shadowgraph test images and the 
visualization of the flow structure. 
Additionally, the running time of the shock tube is also can be obtained from the pressure-
time history in the driven section. Figure 4.10 presents the pressure-time histories of the 
square shock tube for different driven section length LD in the case of NONEL tube length 
L=300mm. The length of the driven section is adjusted by changing the relative position 
between the tube holder and driven section (see Section 4.2).  As given in Figure 4.10, the 
running time between the initial shock and contact surface in the case of driven section length 
LD=280mm and NONEL tube length L=300mm is around 617µs, however, there is a 
significant variation in the running time for different driven section length LD=280-330mm. 
The shock tube with a longer driven section has a longer running time. The running time 
differences between cases of LD=230mm and 280mm is 73µs, while that of cases of 
LD=280mm and 330mm is 78 µs. Although a significant running time difference has been 
found, the maximum overpressure magnitudes (Figure 4.10) due to the initial shock wave 
are basically the same for different driven section length LD=280-330mm in the case of 
NONEL tube length L=300mm. 
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(a)  (b)  (c)  
   
(d)  (e)  (f)  
   
(g)  (h)  (i)  
   
(j)  (k)  (l)  
Figure 4.9 Framing shadowgraph images showing flow structure evolution from the open end of 
the circular shock tube at L = 500 mm: (a) Δt=16µs; (b) Δt=80µs; (c) Δt=144µs; (d) Δt=208µs; (e) 
Δt=272µs; (f) Δt=336µs; (g) Δt=400µs; (h) Δt=464 µs; (i) Δt=528µs; (j) Δt=544µs; (k) Δt=560µs; 
(l) Δt=576µs 
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Figure 4.10 Pressure-time histories of the square shock tube for different driven section lengths 
(NONEL tube length L=300mm) 
 
Figure 4.11 Pressure-time histories of the square shock tube for NONEL tube lengths (driven 
section length LD=280mm) 
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Figure 4.11 demonstrates pressure-time histories of the square shock tube for different 
NONEL tube lengths. As shown in Figure 4.11, there is good repeatability both in maximum 
overpressure magnitude for calculating the shock Mach number and the phases of pressure-
time histories. Compared with cases of NONEL tube length L=200mm (shock Mach number 
Ms=1.28) and 400mm (shock Mach number Ms=1.46), the shock tube with higher explosion 
material and shock Mach number has a longer running time. The running time difference for 
cases of Ms=1.28 and Ms=1.46 is around 44 µs. 
All in all, the longer running time can be obtained by increasing the driven section length 
for a specific Mach number. Additionally, the running time is slightly longer in cases of 
higher Mach numbers.  However, the running time of shock tubes driven by detonation 
transmission tubing is much shorter than that of conventional shock tubes due to its limited 
dimensions and explosion energy [279]. 
4.3.4 Flow structure from the open end 
Circular shock tube: 
Figure 4.12 demonstrates the primary flow structure from the open end of the circular shock 
tube in the case of NONEL tube length L=600 mm and the elapsed time of the initial shock 
wave Δt=184 µs). As shown in Figure 4.12, the flow pattern from the open end of the circular 
shock tube driven by detonation transmission tubing consists of initial shock wave, 
secondary shock waves, vortex ring, embedded shock wave, and the oblique shock wave 
structure, which is consistent well with that of conventional compressed-gas driven shock 
tubes [10]. More detailed shadowgraph images showing the flow evolution emitting from 
the open end are given in Figures 4.13-4.16 (NONEL tube length L = 300, 400, 500, 600 
mm respectively). As shown in Figures 4.13-4.16, a planar shock wave emits from the shock 
tube open end in the first place. After emitting from the open end, the shock wave is 
diffracted and turns to a spherical shape as it travels. Because of rarefaction, the pressure 
behind the initial shock is reduced when it separates from the downstream jet head. If the 
pressure drops enough to a value below the atmospheric pressure, a secondary shock wave 
is generated. This secondary shock wave then separates from the jet head and the 
abovementioned process repeats, generating additional shock waves until the jet flow 
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becomes subsonic and no longer able to sustain the formation of secondary shock waves.  
The formation of secondary shock waves was also found in conventional open-ended shock 
tubes [257], explosive impulse [280], and volcanic eruptions [257, 281]. On the other hand, 
the air flow in the driven section behind the initial shock wave comes out and forms a shear 
layer between the high speed flow and ambient fluid. This shear layer is subsequently carried 
away from the edges of the shock tube exit and rolls up, generating a vortex ring. The initial 
shock wave becomes weak gradually because of its radial expansion and the subsequent 
pressure reduction communicates with the air flow in the shock tube via expansion waves. 
These expansion waves accelerate the flow in the tube until an oblique shock (Figures 4.13 
(d)-4.16 (d)) starts to form near the shock tube exit, which also normally can be seen at the 
exit of a steady overexpanded jet. It should be noted that at this instant just after the oblique 
shock emergence, the flow field at the shock tube exit is influenced by not only the wall 
boundary layer, but also by the presence of the vortex ring. Once the oblique shock system 
is closed across the tube (Figure 4.13 (f), Figure 4.14 (f), Figure 4.15 (e), Figure 4.16 (f)), 
the flow at the tube exit can no longer be influenced by the downstream.  
 
Figure 4.12 Flow structure from the open end of the circular shock tube (NONEL tube length L = 
600mm, Δt=184 µs) 
For the vortex ring structure of the circular shock tube presented in Figures 4.13-4.16, it has 
two distinct flow regimes. The first one is illustrated in Figure 4.13, showing the flow field 
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produced in the case of Ms~1.37. The propagation of the vortex ring is shock-free but 
probably with a supersonic area around the core of the vortex. The external flow is entrained 
during the vortex ring propagation, transitioning the vortex ring from initially laminar to 
turbulent with instabilities developing with time around the circumference of the core 
(Figures 4.13 (g)-(l)). Widnall et al. [282] have established the theoretical foundations for 
the development of instability waves on incompressible vortex rings. They showed that: (i) 
A given ring geometry results in only one unstable mode. (ii) The number of waves on the 
ring increases when the vortex core is reduced. In fact, n ~2.7R/a, where n is the number of 
waves around the ring, R is the vortex ring radius, and a is the core size. Based on this 
theoretical foundation, the size of the vortex ring can be estimated by the number of waves 
on the ring. At later times, the apparent core size of the ring is increased as the high wave 
number instabilities seem to have saturated their growth. The subsequent expansion of the 
core diameter reduces the number of waves on the ring. In the second flow regime (Figures 
4.14-4.16), showing the flow field produced by Ms~1.46-1.58, the vortex ring propagates 
with a rearward-facing shock in its recirculating region. The embedded shock wave is termed 
“rearward-facing” since the high-pressure region is upstream of the main flow. After the 
emergence of the oblique shock reflection (Figure 4.14 (g), Figure 4.15 (f), Figure 4.16 (f)), 
the rearward-facing shock embedded in the vortex ring starts to form. This rearward-facing 
embedded shock wave with the high pressure downstream and low pressure upstream 
appears because the induced flow velocity in the recirculating region of the ring becomes 
supersonic. Far downstream of the shock tube exit, the vortex ring has become highly 
turbulent and the shadowgraph image of the embedded shock is blurred (Figure 4.14-4.16 
(h)-(l)); this particular shock wave disappears when the viscous forces of the flow are 
dominant, however, the propagation of the ring does not seem to slow down. Previous studies 
demonstrated that the threshold for the formation of the rearward-facing embedded shock 
wave in terms of Ms ∼1.43 [149, 283], which is consistent with present experimental results. 
Additionally, far downstream of the open end of the shock tube, the vortex ring with its 
attendant shock leaves the oblique shock structure (Figure 4.14-4.16 (j)), and continues 
downstream leaving the oblique shock structure characteristic of an overexpanded jet 
attached to the tube exit. The oblique shock structure remains unchanged until the primary 
expansion wave reflected from the rear end of the tube eventually arrives at the shock tube 
exit.  
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Figure 4.13 Framing shadowgraph images showing flow structure evolution from the open end of 
the circular shock tube at NONEL tube length L=300 mm: (a) Δt=4µs; (b) Δt=24µs; (c) Δt=44µs; 
(d) Δt=64µs; (e) Δt=84µs; (f) Δt=104µs; (g) Δt=124µs; (h) Δt=144 µs; (i) Δt=164µs; (j) Δt=184µs; 
(k) Δt=204µs; (l) Δt=224µs 
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Figure 4.14 Framing shadowgraph images showing flow structure evolution from the open end of 
the circular shock tube at NONEL tube length L=400 mm: (a) Δt=4µs; (b) Δt=24µs; (c) Δt=44µs; 
(d) Δt=64µs; (e) Δt=84µs; (f) Δt=104µs; (g) Δt=124µs; (h) Δt=144 µs; (i) Δt=164µs; (j) Δt=184µs; 
(k) Δt=204µs; (l) Δt=224µs 
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Figure 4.15 Framing shadowgraph images showing flow structure evolution from the open end of 
the circular shock tube at NONEL tube length L=500 mm: (a) Δt=4µs; (b) Δt=24µs; (c) Δt=44µs; 
(d) Δt=64µs; (e) Δt=84µs; (f) Δt=104µs; (g) Δt=124µs; (h) Δt=144 µs; (i) Δt=164µs; (j) Δt=184µs; 
(k) Δt=204µs; (l) Δt=224µs 
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Figure 4.16 Framing shadowgraph images showing flow structure evolution from the open end of 
the circular shock tube at NONEL tube length L=600 mm: (a) Δt=4µs; (b) Δt=24µs; (c) Δt=44µs; 
(d) Δt=64µs; (e) Δt=84µs; (f) Δt=104µs; (g) Δt=124µs; (h) Δt=144 µs; (i) Δt=164µs; (j) Δt=184µs; 
(k) Δt=204µs; (l) Δt=224µs 
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Figure 4.17  Image intensity profiles along the axis of symmetry of the circular shock tube, 
NONEL tube length L= 300 mm, Δt = 136 µs  
 
(a)   
 
 (b)   
Figure 4.18 Intensity profiles along the axis of symmetry of the circular shock tube at NONEL tube 
length L=600 mm: (a) Δt=136 µs; (b) Δt=184 µs  
In order to examine the evolution of the flow feature quantitatively, the intensity profiles of 
shadowgraph images along the axis of symmetry of the shock tube were obtained (Figures 
4.17 and 4.18) using the in-house developed software [30]. The intensity of shadowgraph 
images was normalized by the image background brightness. The lateral axis x/d stands for 
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the normalized distance from the shock tube open end. As shown in Figure 4.17, the initial 
shock wave, secondary shock wave, vortex ring, and the oblique shock structure in the jet 
flow are detected in the intensity profile curve in the case of L=300 mm and Δt=136 µs. 
However, there is not an obvious embedded shock wave in the vortex ring in this case. By 
contrast, a relatively strong embedded shock wave can be found for the case of L=600 mm, 
Δt=136 µs (Figure 4.18 (a)). Meanwhile, it can be seen from Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18 
that the intensity of the initial shock wave for the case L=600 mm is higher than that of 
L=300 mm (the higher intensity gradient implies a steeper density gradient). In addition, the 
attenuation of the strength of initial shock wave with distance or elapsed time also can be 
found from Figure 4.18 (a) and Figure 4.18 (b). Comparing with Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18 
(a), the initial shock wave and vortex ring in the case of NONEL tube length L=600mm 
move further far away from the open end than that of the L=300mm, which means the 
velocities of the initial shock wave and the vortex ring are higher in the case of larger 
NONEL tube length. Moreover, shocklets between the initial shock and the vortex ring are 
more apparent and the jet flow after the vortex ring becomes more complicated for the longer 
NONEL tube length case. Figure 4.18 (b) presents the intensity profile of the shadowgraph 
image along the axis of symmetry of the shock tube at L=600mm, Δt = 184 µs. By measuring 
the distance of the initial shock wave in different shadowgraph images, the shock velocity 
can be determined. 
Square shock tube: 
For the flow coming out of the square shock tube, four primary physical processes [284, 285] 
are identified. The first one is the initial shock, which is planar when releasing from the 
square shock tube exit but evolves into a spherical shape rapidly. This shock diffraction 
process is similar to that of the above circular shock tube case, which affects the air flow 
behind it. The secondary flow structure is the secondary shock(s), which is also can be found 
in the case of an axisymmetric shock tube. Similarly, due to the rarefaction, the pressure 
behind the initial shock is reduced when it separates from the downstream jet head. If the 
pressure drops enough to a value below the atmospheric pressure, a secondary shock wave 
is generated. This secondary shock wave then separates from the jet head and the 
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abovementioned process repeats, generating additional shock waves until the jet flow 
becomes subsonic and no longer able to sustain the formation of secondary shock waves. 
The third process is the vortex loop distortion created by the shear layer originating from the 
tube exit. Although the generating mechanism of the vortex loop is similar to that of the 
vortex ring in the axisymmetric case, the vortex loop is much more unstable, appearing to 
be square and coplanar in the first place but converting to a twisted one rapidly. The vortex 
loop instability might be induced by the non-uniform vorticity produced from the secondary 
flow and the sharp corners. This instability can result in the earlier break-up of the primary 
vortex loop and the energy transformation from large-scale vortices to smaller ones. The 
fourth process is the so-called secondary oblique shock structure when NONEL tube length 
L is larger than 400mm, namely the Mach number of the initial shock wave exceeds 1.43 
approximately. The oblique shock structure forms somewhere in the vortex loop core and 
then develops into a larger three-dimensional one very quickly. Also, the local supersonic 
flows return to subsonic ones because of this shock structure, which makes the vortex loop 
more unstable. 
Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20 depict shadowgraph sequences showing flow structure evolution 
from the open end of the square shock tube in the cases of NONEL tube length L=200mm 
and 300mm respectively. As shown in Figures 4.19 and 4.20, only the first three major 
physical processes can be found when NONEL tube length L is smaller than 300mm, namely 
the initial shock Mach number is lower than 1.37 approximately. When the initial shock 
wave is released from the shock tube end, it has a square shape and the corners are rounded 
(Figure 4.20 (a)). The planar part of the initial shock becomes shorter and the corners are 
more rounded as time elapses, as seen in Figures 4.20 (b-e). The above shock diffraction 
process also makes the pressure and density distributions highly nonuniform. With the higher 
curvature, the remaining parts start moving downstream with increased velocity and become 
closer to the location of corners. Behind the initial shock wave, secondary shock waves due 
to rarefaction can be found in both cases of NONEL tube length L=200mm and 300mm. 
Since the pressure behind the initial shock is reduced below the atmospheric pressure when 
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it separates from the downstream jet head, the secondary shock wave is generated. Also, the 
vortex loop motion is observed in Figures 4.19 and 4.20. Unlike the initial shock wave that 
converts into an axisymmetric shape from a planar one, the vortex loop is highly unstable 
and its configuration is always changing. To visualize the motion of the vortex loop more 
detailly, a schlieren test placing a knife edge on the focal point of the parabolic mirror was 
conducted with a smaller observation area. Figure 4.21 presents framing schlieren images 
showing the distortion of the vortex loop from the square shock tube exit in the case of 
NONEL tube length L=300mm. As shown in Figures 4.21 (b-g), the vortex loop near the 
mid-wall symmetric plane moves radially whereas the other part from the corners moves 
further downstream, which means the flow density close to the corners reduces rapidly when 
the flow is released from the shock tube exit. Therefore, the flow expansion near the side 
wall is weaker than that created around the corner. Compared with the vortex ring in the case 
of the circular shock tube, the vortex loop from the square shock tube exit is much more 
unstable with a much more complicated distortion and motion process. However, the fourth 
flow feature, the secondary oblique shock wave structure, was not observable in cases of 
NONEL tube length L=200mm and 300mm due to the lower shock Mach number. The above 
observations agree with previous experimental and numerical results of conventional 
compressed-gas driven shock tubes reported by Zare-Behtash et al [67] and Jiang et al. [285].  
Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.23 depict shadowgraph sequences showing flow structure evolution 
from the open end of the square shock tube in the cases of NONEL tube length L=400mm 
and 500mm respectively. The major difference of the flow feature between NONEL tube 
length L>400mm and abovementioned L<400mm is the formation of the secondary oblique 
shock structure. The expansion of the flow is less intense in the mid-wall symmetric plane 
than that in the diagonal plane. As seen in Figure 4.22 (d) and Figure 4.23 (b), the local 
supersonic flow regions induced by the non-uniform expansion result in the formation of the 
secondary shock wave structure near the corners. These findings are consistent well with 
previous experimental and numerical results [67, 285] based on conventional compressed-
gas driven shock tubes. 
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Figure 4.19 Framing shadowgraph images showing flow structure evolution from the open end of 
the square shock tube at L=200mm: (a) Δt=34µs; (b) Δt=48µs; (c) Δt=62µs; (d) Δt=76µs; (e) 
Δt=90µs; (f) Δt=104µs; (g) Δt=118µs; (h) Δt=132µs; (i) Δt=146µs; (j) Δt=160µs; (k) Δt=174µs; (l) 
Δt=188µs 
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Figure 4.20 Framing shadowgraph images showing flow structure evolution from the open end of 
the square shock tube at L=300mm: (a) Δt=4µs; (b) Δt=48µs; (c) Δt=62µs; (d) Δt=76µs; (e) 
Δt=90µs; (f) Δt=104µs; (g) Δt=118µs; (h) Δt=132µs; (i) Δt=146µs; (j) Δt=160µs; (k) Δt=174µs; (l) 
Δt=188µs 
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Figure 4.21 Framing schlieren images showing motion of the vortex loop from the open end of the 
square shock tube at L=300mm: (a) Δt=24µs; (b) Δt=40µs; (c) Δt=56µs; (d) Δt=72µs; (e) Δt=88µs; 
(f) Δt=104µs; (g) Δt=120µs; (h) Δt=136µs; (i) Δt=152µs; (j) Δt=168µs; (k) Δt=184µs; (l) 
Δt=200µs  
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Figure 4.22 Framing shadowgraph images showing flow structure evolution from the open end of 
the square shock tube at L=400mm: (a) Δt=4µs; (b) Δt=48µs; (c) Δt=62µs; (d) Δt=76µs; (e) 
Δt=90µs; (f) Δt=104µs; (g) Δt=118µs; (h) Δt=132µs; (i) Δt=146µs; (j) Δt=160µs; (k) Δt=174µs; (l) 
Δt=188µs 
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Figure 4.23 Framing shadowgraph images showing flow structure evolution from the open end of 
the square shock tube at L=500mm: (a) Δt=76µs; (b) Δt=90µs; (c) Δt=104µs; (d) Δt=118µs; (e) 
Δt=132µs; (f) Δt=146µs; (g) Δt=160µs; (h) Δt=174µs; (i) Δt=188µs; (j) Δt=202µs; (k) Δt=216µs; 
(l) Δt=230µs 
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  Conclusions 
A novel concept to design shock tubes driven by detonation transmission tubing in a reliable, 
repeatable, and safe manner for laboratory scale experiments is proposed and demonstrated 
in this work. Specifically, a circular open-ended shock tube with a straight driven section 
(inner diameter ID = 22 mm, driven section length Ld = 330 mm) was designed and 
manufactured. Also, a similar square shock tube was also fabricated to simulate square 
supersonic starting jets. To investigate the characterization of this novel type of shock tube, 
the pressure-time measurement in the driven section and the time-resolved shadowgraph test 
for the flow structure from the open end of the shock tubes were performed, which shows 
that the flow structure inside and out of the shock tubes driven by detonation transmission 
tubing is consistent with that of conventional compressed-gas driven shock tubes. Moreover, 
this novel type of shock tube has good repeatability of less than 3% with a Mach number 
range from 1.29 to 1.58 when the weight of the NONEL explosive mixture varies from 
3.6mg to 12.6mg. 
Compared with conventional compressed-gas shock tubes, the shock tube driven by 
detonation transmission tubing is smaller in size, more cost-effective, and much easier to 
operate. The flow structure from an open-ended shock tube driven by detonation 
transmission tubing is consistent with that of conventional ones. Therefore, it can be used in 
aerodynamics to investigate flows involving the shock wave, vortex loop, supersonic jets, 
and also applicable in medicine, biology, and other industries for various applications to 
replace conventional shock tubes. Investigations such as using different nozzle contours, the 
influence of the shock tube diameter or cross-section shape, and extending it into the close-
ended shock tube will be performed further.  
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Chapter 5  
Development of BOS and unsteady PSP 
systems 
 Development of background oriented schlieren system  
Compared with conventional schlieren photography, the background-oriented schlieren 
(BOS) technique holds substantial potential as a practical qualitative visualization and 
complementary quantitative scientific research tool because of its simplicity, flexibility, and 
nonintrusive feature. The BOS technique can be divided into three major components: the 
background pattern, the image acquisition system, and the image post-processing tool. This 
section presents the BOS system developed in this research and the preliminary experimental 
results. 
5.1.1 Background pattern  
The design and manufacture of the background pattern is a significant variable for the 
resolution and overall capability of the BOS system and has been mostly qualitative in the 
past. Depending on the size and location of the background pattern, common methods for 
generating the BOS background pattern include splashing droplets of paint with a brush 
directly on a wind-tunnel wall [286], projecting laser speckles generated through ground 
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glass [287] and using computer-generated randomized monochromatic or coloured pixel 
segments [288, 289]. In this research, a MATLAB program was developed to generate and 
optimize the BOS random dot pattern through a user-controlled and fully customizable 
approach. Figure 5.1 shows the main interface of the MATLAB program for generating a 
BOS random dot background pattern. The number and diameter of dots along with the size 
of the background (A1-A4 paper) can be set through the program and then printed by a 
common ink-jet printer. The paper for printing can be conventional white copy paper sheets, 
white reflective film sheeting, or semi-transparent paper for increasing efficiency of the 
illumination. 
 
Figure 5.1 Graphic interface for generating BOS random dot background pattern 
Generally, an individual random dot in a BOS image has an order of 3–5 pixels. In fact, 2-3 
pixel images are better for the BOS accuracy, but frequently it is difficult to be reached due 
to the problem of diffraction at small apertures. The proper dot diameter of the background 
pattern depends on the camera spatial resolution and the experimental setup such as the focal 
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length of the lens f and the distance between the background and the camera ZB. Therefore, 
several background patterns with different sizes and dot diameters need to be prepared for 
different occasions. 
5.1.2 Image acquisition system 
Unlike the traditional schlieren, the BOS setup can be performed without large, expensive, 
and precision optics [180-182].  For the BOS system developed in this work, only a 
background pattern printed by a common ink-jet printer, a light source, and a fast camera 
with a proper lens are needed. 
The light source required for high-speed BOS must be small and bright, but otherwise is 
dependent mainly on the background pattern and the desired exposure time. Herein, a 450-
1000W Xenon arc lamp from the Newport Corporation was used, which is also the main 
light source for high-speed shadowgraph and schlieren systems. By simply changing the 
socket adapter, you can interchange between different lamp types and wattages of the lamp. 
The continuous arc lamp used in this research offers the convenience of high-speed imaging 
without the need for flash synchronization. However, a synchronized flash lamp with greater 
illumination may be required in some applications.  
Photron FASTCAM SA1.1 camera is selected as the time-resolved imaging device. 
Maintaining a square aspect ratio of 1024×1024 pixels for frame rates up to 5,400 fps, it is 
extremely useful when observing highly unsteady events such as shock wave propagation or 
distortion. With the benefit of a variable region of interest (ROI) to match the aspect ratio of 
the subject, the camera can capture images at a maximum frame rate of 675,000 fps and the 
capability of a sub-microsecond exposure can eliminate the shock motion blur.  
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5.1.3 Image post-processing 
 
Figure 5.2 PIVlab software for BOS image post-processing 
Raw BOS images are processed using an open source PIV software, PIVlab [290]. Detailed 
information regarding how to use this software can be found in its user manual [290]. In this 
dissertation, only the key image processing steps are briefly introduced: 
(1) Setting a region of interest (ROI) and a mask 
In most of the cases, the flow area is only a portion of the BOS image and an ROI setting is 
needed. To realize it, a mask is generally applied to exclude the test model in the image from 
subsequent analysis.  
(2) Image pre-processing 
It is a common approach to improve the BOS image quality before performing the actual 
image correlation [291, 292]. One of the most commonly used algorithms in PIVlab is 
contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) [293]. The other effective 
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algorithm for pre-processing in PIVlab is the high-pass filter [294] that removes 
inhomogeneous lighting. It is assumed that the displacement of all dots within an 
interrogation is the same. In reality, brighter spots in the interrogation window contribute 
statistically more to the signal in the process of correlation to bias the non-uniform 
displacement. This problem can be solved by the intensity capping filter that sets an 
maximum limit of the greyscale intensity and replaces intensities of pixels higher than the 
threshold value by this limit value [292].  
 (3) Image correlation 
The most key part in the BOS image processing is the cross-correlation algorithm that 
searches the dot pattern from the interrogation area A in an image back into the interrogation 
area B in the other image of an image pair, which can be performed by the discrete-cross 
correlation function [295]: 
( , ) ( , ) ( , )
i j
C m n A i j B i m j n= − −   (5.1) 
where A refers to the interrogation window from image A and B denotes the corresponding 
interrogation window from image B. The pixel location having the maximum intensity in the 
correlation matrix C provides the displacement of dot pattern from A to B [295]. 
The most straightforward method for calculating the correlation matrix C is the direct cross 
correlation (DCC) [296], or convolution filtering [297]. Correlation matrix C is calculated 
in the spatial domain for the DCC method and the two interrogation windows can have 
different sizes [297]. DCC has been demonstrated to obtain more accurate data than a 
standard discrete Fourier transform (DFT) algorithm [295]. However, the calculating 
efficiency of DCC is lower than that of the DFT method, particularly in the cases of large 
interrogation windows [291, 295, 298]. For the DFT algorithm, it employs interrogation 
windows of identical size, which increase the amount of background noise in the correlation 
matrix C [299]. This problem can be eliminated by performing multiple passes of the DFT 
[300]. The interrogation grid is refined within every pass [301] and a high spatial resolution 
and a better signal to noise ratio can be achieved in the final vector map. In real flows, the 
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BOS background pattern can be rotated or sheared [302-304]. In PIVlab, DFT approach with 
multiple passes is recommended for the image cross-correlation. The first pass obtains the 
displacement at the interrogation window centre. The original interrogation window A and 
the deformed interrogation window B are correlated in the next pass. After several passes, 
the displacement with high accuracy has been calculated.  
(4) Post-processing 
Post-processing is generally needed to achieve accurate displacement results [305]. The 
normalized median test [306] can be used to estimate the displacement fluctuation. After 
removing outliers, missing vectors can be replaced by interpolated data [305], which can be 
accomplished by the two-dimensional linear or spline interpolation [307]. Additionally, data 
smoothing can be conducted to reduce a certain amount of measurement noise. The 
smoothing algorithm implemented in PIVlab is an advanced penalized least squares method 
[308]. 
 
Figure 5.3 Overview of the workflow and the implemented features of PIVlab [290] 
Figure 5.3 depicts the workflow and the implemented features of PIVlab software. To sum 
up, image processing techniques for BOS are similar to those in PIV. The main difference is 
that only the displacement induced by the density gradient is calculated in BOS and PIV 
needs to compute the velocity distribution based on the displacement result. 
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5.1.4 Validation case of the BOS system  
To validate the aforementioned background oriented schlieren system, a pitot tube test in the 
supersonic wind tunnel (see Section 3.1.2) of the University of Glasgow was visualized using 
the BOS technique. Figure 5.4 shows the BOS experimental setup. A random-dot pattern 
was used as a background, where the diameter and the filled surface ratio was 1 mm and 
63%, respectively. Reference (wind-off) images and test (wind-on) images were recorded 
with the same industrial video camera (Photron FASTCAM SA1.1 camera) for two-
dimensional density measurements. Test images were recorded for one second at a framing 
rate of 1000 fps and an exposure time of 33µs. Background displacement caused by the flow 
around the pitot tube was determined by a cross-correlation analysis with PIVlab. In this 
experiment, the distances from the background to the centre of the wind tunnel, ZD, and to 
the camera lens, ZB, were 1000 mm and 1800mm respectively.  
 
Figure 5.4 Schematic of BOS experimental setup in the indraft supersonic wind tunnel of the 
University of Glasgow 
Figure 5.5 depicts displacement results from BOS in the case of M=2.0. The flow structure 
analysis based on the displacement/density distribution is given in Figure 5.6. As shown in 
Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6, the sensitivity of the BOS system is good enough to visualize 
weak density variations caused by expansion waves, boundary layer, and weak oblique 
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shock generated by the small gap between the nozzle and test section upstream. It also 
presents the strong density gradient caused by the bow shock in the front of the hose tip of 
the pitot tube, normal shock ahead of the pitot tube root near the tunnel top wall, and the 
strong oblique shock system. 
However, it also can be seen from Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 that shock waves visualized by 
the aforementioned BOS system are quite thick and blur. The reason for this is the long 
exposure time (33µs) and the high unsteadiness of the shock waves due to wind tunnel 
vibration and its inherent unsteady flow feature. Next, to improve the performance and 
capacity of the current BOS system, it will be optimized further including adding extra light 
sources to shorten the exposure time, testing new fast cameras with better spatial resolution, 
and optimizing the dot diameter and the filled ratio of the background pattern. 
  
(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d) 
Figure 5.5 BOS results of the pitot tube test in the case of free stream Mach number M=2.0: (a) raw 
BOS image; (b) displacement distribution in pixels; (c) horizontal displacement in pixels; (d) 
vertical displacement in pixels 
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Figure 5.6 Flow structure obtained from BOS displacement distribution  
 Development of unsteady PSP system 
In the University of Glasgow, there is a commercial steady PSP system from Innovative 
Scientific Solutions Inc. (ISSI). In this research, an unsteady polymer-ceramic pressure 
sensitive paint (PC-PSP) system based on a novel PtTFPP-based unsteady PSP formulation 
was built up on the basis of the commercial steady PSP system.  
5.2.1 Paint formulation 
The paint is the core of the unsteady PSP measurement system. In this work, a novel PC-
PSP formulation was developed, which consists of a luminophore, porous particle, polymer, 
and solvent. Pt(II) meso-tetra(pentafluorophenyl)porphine (PtTFPP) from Santa Cruz 
Biotechnology, Inc. was selected as the pressure sensitive luminophore, which is ideally 
excited at 395nm. Mesostructured-silica (M-silica) purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and KE-
441-T room temperature vulcanizing silicone rubber (RTV) from Shin-Etsu Chemical was 
chosen as incorporated particles and the polymer of the binder respectively. Toluene 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich was used as a solvent. 
The paint solution was well mixed using a stirrer and then sprayed onto sample surfaces 
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using a spray gun (HVLP 802342, DEVILBISS) with a nozzle diameter of 1.3 mm. The 
binder and luminophore solutions were often sprayed separately to improve the time 
response of PC-PSP in previous studies [309-311]. However, in this research, the 
luminophore and the binder of PC-PSP were mixed in the same solution and the PC-PSP 
coating could be finished by single spraying. The samples after spray then were cured in an 
oven for 8 hours before application. 
5.2.2 Preparation system 
The PC-PSP is prepared by the following steps: 
 (1) Clean the test model and calibration samples 
Clean the test model and calibration coupons using acetone or alcohol on wipes. The 
adherence and properties of the paint can be affected by the oil and grease on the surfaces of 
the test model or calibration samples. To ensure the quality of the data obtained, it is 
important to clean them before spraying. 
(2) Paint preparation  
The PC-PSP formulation proposed in this research consists of four parts: the luminophore, 
porous particle, polymer, and solvent. The first step is to determine how much paint you 
wish to spray on the model and remove this volume from the solvent. For example, if you 
want to spray 100mL paint on the model you would remove 100mL toluene into an empty 
jar. Then, add a specific proportion of luminophore, porous particle, and polymer into the 
jar with solvent (3mg/10ml PtTFPP, 150mg/10ml M-silica, and 150mg/10ml RTV for this 
PSP formulation). A Sartorius CP225D laboratory balance  with a high level of accuracy and 
precision (0.01-mg readability) was used to measure the weights of the luminophore, particle, 
and polymer. Once all the four parts are measured together in a jar, you can put a lid on and 
shake the jar very well. In this research, to enhance mixing, the paint in its container was put 
into a XUB digital ultrasonic bath from Grant Instruments filled with water for around 15 
minutes.  
(3) Spraying 
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In this work, a high volume low pressure (HVLP) spray gun from DEVILBISS with a nozzle 
diameter of 1.3 mm was employed without filtering or straining. If possible, a small amount 
of distilled water can be used to thin the paint. Set the gun pressure to 200 kPa and turn the 
siphon rate adjustment totally off. Open the siphon rate adjustment up until a light mist of 
paint is achieved from the nozzle of the spray gun. The distance of the spray gun from the 
model surface is generally approximately 30 cm. Over a bare metal surface, 7 to 9 light cross 
coats are usually applied (too many coats on the surface can result in flaking of the paint). 
The cross coat means working from left to right while moving down the model and then 
back up left to right. This constitutes one coat. The next coat is applied top to bottom or 
bottom to top in a similar manner.  
(4) curing 
After spraying, the paint needs to be cured to reach the glass transition of the polymer. The 
coated samples of PC-PSP were cured in an oven from SciQuip at 80oC for 8 hours after 
spraying. The SciQuip oven was designed to provide accurate temperature uniformity with 
no overshoot. There is a microprocessor inside the oven, which achieves precise 
environmental control and features the advantage of rapid recovery after door opening.  
Once a model is painted and cured, place it out of room lighting or ambient lighting when 
not in use. Do not touch the surface once painted. If the model must be handled, use latex or 
nitrile gloves, careful not to scratch the painted surface. It is also worth noting that adequate 
ventilation or appropriate respiratory protection is needed during the spraying process. 3M-
7500 reusable mask with A1 HgP3 organic vapour filter cartridges was used in this work. A 
ventilation system was also built up in the PTSP lab in the university of Glasgow.  
5.2.3 Illumination 
PtTFPP-based PC-PSP was excited by two 400-nm 4-inch air-cooled LEDs (LM4X-DMHP-
400, Innovative Scientific Solutions Inc.). The LED light source provides uniform, stable 
and high-power illumination, for unsteady pressure sensitive paint measurements. This LED 
was actually designed for lifetime pressure and temperature sensitive paint acquisition 
systems. The rise and fall time is less than 500 ns. Because it is overdriven, the duty cycle is 
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limited to 5%, and its maximum pulse width is limited to 1 ms. Since the pressure fluctuation 
frequency of the shock wave and boundary layer interaction over flexible surfaces in this 
research is expected over 1kHz, and an exposure time of less 1ms is required. Therefore, this 
LED is also applicable to the intensity-based unsteady PC-PSP system.  
Additionally, there are 4 kits of 2-inch air-cooled LEDs (LM2X-DMHP-400, Innovative 
Scientific Solutions Inc.) available. The 2-inch, air-cooled LEDs, as shown in, were designed 
for applications in smaller wind tunnels or test facilities where a model is relatively close. 
Although not as powerful as the aforementioned 4-inch air-cooled LEDs, they can be added 
when the illumination is not strong enough for highly unsteady or long-distance occasions. 
It is worth mentioning that two 460-nm LED arrays which were made up of 144 Bivar blue 
LEDs were built in-house for the potential Ru(dpp)3-based unsteady pressure sensitive paint, 
which is ideally excited at 460nm. As this light source does not contain any temperature 
control or forced cooling, it will be left to settle to a running temperature at a fixed voltage 
before PSP data acquisition began. During this period of time, the PSP sample will be not 
exposed to the light to avoid excessive photodegradation.  
5.2.4 Image acquisition 
The luminescence from PC-PSP was captured by a 14-bit colour CCD camera (PSP-CCD-
C, Innovative Scientific Solutions Inc.) with a 550-nm long pass filter (550FG05-50, 
Innovative Scientific Solutions Inc.) during the static calibration. In the case of potential 
binary unsteady PSP for eliminating the temperature sensitivity, a pressure-sensitive signal 
channel and a reference channel with different spectrum need to be acquired. Usage of a 
colour CCD allows binary pressure sensitive paint data (two separate spectral peaks) to be 
acquired at the same time. Unlike the conventional monochrome camera, in which optical 
filters in front of the camera lens are needed to detect light of a specific spectrum band, the 
filtering is applied on the chip using a standard Bayer filter for the colour camera. Therefore, 
all images are acquired through a single camera, which can minimize the image alignment 
errors and the stability of the illumination source will be a less significant issue. The major 
drawback of this approach is the loss of spatial resolution. In a colour chip, only ¼ of the 
pixels are sensitive to the signal channel (red pixels) on the standard Bayer filter. Despite 
the loss of spatial resolution, the colour camera approach produces excellent results at low 
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speed flows. For the unsteady PC-PSP wind tunnel test, a 12-bit monochrome Photron 
FASTCAM SA1.1 camera with a 1024×1024-pixel spatial resolution will be adopted. 
5.2.5 Synchronization and control  
Since there is a rising time and falling time for the LED light source, the camera needs to 
start acquiring after the LEDs are open and become stable. Similarly, LED should be turned 
off after the exposure of the camera. The synchronization and timing strategy of light source 
and camera is performed by a pulse sequence generator (PSG-2, Innovative Scientific 
Solutions Inc.).  
5.2.6 Static calibration  
The relationship between the air pressure and the luminescence intensity of pressure 
sensitive paint is given by Stern-Volmer equation [188, 193]. Ideally, the Stern-Volmer 
coefficients are depended on pressure without temperature dependence. However, a more 
manageable polynomial form of the Stern-Volmer equation that takes the temperature 
sensitivity of the paint into account is commonly used: 
, 0
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I P

=
=   (5.2) 
where I refers to luminescence intensity from PSP, P is the pressure of the paint surface and 
T denotes temperature. The subscript “ref” refers to the reference condition of the prior 
calibration experiment. The constants ij are Stern–Volmer coefficients. Generally 
speaking, the second-order approximation (n=2) is adequate to describe the nonlinear 
behaviour of pressure sensitive paint. 
There are three common calibration methods to get the Stern–Volmer coefficients in 
Equation 5.2: prior calibration, in-situ calibration, and calibration of the model with paint 
directly in the test section of the pressurised wind tunnel. The prior calibration that is called 
also static calibration collects luminescent intensity data under different pressure and 
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temperature combinations, determining the Stern-Volmer coefficients prior to the wind 
tunnel test. Additionally, Klein et al. [312] demonstrated that the paint properties of 
calibration sample and the model in the wind tunnel test are different because of the paint 
thickness change and other factors. In an in-situ calibration, the pressure data from the 
pressure taps on the wind tunnel model is used to relate the luminescent intensity of PSPs 
[203, 313]. k-fit calibration method combines the static calibration and in-situ calibration 
[314]. This approach is especially effective when the pressure range of the pressure taps does 
not cover pressure range  on the model surface [315].  
 
Figure 5.7 PSP static calibration system in University of Glasgow [165] 
The experimental setup of the PSP static calibration system in the University of Glasgow is 
illustrated in Figure 5.7. The calibration chamber consists of a pressure vessel, a pressurising 
inlet, a valve to evacuate pressure, a Peltier thermoelectric plate, a pressure transducer and a 
temperature sensor [165]. The calibration sample was fixed on the Peltier plate by a thermal 
glue. The Peltier plate has a temperature difference of up to 74oC and the temperature was 
recorded with a thermocouple with an accuracy of ±0.5oC. The pressure in the PSP static 
calibration chamber was measured with a Kulite pressure transducer. 
400-nm LEDs from ISSI were chosen as the light source to excite the PSP calibration 
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samples. The PSP-CCD-C camera was placed normal to the optical window of the 
calibration chamber and the LEDs were mounted on its side. A 550-nm long-pass optical 
filter was used to separate light from the LEDs and the pressure sensitive paint. 
Thirty “dark images” with the light sources switched off were captured ahead of the PSP 
calibration each test. For each pressure and temperature condition, only one test image with 
illumination was captured. The dark corrected test images were computed by subtracting the 
test image with the averaged dark images. This process aims to minimise background noise. 
These dark corrected test images were then processed by a MATLAB program and the data 
of 150×150 pixels of dark corrected test images were averaged to reduce the shot noise. 
5.2.7 Dynamic calibration 
To determine the response time of unsteady PSP, a dynamic calibration system was designed. 
The experimental setup for PSP dynamic calibration is illustrated in Figure 5.8. A square 
cross-sectional shock tube driven by NONEL tube has been designed, which has a test 
section with two optical windows allowing acquiring the luminescence intensity emitted 
from the PSP sample mounted on the end wall of the shock tube (see Appendix A.3). The 
pressure fluctuation on the end wall is monitored by a Kulite pressure transducer described 
in Section 3.2.1. LM4X-DMHP-400 LED from ISSI is adopted as the light source and the 
variation of the luminescence intensity from PC-PSP is expected to be observed by a 
photomultiplier tube (PMT) (H10721-20, Hamamatsu Photonics) with a 550nm long-pass 
filter. A digital storage oscilloscope (TDS2001C, Tektronix) will be used to monitor and 
display the voltage outputs of PMT and Kulite pressure transducer simultaneously. 
Afterwards, the response time of PSP can be determined by directly comparing the pressure 
step change curve measured by Kulite pressure transducer and the paint luminescent 
emission curve detected by PMT. Generally, the response time is represented by the time for 
a pressure-sensitive paint to reach 99% of its response to the pressure step change [188]. All 
equipment has been ready up to now and a debugging test for the whole PSP dynamic 
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calibration system will be conducted shortly. 
 
Figure 5.8 Schematic of dynamic calibration setup for unsteady PSP 
5.2.8 Validation case of unsteady PSP system 
To validate the aforementioned unsteady PSP system, 10ml PC-PSP solution was prepared, 
which consists of 3mg PtTFPP, 150mg M-silica, 150mg RTV, and 10ml toluene. After 
mixing the paint using an ultrasonic bath, the paint was sprayed onto aluminium calibration 
samples. Thereafter, the samples were cured in an oven at 80oC for 8 hours just after spraying. 
The cured samples were calibrated in the static calibration system described in Section 5.2.6 
with pressure varying from 10 to 200 kPa and temperature in a range of 10 to 50°C. 
Pressure sensitivity 
Figure 5.9 presents the Stern-Volmer plot of the PC-PSP sample cured at 80oC for 8 hours. 
The intensity ratios in each calibration point were calculated following the image processing 
procedure described in section 5.2.6. The second-order approximation (n=2) of Stern-
Volmer equation (Equation 5.2) was employed to describe the behaviour of the "nonlinear" 
responding of PC-PSP. The Stern-Volmer coefficients were evaluated based on the curve 
fitting app of MATLAB (Figure 5.10). The function of the air pressure and the luminescence 
intensity of the PC-PSP sample cured at 80oC for 8 hours is: 
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Where 00 =0.1170, 10 =0.1014, 20 =-0.00003, 01 =0.0018, 11 =0.000001, 21
=0.000006, 22 =0. The R-square of fit is 0.9995, which proves a good fitting. 
 
Figure 5.9 Stern-Volmer plot of in-house developed PC-PSP  
 
Figure 5.10 Interface for curve fitting of Stern-Volmer equation 
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It is worth mentioning that the error in calculating Stern-Volmer constants ij is defined as 
PSP static calibration uncertainty, which is always represented by the standard deviation of  
Stern-Volmer constants obtained in several replication tests [188]. Since the pressure and 
temperature values in the calibration chamber can be well controlled, PSP static calibration 
error is usually small. Therefore, the PSP static calibration uncertainty is not evaluated in 
this research. Next, the error propagation and total uncertainty estimation model for PSP 
wind tunnel tests will be established based on previous studies [188], including static 
calibration error, camera noise, paint temperature effect, illumination variation, filter leakage 
and other error sources. 
The pressure sensitivity defined as: ∆(Iref/I)/∆P, can be calculated from the Stern-Volmer 
plot. Figure 5.11 demonstrates Stern-Volmer calibration curves at different temperatures of 
PC-PSP sample cured at 80oC for 8 hours. As presented in Figure 5.11, the responding of 
the PC-PSP is nonlinear to some extent. In a smaller pressure range, the calibration curve 
can be dealt with as a linear function. For a wider pressure range, the nonlinearity cannot be 
ignored. Overall, the pressure sensitivity in high pressure region is lower than that of low 
pressure region, which is probably caused by the high self-quenching rate in high pressure 
conditions. 
 
Figure 5.11 Stern–Volmer curves of PtTFPP-based PC-PSP in different temperatures 
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Although the nonlinearity of the calibration curves, overall pressure sensitivity is still 
calculated from a linear fit model in a pressure range of 10kPa-200kPa. The pressure 
sensitivity of the PtTFPP-based PC-PSP is 0.75% per kPa at 20oC. 
Temperature sensitivity 
The emission intensity of the pressure sensitive paint is not only determined by the surface 
pressure and is also affected by temperature. To improve the pressure measurement accuracy 
by PSP, its temperature sensitivity should be as low as possible. Figure 5.18 demonstrates 
the curve between the normalised intensity output Iref /I and the temperature T of the PtTFPP-
based PC-PSP used in this study.  
 
Figure 5.12 Temperature sensitivity of in-house developed PC-PSP  
As shown in Figure 5.12,  the normalised intensity from the PtTFPP-based PC-PSP  
increases linearly versus temperature and the temperature sensitivity is around 1.94%/ oC. 
The experimental uncertainty of PSP temperature sensitivity test can be calculated by the 
standard deviation of temperature sensitivity constants obtained in several replication tests. 
Because the temperature in the PSP calibration chamber can be well controlled with a small 
measurement and hysteresis error, the uncertainty of the PSP temperature sensitivity 
experiment is not evaluated in this preliminary research. However, it will be taken into 
account in the total uncertainty estimation model for PSP wind tunnel tests. 
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Photo-Degradation 
The phenomenon that the luminescent intensity of the pressure sensitive paint decreases 
gradually under a stable illumination is known as the photo-degradation of the paint [188, 
193]. Generally speaking, the photo-degradation rate of porous unsteady PSP is much higher 
than that of conventional steady PSP. To investigate the photo-degradation characteristics of 
the PC-PSP developed in this study, the paint was illuminated under two continuous LEDs. 
The emission intensity was captured once per 5 minutes. Figure 5.13 shows the photo-
degradation curve of the PtTFPP-based PC-PSP. It can be seen from Figure 5.13 that the 
luminescence intensity varies nonlinearly versus time, decreasing faster in the first place and 
slower thereafter. An overall photo-degradation rate is still evaluated based on a linear fit in 
a period of 30 minutes. The photo-degradation rate of the PtTFPP-based PC-PSP is around 
0.86% per minute.  
 
Figure 5.13 Photo-degradation rate of in-house developed PC-PSP 
The comparison of properties between in-house developed PC-PSP and commercial one 
from ISSI is given in Table 5.1. It is obvious that the in-house developed PC-PSP has a better 
static performance than that of commercial one from ISSI, including higher pressure 
sensitivity, smaller temperature sensitivity, and lower photo-degradation rate. Currently, the 
shock tube facility for dynamic calibration of unsteady PSP has been fabricated. The 
response time of the in-house developed PC-PSP and its behaviour in wind tunnel tests will 
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be validated further.  
Table 5.1 Comparison of properties between in-house developed PC-PSP and a commercial one 
from ISSI 
 Property PC-PSP from ISSI In-house PC-PSP 
1 Pressure sensitivity 0.6% per kPa 0.75% per kPa 
2 Pressure range 0-kPa to 200-kPa 10-kPa to 200-kPa 
3 Temperature sensitivity 3.6% per °C 1.94%/
 oC 
4 Temperature range 0°C to 80°C 0°C to 50°C 
5 Excitation 380-nm to 550-nm 380-nm to 550-nm 
6 Emission 600-nm to 720-nm 600-nm to 720-nm 
7 Photo-degradation rate 1% per minute 0.86% per minute 
 Conclusions 
The unsteady background-oriented schlieren (BOS) system was preliminarily established in 
this work. A MATLAB program was developed to generate and optimize the background 
pattern through a user-controlled and fully customizable approach. The number and diameter 
of dots along with the size of the background (A1-A4 paper) can be set through the 
application. The pattern then is printed by a common ink-jet printer. The paper for printing 
can be a conventional white copy paper sheet, white reflective film sheet, or semi-transparent 
paper to improve the efficiency of the illumination. 
Based on the light source and high-speed camera from the time-resolved shadowgraph, a 
validation BOS test was performed in the supersonic wind tunnel of the University of 
Glasgow to visualize the supersonic flow structure around a pitot tube in the test section. All 
the BOS images were processed using an open source PIV software, PIVlab. The preliminary 
BOS result shows that the sensitivity of the BOS system is good enough to visualize weak 
density various caused by expansion waves, boundary layer, and weak oblique shock. 
However, shock waves visualized by the present BOS system were quite thick and blur. The 
reason for is probably the long exposure time (33µs) and the high unsteadiness of the shock 
waves due to the wind tunnel vibration and its inherent unsteady flow feature. Next, to 
improve the performance and capacity of the current BOS system, it will be optimized 
further including adding extra light sources to shorten the exposure time, testing new fast 
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cameras with better spatial resolution, and optimizing the background pattern. 
Pressure-sensitive paint (PSP) is a novel optical measurement technique for global surface 
pressure measurements in wind tunnel testing. In University of Glasgow, there is a 
commercial steady PSP system from Innovative Scientific Solutions Inc. (ISSI). In this 
dissertation, an unsteady PSP system based on a novel PtTFPP-based PSP formulation was 
built up. Pt(II) meso-tetra(pentafluorophenyl) porphine (PtTFPP) from Santa Cruz 
Biotechnology, Inc. was selected as the pressure sensitive luminophore, which is ideally 
excited at 395nm. Mesostructured-silica (M-silica) purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and KE-
441-T room temperature vulcanizing silicone rubber (RTV) from Shin-Etsu Chemical was 
chosen as incorporated particles and the polymer of the binder respectively. Toluene 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich was used as the solvent. To validate the performance of the 
unsteady PSP system, the properties of the PtTFPP-based PC-PSP were investigated based 
on the PSP static calibration system. Compared with the commercial PC-PSP from ISSI, the 
in-house developed one has higher pressure sensitivity, smaller temperature sensitivity and 
lower photo-degradation rate. The response time of the in-house developed PC-PSP and its 
behaviour in wind tunnel tests need to be validated further. 
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Chapter 6  
Image processing techniques for shock 
wave detection and tracking 
 
Schlieren and shadowgraph have been widely applied since the early 19th century to visualize 
the flow features in compressible flows, such as expansion and shock waves, shear layers 
and vortices [167, 257, 316-325]. With only a small number of frames, there is no need to 
process them automatically to detect and track flow structures. Once the number of images 
in unsteady flow phenomena is large, even over thousands, extracting data manually 
becomes too time-consuming and no longer reliable. Given a large set of schlieren or 
shadowgraph images, image algorithms in computer vision can be used for automatic image 
processing. Therefore, the ability to automatically detect, extract, and track flow features 
from a large number of experimental or numerical shadowgraph and schlieren sequences has 
increased quickly in the last decades [320, 326-328]. 
Estruch et al. [329] proposed a method to evaluate shock wave unsteadiness, which subtracts 
the wind-off image from the test images, followed by Canny edge detection. Shock wave 
tracking was achieved by point tracking in edge images. Although the shock motion can be 
estimated by this method, other flow properties such as shock distortion and inclination angle 
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were not attainable. An approach [330] was also proposed, in which shock angles were 
calculated by two edge points obtained through scanning image lines. However, shock 
motion may pitch outside of the area being scanned in this method. Also, software for 
extracting flow features by automatically processing wind tunnel schlieren sequences was 
developed at the High Enthalpy Shock Tunnel Göttingen [331]. Hough transform and its 
variants were used to track the model motion and calculate the shock standoff distance from 
a cylinder and oblique shock angle. The comparison between results from the software and 
the data from conventional pressure measurements shows considerable agreement; however, 
the image processing in the software is not fully rule-based and needs significant user 
involvement. These methods without a classifier feature extraction and with significant 
feature subjectivity are limited to specific data sequences. Additionally, N. T. Smith et al. 
[320] developed a method to detect the motion of the large-scale shock wave structure by 
the sharp model tip and intersection point of the shock wave. Fused feature identification 
algorithms were adopted to track these points from a large data set of schlieren or 
shadowgraph images. They also proposed a scheme that uses the curvature scale space (CSS) 
representation to isolate shock contours.  
 
Figure 6.1 A shock wa e detection method by combining Canny’s edge detection and Rankine-
Hugoniot relations for CFD simulation of a hypersonic flow over blunt body: (a) mesh; (b) pressure 
distribution; (c) schematic drawing; (d) detection result [326] 
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 T. Fujimoto et al. [326] developed a novel method for detecting shock by combining the 
Canny edge detecting algorithm, which is one of the common image processing methods for 
detecting edges, and Rankine-Hugoniot relations. This scheme can detect shock successfully 
and automatically without threshold values that were required for the traditional Canny 
algorithm, making it both lower cost and better theoretical accuracy. Furthermore, Cui et al. 
[332] investigated the influence of the image edge detection algorithm such as Roberts, 
Prewitt, Sobel Canny, and Laplacian of Gaussian for improving the shock detection accuracy. 
Dehghan et al. [333] provided a two-level image processing scheme to study the effects of 
speed change on the airplane surface.  
 
Figure 6.2 Software development for pattern recognition in high speed schlieren visualization at the 
high enthalpy shock tunnel Göttingen: (a) original image; (b) gradient image with the detected 
circle as cylinder shape; (c) partial shock wave fitting; (d) stagnation point line intersecting circle 
centre and shock shape  [331] 
Most of the above work has not kept pace with advances in imaging processing capabilities. 
Synthesizing up-to-date computer vision algorithms, a graphical application is developed for 
automatically detecting and tracking shock waves. Image processing techniques discussed 
in this dissertation include image segmentation algorithms to isolate and label different 
regions, filter methods for denoising and image enhancement, resampling algorithms to 
improve the resolution and edge detection accuracy, representation of flow features based 
on edge maps, feature recognition, extraction, and fitting. Compared with previous studies, 
the software in this work provides multiple algorithms for denoising, edge detection, and 
feature extraction, which makes it more versatile and applicable. A large shadowgraph data 
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set with a low signal to noise ratio (SNR) and small spatial resolution (312×260 pixels), is 
used to validate the software. The approach outlined in this work can be applied to analyse 
common flows in which expansion and shock waves, shear layers, and vortex motion are a 
dominant feature. Such flows can be found in shock wave reflections, shock-shock and 
shock-boundary layer interactions, and inlet unstart. 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 6.3 Shock detection for a three-dimensional waverider installed in AEDC Tunnel 9 with a 
nominal free stream Mach number of 8: (a) original schlieren image; (b) shock contour extracted 
after applying a bilateral filter [320, 334] 
 Image processing algorithms 
6.1.1 Background subtraction  
In schlieren or shadowgraph images, shock waves are usually distinguished as darker or 
lighter regions compared with the background light intensity. To display the image intensity 
gradient more clearly and eliminate the contaminated area, an image processing procedure 
involving background image (the test image without flow) subtraction and test model area 
restoration is applied.  
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(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d) 
  
(e) (f) 
Figure 6.4 Background image subtraction in frequency domain for a shadowgraph image of the jet 
flow from a circular shock tube: (a) background image; (b) test image; (c) background image in 
frequency domain; (d) test image in frequency domain; (e) background subtracted image in 
frequency domain; (f) background subtracted image in spatial domain 
Figure 6.4(a) presents an original shadowgraph image from the open end of the circular 
shock tube driven by transmission detonation tubing (see Chapter 4). Apparently, the 
original shadowgraph image has a lot of noise due to the contamination of the lens, mirrors, 
or camera sensors. This problem can be partially resolved by cleaning all the optical 
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components of the shadowgraph system. However, noises can be eliminated better through 
background image subtraction in the frequency domain. 
Converting images from the spatial domain into the frequency domain is realised by the 
Fourier Transform, which is a common image processing tool used for decomposing an 
image into its sine and cosine components [335]. The outcome of the transformation stands 
for the image in the frequency domain, while the source image is the spatial domain 
equivalent. In the frequency domain image, each point represents a specific frequency 
contained in the spatial domain image. Mathematically, the image Fourier transform can be 
described by the following equation [335] is: 
1 1 2 ( )
0 0
( , ) ( , )
ki ljN N i
N N
i j
F k l f i j e
− − − +
= =
=  (6.4) 
cos sinixe x i x= +  (6.5) 
Here f and F refer to the image intensity in its spatial domain and frequency domain 
respectively. Complex numbers calculated from the Fourier transformation can be displayed 
via a magnitude and a phase image. However, only the magnitude image containing all the 
information of the image geometric structure is needed in this study. Figure 6.4 (c)-(e) show 
examples of magnitude images of a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). DFT has been used 
in a wide range of applications, such as image analysis, image filtering, image reconstruction, 
and image compression. In this research, it is applied to subtract the background image from 
the schlieren and shadowgraph test images to distinguish the flow structure itself more 
clearly. 
The Fourier transformation converts an image in the spatial domain into the frequency 
domain without loss of information. By contrast, the inverse Fourier transform (IDFT) 
converts the image back from the frequency domain into the spatial domain [335]: 
1 1 2 ( )
2
0 0
1
( , ) ( , )
ka lbN N
N N
k l
f a b F k l e
N
− − +
= =
=   (6.6) 
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Figure 6.4 (f) shows the background subtracted image in the spatial domain obtained through 
IDFT of the background subtracted image in the frequency domain (Figure 6.4 (e)). It can 
be seen from Figure 6.4 (f) that most of the image noises and contamination are eliminated 
effectively by background image subtraction in the frequency domain. In addition, the test 
model, the shock tube, and the region out of shadowgraph measurement are also eliminated, 
which makes the flow structure itself more prominent and much easier to detect the shock 
wave contour. In this research, all the shock wave detection is based on images after 
background image subtraction in the frequency domain.  
However, on some occasions, the test model, the shock tube, and the region out of 
shadowgraph measurement need to be displayed to show the model location and the flow 
region.  
Table 6.1 Thresholding types and operations 
Seq. No Thresholding Type Operation 
1 Binary Threshold 
maxVal ( , )
( , )
0
if src x y thresh
dst x y
otherwise

= 

 
2 Binary Threshold, Inverted 
0 ( , )
( , )
maxVal
if src x y thresh
dst x y
otherwise

= 

 
3 Threshold to Zero 
( , ) ( , )
( , )
0
src x y if src x y thresh
dst x y
otherwise

= 

 
4 Threshold to Zero, Inverted 
0 ( , )
( , )
( , )
if src x y thresh
dst x y
src x y otherwise

= 

 
5 Truncate 
( , )
( , )
( , )
threshold if src x y thresh
dst x y
src x y otherwise

= 

 
In this work, a global thresholding algorithm in which the same threshold value is applied 
for every pixel is adopted to separate the image foreground from its background, isolating 
the test model and the region out of shadowgraph measurement from shadowgraph or 
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schlieren images. Actually, global thresholding is a simple but effective tool for image 
segmentation. For a source image in which the intensity value of the pixel (x,y) is src(x,y), 
the corresponding global thresholding operation for each thresholding type is illustrated in 
Table 6.1. 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
Figure 6.5 Restore the test model and the region out of measurement by global thresholding 
operation for a shadowgraph image from the open end of a circular shock tube: (a) background 
image; (b) test image; (c) background subtracted image; (d) extraction of the test model and the 
region out of measurement by global thresholding operation (thresholding type: Threshold Binary, 
threshold value: thresh=93); (e) background subtracted image after restoration of the test model and 
the region out of measurement; (f) pseudo colour image of frame (e) 
In this work, the first thresholding type, “Threshold Binary”, is adopted for extracting the 
test model from the original shadowgraph images. Figure 6.5 demonstrates a validation case 
of one shadowgraph image from the open end of a circular shock tube described in chapter 
4 in the case of NONEL tube length L=500mm. As shown in Figure 6.5 (d), the shock tube, 
and the region out of the shadowgraph measurement area are extracted from the background 
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image effectively. It is worth noting that all the shadowgraph or schlieren images are 
converted into 8bit grayscale images for improving the calculating efficiency, no matter what 
original format and depth they are. Therefore, the threshold value must be 0~255. Figure 6.5 
(f) gives the pseudo colour image of Figure 6.5 (e), obtained by pseudo-colour processing 
that maps each of the level of a greyscale image into an assigned colour. The colour image 
can make the identification of image features easier for the observer. Although most of the 
images are displayed in a grayscale format for the consistency with the original shadowgraph 
and schlieren results in this work, it is computationally simple and fast to convert any of 
them to pseudo colour format. 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
Figure 6.6 Restore the test model and the region out of measurement by global thresholding 
operation for a shadowgraph image from the open end of a square shock tube: (a) background 
image; (b) test image; (c) background subtracted image; (d) extraction of the test model and the 
region out of measurement by global thresholding operation (thresholding type: Threshold Binary, 
threshold value: thresh=54); (e) background subtracted image after restoration of the test model and 
the region out of measurement; (f) pseudo colour image of image (e) 
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Figure 6.6 depicts the other example of extracting and restoring the test model and region of 
out of measurement. This example is from the shadowgraph test of the square shock tube in 
the case of NONEL tube length L=300mm (see chapter 4). It can be seen from Figure 6.6 
that the proper threshold value for extracting the shock tube and region out of measurement 
is 54, different from that of in the case of Figure 6.5 because of the difference of the 
brightness and contrast. 
In the above global thresholding, we used an arbitrary chosen value as a threshold. To 
process all the images more automatically, several algorithms are proposed for calculating 
an adaptive threshold value: 
Automatic Otsu thresholding:  
Otsu's method, named after Nobuyuki Otsu (Ōtsu Nobuyuki), is an image processing 
algorithm used to conduct automatic image thresholding [336]. In the simplest form of the 
Otsu's method, a single global threshold that separates pixels into two classes is returned, 
foreground and background. This intensity threshold is calculated by minimizing intra-class 
intensity variance, or equivalently, by maximizing inter-class variance. For every possible 
threshold intensity, the method estimates the goodness through either the heterogeneity of 
both classes or the homogeneity of every class. By maximizing the criterion function, the 
means of two classes can be separated as far as possible and the variances in both classes 
will be as minimal as possible.  
Mathematically, the threshold value minimizing the intra-class variance, defined as a 
weighted sum of variances of the two classes will be searched: 
2 2 2
0 0 1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )w t w t t w t t  = +  (6.7) 
Weights
0w and 1w  are the probabilities of the two classes separated by the threshold intensity 
t. 2
0   and 
2
1  are variances of these two classes. The class probabilities are calculated from 
the L bins of the histogram: 
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1
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i t
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−
=
−
=

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

 =
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

 (6.8) 
For the case of two classes, minimizing the intra-class variance is equivalent to maximizing 
inter-class variance: 
2 2 2
2 2
0 0 1 1
2
0 1 0 1
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )[ ( ) ( )]
b w
T T
t t
w w
w t w t t t
  
   
 
= −
= − + −
= −
 (6.9) 
which is expressed in terms of class probabilities w  and class means  , where the class 
means 0 ( )t , 1( )t  and T  are: 
1
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0
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Based on equations 6.7-6.10, the following equation can be easily verified: 
0 0 1 1
0 1 1
Tw w
w w
  + =

+ =
 (6.11) 
The class probabilities w and class means   can be calculated iteratively. Figure 6.7 
demonstrates image segmentation results for cases in Figure Figures 6.5 and 6.6 to separate 
the test model and the region out of measurement from the shadowgraph images through 
Otsu automatic thresholding algorithm. It can be seen from Figure 6.7 that the test model 
and the region out of measurement are extracted automatically and effectively by the Ostu 
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method. However, this algorithm automatically computes the threshold value of a bimodal 
image from its histogram. If images are not bimodal, this method probably is not accurate 
enough. 
  
(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d) 
Figure 6.7 Image segmentation for separating the test model and the region out of measurement 
from the shadowgraph images through Otsu automatic thresholding algorithm 
Automatic Triangle thresholding: 
As shown in Figure 6.8, the Triangle algorithm [337] is a geometric method for 
automatically calculating the threshold value, assuming a maximum peak (mode) near one 
end of the image histogram and searches towards the other end. A line is constructed between 
the maximum of the image histogram at B on the grey level axis and the lowest (or highest 
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depending on context) value A where the intensity histogram is significantly larger than 0. 
The distance normal to the constructed line and between this line and the intensity histogram 
is calculated for all values on the grey level axis from A to B. The value where the distance 
is maximal is just the threshold. This algorithm is particularly effective when the foreground 
generates a weak peak in the histogram. 
 
Figure 6.8 Schematic of triangle thresholding algorithm [337] 
Figure 6.9 shows image segmentation results for cases in Figure Figures 6.5 and 6.6 to 
separate the test model and the region out of measurement from shadowgraph images 
through Triangle automatic thresholding algorithm. As shown in Figure 6.9, the Triangle 
thresholding algorithm can effectively isolate the test model and region out of measurement 
from shadowgraph images in different grayscale levels.  
It is worth noting that there are several other popular and effective automatic thresholding 
algorithms such as histogram thresholding [338] and maximum entropy [339]. However, 
Otsu and Triangle methods have been proven effective for most of the cases in shock wave 
detection and tracking. Therefore, only these two automatic thresholding algorithms are 
adopted in this research.  
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(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d) 
Figure 6.9 Image segmentation for separating the test model and the region out of measurement 
from shadowgraph images through Triangle automatic thresholding algorithm 
6.1.2 Image filter 
Occasionally, boundaries between the flow field and the body are not strong enough in high 
speed shadowgraph and schlieren images. Image preprocessing including image 
segmentation and image filter can be performed on noisy raw images. Image segmentation 
by automatic global thresholding has been introduced in the last section. A filtering method 
that blurs images within boundaries but not across them is desired.  
Convolution: 
The trick of image filtering is the operation of convolution. Consider that you have a two-
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dimensional filter matrix, and a two-dimensional image. Then, for every pixel of the target 
image, take the sum of the greyscale values of the current pixel and its neighbour pixels, 
with the corresponding element of the filter matrix. The central value of the filter matrix 
must be multiplied with the current pixel, the other elements of the filter matrix with 
corresponding neighbour pixels. This operation is called convolution that has a kernel which 
could be any matrix smaller than the original image in height and width. The general 
expression of a convolution is: 
( , ) * ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
a b
s a t b
g x y K f x y K s t f x s y t
=− =−
= = − −  (6.12) 
where ( , )g x y  is the filtered image, ( , )f x y  is the source image and K  is the filter kernel. 
Every element of the filter kernel is considered by -a ≤ s ≤ a and -b ≤ t ≤ b. 
It is worth noting that the kernel size must be uneven to have a centre, for example, 3×3, 5×5 
and 7×7. Furthermore, the 2D convolution operation requires a 4-double loop, so the 
executive speed is not extremely fast unless you use small kernels. In this work, 3×3 or 5×5 
filters are usually adopted. 
Mean filter: 
The mean filter is one of the common filter methods for removing image noise. It involves 
determining the mean of the pixel values within a n × n kernel. The kernel matrix of the 
mean filter is denoted as follows (kernel size d=3×3):  
1 1 1
1
1 1 1
9
1 1 1
meanK
 
 =
 
  
 (6.13) 
  
Figure 6.10 demonstrates the mean filter results in different kernel sizes. It is apparent that 
the shadowgraph image after the mean filter is soother with less noise, however, it also 
decreases the sharpness of the image when the kernel size is larger than 5×5. 
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(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d)  
Figure 6.10 Mean filter: (a) original shadowgraph image after background subtraction; (b) image 
after 3×3 mean filter; (c) image after 5×5 mean filter; (d) image after 7×7 mean filter 
Gaussian Filter: 
The Gaussian filter is similar to the mean filter. It involves a weighted average of the 
neighbour pixels in the vicinity of the target pixel. The kernel of Gaussian filter refers to a 
discrete approximation of a Gaussian distribution. In this method, the standard deviation in 
the X and Y directions, sigmaX and sigmaY also need to be specified respectively. Figure 
6.11 illustrates Gassian filter results in different kernel sizes. The sigmaX is set to be equal 
to the sigmaY and determined by the kernel size ksize as sigma=0.3((ksize-1) 0.5-1)+0.8. As 
shown in Figure 6.11, Gaussian filtering can remove image Gaussian noise effectively and 
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remains more sharpness than that of the mean filter when kernel size is larger than 5×5. 
  
(a) (b)  
  
(c) (d)  
Figure 6.11 Gaussian filter: (a) original shadowgraph image after background subtraction; (b) 
image after 3×3 Gaussian filter; (c) image after 5×5 Gaussian filter; (d) image after 7×7 Gaussian 
filter 
Median filter 
In Median filtering, the value of the central pixel is replaced by the median value in the 
kernel window. This method is particularly effective in removing random peak values in the 
region, which can be due to noise like salt and pepper noise. Figure 6.12 (b) depicts a 
shadowgraph image from the open end of a circular shock tube (see Chapter 4) after a median 
filter (kernel size d=3×3). By comparing Figure 6.12 (a) and Figure 6.12 (b), we can see that 
the white slat noise is effectively eliminated by the median filter. However, it can be seen 
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from Figure 6.12 (c) and Figure 6.12 (d) that it makes the shadowgraph image much more 
blur when the kernel size is too large. In this work, the kernel size of the median filter is not 
larger than 3×3 to get a trade-off between salt noise elimination and preserving the edges. 
  
(a)  (b)  
  
(c)  (d)  
Figure 6.12 Median filter: (a) original shadowgraph image after background subtraction; (b) image 
after 3×3 Median filter; (c) image after 5×5 Median filter; (d) image after 7×7 Median filter 
Bilateral filter: 
The aforementioned filter methods tend to blur boundaries. In contrast, bilateral filter is a 
filter method that was defined for noise removal while keeping edges [340]. The Gaussian 
filter does not judge whether pixels lie on an edge or not. A Gaussian filter is used in the 
bilateral filter in the spatial domain. But it also takes advantage of one more Gaussian filter 
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component identified by pixel intensity differences, which ensures only pixels with 
intensities similar to that of the central pixel in the kernel window are used to calculate the 
filtered intensity value.  
  
(a)  (b)  
  
(c)  (d)  
Figure 6.13 Bilateral filter: (a) original shadowgraph image after background subtraction; (b) image 
after 3×3 bilateral filter; (c) image after 5×5 bilateral filter; (d) image after 3×3 median filter and 
3×3 bilateral filter 
The bilateral filter is controlled by domain and range scale parameters: σs and σr. As the 
range parameter σr increases, the bilateral filter becomes closer to the Gaussian filter. If the 
spatial parameter σs increases, larger features are smoothed. As shown in Figure 6.13, image 
edges are preserved well using the bilateral filter method even if the kernel size is larger than 
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5×5 for a 312×360-pixel shadowgraph image. The main drawback of the bilateral filter 
operation is that it is much slower compared to other filters. Therefore, kernel size d=5 or 3 
can be used for real-time applications, and d=9 or a larger kernel size for offline applications 
if images are heavily noisy. In this research, combining 3×3 median filter and 5×5 bilateral 
filter is adopted for the pre-processing of high speed shadowgraph images. 
Sobel filter 
Sobel filter is generally used in computer vision to create image emphasising edges. In this 
dissertation, it is an effective tool to compute image gradients and make shock detection 
easier when the contrast of the shadowgraph or schlieren image is not strong enough. Sobel 
and Feldman presented this algorithm at a talk at SAIL in 1968 [335]. Technically, it is a 
discrete differentiation operator, calculating an approximation of the gradient of the image 
intensity function. The 3×3 kernel of the Sobel filter in the x-direction is given as follows: 
1 0 1
1
2 0 2
8
1 0 1
SobelXK
− 
 = −
 
 − 
 (6.14) 
The 3×3 kernel in the y-direction is: 
 
1 2 1
1
0 0 0
8
1 2 1
SobelYK
 
 =
 
 − − −   
(6. 15) 
Figure 6.14 (b) and Figure6.14 (c) illustrate the Sobel filter results of a shadowgraph image 
after background subtraction in x and y direction respectively. It is apparent that the shock 
wave and jet flow features become clearer after Sobel operation. However, high-frequency 
variations in the background area are cruder after the Sobel gradient approximation. Figure 
6.14 (d) depicts the shadowgraph image after the median filter and Sobel operation in y 
direction. We can see that a better result is obtained by combining different filter methods.  
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(a) (b)  
  
(c) (d)  
Figure 6.14 Sobel filter: (a) original shadowgraph image after background subtraction; (b)image 
after Sobel filter in x direction; (c) image after Sobel filter in y direction; (d) image after 3×3 
median filter and Sobel filter in y direction 
Laplacian filter: 
A Laplacian filter is an edge detector to find areas of rapid change in an image by computing 
the second derivatives of the image. Laplacian filter kernels usually include negative values 
in a cross pattern, centred within the array. The following array is an example of a 3×3 kernel 
for a Laplacian filter: 
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1 2 1
1
0 0 0
8
1 2 1
SobelYK
 
 =
 
 − − − 
 (6. 16) 
Since derivative filters are very sensitive to noise, it is common to smooth the image by a 
Gaussian before applying the Laplacian. This two-step process is called the Laplacian of 
Gaussian operation (see Figure 6.15(c)). 
  
 
 
(a) (b)  (c)  
Figure 6.15 Laplacian filter: (a) original shadowgraph image after background subtraction; 
(b)image after Laplacian filter; (c) image after 3×3 Gaussian filter and Laplacian filter 
6.1.3 Image resampling 
In high speed shadowgraph and schlieren, the image spatial resolution is relatively low to 
get a higher frame rate.  For example, the Shimazu HPV-1 high-speed camera used in the 
shadowgraph experiment in Chapter 4 and Chapter 7 only has a 312×260-pixel resolution. 
As shown in Figure 6.16 (b), the shadowgraph image becomes apparently blur after a median 
filter and Gaussian filter with a minimum kernel size, which will affect the accuracy of 
following shock location detection. Therefore, some image resampling approaches are 
proposed to overcome the problem of low resolution in high speed shadowgraph and 
schlieren imaging.  
Image resampling is the technique used to create a new version of an image with a different 
size [341-344]. Increasing the size of the image is called upsampling and reducing the size 
of an image is called downsampling. These are several common types of resampling 
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interpolation algorithms [341-344] used with digital images: nearest-neighbour interpolation, 
bilinear, bicubic, Lanczos, directional cubic convolution interpolation, Mipmap, among 
which Lanczos algorithm has been considered the "best compromise" involving a trade-off 
between efficiency, smoothness, sharpness, and speed. 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 6.16 Image resampling: (a) original shadowgraph image with a 312×260-pixel resolution; 
(b) image after 3×3 median filter and 3×3 Gaussian filter; (c) shadowgraph image after upsampling 
(624×520-pixel resolution) followed by 3×3 median filter and 3×3 Gaussian filter  
In this research, Lanczos algorithm is adopted to get the best shock detection results, 
although it is relatively time-consuming. Lanczos resampling uses a convolution kernel to 
interpolate the pixels of the input image to calculate the pixel values of the output image. 
The Lanczos convolution kernel k(x) is defined as: 
sin( )sin( / )
( )
0
x x a if a x a
k x
otherwise
−  
= 

 (6.17) 
The parameter a is a positive integer, typically 2 or 3, which determines the size of the kernel. 
Each interpolated value is the weighted sum of 2a consecutive input samples. As shown in 
Figure 6.16 (c), the result upsampling the original shadowgraph image from 312×260-pixel 
to 624×520-pixel before filtering keeps more sharpness, which improves the accuracy of 
subsequent edge and contour detection. 
6.1.4 Edge detection  
Edge detection [345] is an image processing technique for finding the boundaries of objects 
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within images. In this work, edge detection is used to label and separate different regions, 
representation of flow features. Generally, boundaries related to flow structure are extracted 
by edge detection based on image gradients. Canny edge detection algorithm [330, 345, 346] 
is the most popular one in the computer vision community due to its low error rate and single 
response criterion. It was also widely used in shock wave detection in previous studies [320, 
326, 329, 330, 334]. In this research, a modified Canny algorithm is proposed, which is 
composed of 5 steps: 
(1) Noise reduction 
Because the mathematics involved are mainly based on derivatives, edge detection results 
are highly sensitive to image noise. One way to get rid of this problem is to apply an image 
filter before conducting edge detection. To do so, the image convolution technique (see 
Section 6.1.2) is applied to reduce small-scale noise. In the conventional Canny edge 
algorithm, the Gaussian kernel is adopted [330, 345, 346]. However, since both edges and 
noises are high frequency components in the image, a simple Gaussian filter not only 
smoothes the noises but also the edge. To improve the accuracy of detecting the real edge, a 
much more smooth effect should be performed to noises. In the software developed in this 
work, noise reduction and following edge detection procedures are separated, which means 
all the filter methods described in Section 6.1.2 can be chosen. In practice, 3×3 or 5×5 
bilateral filter combining with a 3×3 median filter is selected for shock wave detection and 
tracking in this research.  
(2) Gradient calculation 
The Gradient calculation step detects the edge intensity and direction by calculating the 
gradient of the image. Edges correspond to a rapid change of pixels’ intensity. To detect 
edges, the easiest way is to apply filters that highlight this intensity change in both directions: 
horizontal Gx and vertical Gy. When the image is smoothed, the derivatives Gx and Gy are 
calculated by convolving with Sobel kernels (see Section 6.1.2) respectively. Then, the edge 
gradient and direction for each pixel can be computed by the following equation: 
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2 2_ ( ) x yEdge Gradient G G G= +  
 (6.18) 
 
1( ) tan ( )
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x
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G
 −=
 
 
(6.19) 
(3) Non-maximum suppression 
After yielding the edge gradient, pixels that do not belong to the edge are removed. For the 
current edge images, the thickness of all edges is not the same. To solve this problem, non-
maximum suppression can be conducted to thin out the edge, which checks all the points on 
the gradient intensity matrix and returns the pixels with the maximum intensity value in the 
edge directions. In short, a binary image with “thin edges” is obtained after the non-
maximum suppression of the gradient magnitude image. 
(4) Double threshold 
This stage determines whether edges are wanted or not. Two threshold values, a high 
threshold TH, and a low threshold TL are generally used. If the gradient of the edge pixel is 
higher than the high threshold value TH, it is labelled as a strong edge pixel. Edge pixels 
whose gradient is smaller than TH and larger than the low threshold value TL, are marked as 
weak edge pixels. Pixels with a gradient value smaller than TL will be suppressed.  
T. Fujimoto et al. [326] proposed a theoretical method for calculating the double threshold 
values in Canny edge detection automatically based on Rankine-Hugoniot relations.  In this 
research, automatic thresholding algorithms described in Section 6.1.1 are used to determine 
the high threshold TH. Specifically, the threshold automatically calculated by Otsu algorithm 
is set to TH and the low threshold value TL is 1/2 of the high threshold value TH. This method 
was used in the validation cases in Chapter 7 and demonstrated effective for most of the 
application occasions. Additionally, different automatic thresholding algorithms described 
in Section 6.1.1 can be switched in the software for shock wave detection and tracking 
developed in this research. 
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(5) Edge Tracking by Hysteresis 
The weak edge pixels can either be detected from true edges, or noises. Canny edge detector 
uses Hysteresis thresholding to determine whether these weak edge pixels are true edges or 
not. As shown in Figure 6.17, pixels having gradient magnitude between high threshold 
value Th and low threshold value TL are checked. If they are connected to a strong edge, they 
will be kept. So, these two threshold values Th and TL have a significant effect on the final 
edge detection result. 
 
Figure 6.17 Schematic of hysteresis thresholding 
Figure 6.18 demonstrates the edge detection result of a shadowgraph image by the 
aforementioned Canny algorithm, in which the resolution of the image is resampled from 
312×260-pixel to 624×520-pixel, 3×3 median filter and 5×5 bilateral filter are used in 
sequence and Otsu algorithm is adopted to calculate the double threshold values. As shown 
in Figure 6.18, the initial shock wave and subsequent weak pressure waves are detected 
successfully. In the jet flow region out of the open end of the circular shock tube, there are 
a number of small edges because of the shock wave and vortex ring interaction. To isolate 
the embedded shock wave, feature extraction (see Section 6.1.6) can be performed further.  
 igh threshold
 ow threshold
Edge
Not an edge
Edge for sure
Edge only if connected to
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Not an edge for sure
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(a) (b)  
Figure 6.18 Edge detection through modified Canny algorithm: (a) original shadowgraph image; 
(b) edge detection result 
6.1.5 Adaptive threshold  
In Section 6.1.4, edge detection is performed based on the gradient magnitude and direction 
of grayscale shadowgraph or schlieren images. In this dissertation, we proposed the other 
algorithm detecting shock waves from binary shadowgraph and schlieren images based on 
an adaptive threshold. In Section 6.1.1, a fixed threshold value is set automatically or 
manually, to get a binary image from the original shadowgraph or schlieren images. For 
example, anything that is greater than 127 in the grayscale, can be set to 255 in the binary 
image and anything that is less than or equal to 127 in the grayscale image can be set to 0 in 
the binary image. This process is called fixed thresholding.   
Unlike the fixed threshold, the threshold value in the adaptive threshold algorithm depends 
on the neighbouring pixel intensities, varying for each pixel. To calculate the threshold value 
T(x, y) at a pixel location (x, y), the following steps are performed : 
(1) A d×d region around the target pixel (x, y) is selected.  
(2) The next step is to calculate the weighted average WA(x, y) of the d×d region. In this 
dissertation, two methods are adopted to calculate this weighted average. The first method 
is to calculate the mean of intensity values of all the pixels that lie in the d×d region. The 
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other way is the Gaussian weighted average, in which the pixel values that are near to the 
centre of the d×d box have a higher weight.  
(3) The next step is to compute the threshold value T(x, y) by subtracting a constant 
parameter c from the weighted average value WA(x, y):  
( ) ( ),    ,   –  T x y WA x y c=
 
 (6.20) 
(4) Compare the pixel value with this threshold. The intensity of the pixel that is larger than 
t T(x, y) is set to 255 in the binary image and set to 0 if it is less than or equal to the threshold 
value T(x, y). 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 6.19 Edge detection through adaptive threshold algorithm: (a) original shadowgraph image; 
(b) adaptive threshold image; (c) edge detection result 
Figure 6.19 depicts the edge detection result through the adaptive threshold algorithm, in 
which the pre-processing methods and corresponding parameters are the same as those in 
Figure 6.18. Compared these two figures, more details can be detected by the adaptive 
threshold algorithm. However, more noise exists in the final edge detection image.  
The adaptive threshold overcomes the limitation of conventional threshold methods when 
the image background or the feature intensities are not homogeneous. Of course, with other 
advanced filtering methods, a cleaner feature extraction result can be obtained. But for most 
of the applications, this adaptive threshold algorithm is sufficient and generic to different 
features. 
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6.1.6 Contour detection and feature extraction 
In the above sections, we have already got edge maps of the shadowgraph or schlieren 
images. However, the core part is how to define the properties of edges and extract the flow 
features by their property values. In this dissertation, the properties of edges are calculated 
based on contour detection. 
Contour is a curve joining all the continuous points along the boundary that have the same 
intensity value. The contours are widely used for object detection and shape analysis [347-
349]. To detect contours and extract features related to physical structures of interest, such 
as a shock wave, we perform the following steps: 
(1) binary image calculation 
In this work, contours are built from binary images for better accuracy, which is 
accomplished by the modified Canny algorithm (see Section 6.1.4) or adaptive threshold 
(see Section 6.1.5), although alternative methods such as level sets or snakes [335] may also 
be used for contour extraction. Figure 6.18 (b) demonstrates an example of calculating the 
binary image by the modified Canny algorithm. Figures 6.19 (b-c) are examples of binary 
images obtained through the adaptive threshold algorithm.  
(2) contour detection 
Contours are detected as a curve joining all the continuous points along the boundary, having 
the same intensity. Each detected contour is stored as a vector of pixel coordinates. 
There are several popular contour retrieval algorithms in computer vision [350-352]: (1) 
external algorithm that retrieves only the extreme outer contours; (2) tree algorithm 
retrieving all contours and reconstructing a hierarchy of all nested contours; (3) list algorithm 
in which all of the contours are retrieved without any hierarchies; (4) connected component 
algorithm retrieving and organizing all of the contours into a two-level hierarchy. In this 
work, the second algorithm is used. Figure 6.20 presents contour detection results through 
the second contour retrieval algorithm with different procedures, in which different contours 
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are displayed in different colours. As shown in Figures 6.20 (b-d), the contour image is the 
same as the binary image obtained through the modified Canny algorithm or adaptive 
threshold algorithm. Both these two algorithms can detect the initial shock wave and other 
main flow features such as the secondary shock waves, the embedded shock wave, and the 
oblique shock structure successfully.  
  
(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d) 
Figure 6.20 Contour detection through different algorithms: (a) original shadowgraph image; (b) 
contour detection by modified Canny edge detection; (c) contour detection by adaptive threshold; 
(d) contour detection by performing adaptive threshold and modified Canny edge detection in 
sequence 
(3) contour properties calculation 
This step calculates properties of each contour, including the hierarchy[347, 353], size, area, 
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perimeter [354], centroid [355-358] and bounding box [359, 360]. In addition, to improve 
processing efficiency, coordinates of contour points do not need to be fully stored, which is 
usually realized by contour approximation methods [361-363]. In this work, a simple contour 
approximation algorithm that leaves only end points of compressed horizontal, vertical, and 
diagonal segments is adopted to remove redundant contour points. Thereafter, all the 
aforementioned properties are calculated based on corresponding functions of MATLAB 
Image Processing Toolbox, combining with part of the in-house developed program. 
(4) contour and feature extraction 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 6.21 shock wave extraction and fitting: (a) shock wave extraction from the contour image; 
(b) shock wave fitting 
The main task of this stage is to extract the contour or edge corresponding to a physical 
structure of interest, such as a shock wave. N. T. Smith et al. [320]  used corner detection 
algorithms developed by He and Yung [364, 365]  to label and isolate contours from edge 
images. Then, the contour images were scanned with three horizontal lines. If a contour is 
intersected with all the three rays, this contour would be kept and assumed as the outer shock. 
However, for this image processing scheme, short contours related true feature were 
removed. In this work, the contour extraction is accomplished by removing contours based 
on their property values. For the validating case in Figure 6.20 (b), the contour size is 
selected as the property for contour extraction. In this image, 133 contours are detected in 
total. The outer shock wave is the largest contour with a size of 552 points, followed by the 
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inner shock wave with 530 points. The sizes of all the other contours are smaller than 150. 
As shown in Figure 6.21 (a), the single contour that represents the outer shock is extracted 
from the contour images (see Figure 6.20) based on the property of the contour size. This 
method is simple but effective. At the level of pixel inspection, although the image 
coordinates of each pixel on the outer shock wave are extracted, the discrete curvature is a 
little noisy at a small scale rather than a smooth one because some points that do not belong 
to the shock wave are detected during the edge detection (see Figure 6.21 (a)). To solve this 
problem, the extracted shock wave needs to be fitted. 
(5) contour fitting and post-analysis  
In this dissertation, the extracted outer shock wave shown in Figure 6.21 (a) is fitted using a 
fourth-order polynomial. The fitting curve is given in Figure 6.21 (b). As shown in Figure 
6.21 (b), the fitted shock is much smoother and points caused by the noise are removed 
efficiently. Contour evolution and curvature calculation can be performed as in the work of 
Mokhtarian, Mackworth, and Suomela [366-368]. Actually, with a reasonable representation 
of the isolated shock wave, the shock speed, the shock distortion, the shock thickness, and 
the shock angle will be capable to be estimated. Additionally, corner detection algorithms 
such as Curvature Scale Space (CSS) [320, 368-370], Harris [371-373] also can be 
performed to detect salient features as properties of the contour.  
 Software development for shock wave detection and 
tracking 
Although all the algorithms in Section 6.1 have been validated and executed by text-based 
MATLAB codes, software with graphical user interfaces is still developed, allowing higher 
productivity for setting, displaying, and operation. In this research, Image Processing 
Toolbox and App Designer of MATLAB are adopted to develop the software [374] for shock 
wave detection and tracking based on the aforementioned image processing algorithms. In 
this section, the main interface and functions of the software are given. 
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6.2.1 Image processing procedure 
To sum up, the shock wave detection and tracking are mainly performed by the following 
steps: 
(1) image pre-processing 
The aim of pre-processing is to improve the image data and enhance flow features for further 
processing. Pre-processing techniques for shock wave detection and tracking include: the 
background image subtraction in the frequency domain, noise elimination, image 
enhancement, and resampling (see Section 6.1.1-6.1.3). 
(2) binary image calculation 
Binary images can be performed by the modified Canny algorithm (see Section 6.1.4) or 
adaptive threshold (see Section 6.1.5). 
(3) contour detection  
Each detected contour is stored as a vector of pixel coordinates. A tree algorithm that 
retrieves all the contours and reconstructs a full hierarchy of nested contours is recommended 
among several contour retrieval algorithms. 
(4) contour properties calculation 
This step calculates the properties of each contour, like hierarchy, size, area, perimeter, 
centroid, bounding box, etc. A simple contour approximation algorithm that leaves only end 
points of compressed horizontal, vertical, and diagonal segments is adopted to remove 
redundant contour points. 
(5) contour and feature extraction 
The contour related to the shock wave is extracted and those not corresponding to true flow 
structure are removed based on their properties. 
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(6) contour fitting and post-analysis 
The shock wave contours are fitted to give a reasonable representation of the shock 
configuration. Thereafter, shock speed, shock distortion, shock thickness or the shock angle 
will be capable to be estimated. Additionally, corner detection also can be performed to 
detect salient features as properties of shock waves. 
The image pre-processing and contour detection are two key steps that determine the final 
shock detection accuracy. If image pre-processing algorithms such as filter method and 
kernel size for noise elimination cannot be selected properly, the shock wave boundaries will 
become much more blur. Similarly, only part of the shock wave or some false contours will 
be detected if the appropriate contour detection algorithm and corresponding parameters are 
not chosen. It is also worth mentioning that, although a lot of adaptive algorithms are adopted 
in this scheme, a specific group of settings including filter method, filter kernel size, 
resampling algorithm and scale, edge detection algorithm and corresponding parameters, and 
the type of contour property for shock extraction cannot ensure the success of detecting 
shock wave for every image when there is an apparent difference in image quality or shock 
strength between a large set of shadowgraph or schlieren frames. In such cases, images in 
which shock waves are not detected successfully need to be dealt with independently.  
6.2.2 Software graphical interface 
Figure 6.22 presents the main interface of the software, in which algorithms and parameters 
for filtering, resampling, automatic global thresholding, adaptive thresholding, and contour 
detection can be configured conveniently. More typical graphical interfaces of this software 
can be found in Appendix D and our previous work [374]. Once all the algorithms and 
parameters are set, a large set of shadowgraph or schlieren sequences can be processed 
automatically.  
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Figure 6.22 Software main interface 
 Conclusions 
To detect, localize and track fluid features from measured or computed shadowgraph and 
schlieren data sets at higher frame rates automatically and effectively, an image processing 
scheme involving background subtraction in the frequency domain, filtering, resampling, 
edge detection, adaptive threshold, contour detection, extraction, and fitting is proposed and 
demonstrated. The conventional Canny edge detection algorithm is modified to calculate the 
double threshold values automatically. Additionally, the adaptive threshold algorithm is 
adopted as one of binary image calculation algorithms for contour detection, apart from the 
modified Canny edge algorithm. Also, a contour approximation algorithm is performed to 
remove contour redundant points to improve calculating efficiency. Although all the above 
algorithms have been validated and executed by text-based MATLAB codes, software with 
graphical user interfaces is still developed, allowing higher productivity for setting, 
displaying, and operation. A shadowgraph data set visualizing the jet flow from the open 
end of a circular shock tube is used as a test bed to validate the software. The result shows 
that image processing algorithms proposed in this research are reliable and effective. The 
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image processing scheme outlined in this work can be applied to analyse common flows in 
which expansion and shock waves, shear layers, and vortex motion are a dominant feature. 
Such flows can be found in shock wave reflections, shock-shock and shock-boundary layer 
interactions, and inlet unstart. 
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Chapter 7  
Impingement of a supersonic staring jet on 
flexible surfaces 
 
When a shock wave propagates along a tube and reaches the open end, an impulsive 
transmitting shock wave is emitted outward from the tube exit toward the surrounding area 
and causes an impulsive noise like a sonic boom. The understanding of transmitting shock 
wave discharged from the open end of a tube interaction with different geometries and flow 
patterns is of great importance in a wide variety of applications such as the design of 
supersonic jets [253, 375-378], pulse detonation engines [69, 379-382] and, more 
dramatically for the success in the space race with the study of re-entry flight conditions [87, 
383, 384].  
For the launch of space rockets, military missiles or the space travel such as the future 
missions involving lunar and Mars exploration with the aim at returning the capsules to Earth, 
there is a serious concern associated with the effectiveness of the propulsion system, either 
continuous or pulse-driven, due to the impact of the shock wave generated by the propellant 
explosion on a surrounding surface and the capsule. Thus, the prediction, evaluation, and 
attenuation of shock wave loading have been the subject of research in the last decades. 
Heimbs, Ritzer et al. [87] developed an empirical method to calculate the shock wave 
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loading induced during the missile launch from a military aircraft. Wang et al. [384] 
evaluated the damage mechanism of the jet to the structure of the rocket body and the effect 
of shock peak overpressure, positive pressure time, and specific impulse on the payload. 
Moshman, Hobson et al. [385] presented a formulation and computational solution of an 
optimal control problem concerning unsteady shock wave attenuation.  The control solutions 
with physical constraints were presented for attenuating shocks travelling at Mach 1.5 and 
3.5 down to 85%, 80%, and 75% of the uncontrolled wa e’s dri ing pressure. 
However, so far, few results have been obtained for the interaction of unsteady transmitting 
shock wave from compressible starting jet with flexible surfaces. In this chapter, behaviours 
of the unsteady shock wave interactions over flexible surfaces are explored based on the 
aforementioned shock tube driven by detonation transmission tubing (Chapter 4) and the in-
house developed software specialized for shock wave detection and tracking (Chapter 6). 
 
Figure 7.1 Schematic of the flexible surface design and experimental setup 
The schematic diagram of the flexible surface and the experimental setup is shown in Figure 
7.1. In the present study, circular aluminium alloy sheets (diameter ø = 210mm, thickness δ 
= 0.1-0.3mm) were glued on a hollow cylinder (outer diameter ø1 = 210mm, inner diameter 
ø2 = 190mm), acting as the flexible surfaces. Using the glue as the fixed method, the flexible 
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surfaces can be fixed stably on all sides. It is worth noting that the fixed end condition of 
flexible surfaces has a significant influence on the process of supersonic starting jet and 
flexible surface interaction. In this preliminary research, the clamping condition that the 
flexible surface is clamped on all sides was adopted. Different fixed conditions such as 
flexible panel clamped on two sides will be compared based on experimental techniques 
developed in this work in the future. The novel type of square shock tube driven by 
detonation transmission tubing (see Chapter 4) was employed. Meanwhile, the process of 
shock wave impingement and reflection over flexible surfaces was visualized using a time-
resolved shadowgraph system with a typical Z-type optical arrangement. As a benchmark 
case, a 10mm-thick solid plate replaced the flexible surfaces to investigate the flow structure 
of supersonic starting jet interaction with a solid surface. 
 Impingement of a supersonic staring jet on a solid surface 
7.1.1 Shock reflection and distortion 
According to the discussion in Chapter 4, four major physical processes can be identified in 
the flow of supersonic starting jets. The first one is the initial shock, which is planar when 
releasing from the square shock tube exit but converts to a spherical shape rapidly. The 
secondary flow structure is the secondary shock(s) due to the rarefaction. When the pressure 
behind the initial shock wave drops enough to a value below the atmospheric pressure, a 
secondary shock wave is generated. This secondary shock wave then separates from the jet 
head and the abovementioned process repeats, generating additional shock waves until the 
jet flow becomes subsonic and no longer able to sustain the formation of secondary shock 
waves. The third process is the vortex loop distortion created by the shear layer originating 
from the tube exit. The fourth major feature is the so-called secondary oblique shock 
structure when the initial shock Mach number exceeds 1.43 approximately. 
In this chapter, an investigation on the interaction of the initial transmitting shock wave from 
a square starting jet with solid and flexible surfaces is conducted. Figures 7.2-7.5 depict the 
initial shock reflection process on a solid plate with the distance between shock tube end and 
solid plate D=55mm at NONEL tube length L=200mm, 300mm, 400mm, and 500mm 
respectively.  The elapsed time when the initial shock wave from the square nozzle reaches 
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the solid plate surface is defined as t=0.  It can be seen from Figures 7.2-7.5 that the initial 
shock wave is reflected less than 4µs after it reaches the solid plate surface in all the cases 
of Ms~1.28-1.53. 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 7.2 Shock reflection at Ms ~1.28, NONEL tube length L=200mm, the distance between 
shock tube end and solid plate D=55mm: (a) Δt=0; (b) Δt=4µs; (c) Δt=8µs 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 7.3 Shock reflection at Ms~1.37, NONEL tube length L=300mm, the distance between 
shock tube end and solid plate D=55mm: (a) Δt=0; (b) Δt=4µs; (c) Δt=8µs 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 7.4 Shock reflection at Ms~1.46, NONEL tube length L=400mm, the distance between 
shock tube end and solid plate D=55mm: (a) Δt=0; (b) Δt=4µs; (c) Δt=8µs 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 7.5 Shock reflection at Ms~1.53, NONEL tube length L=500mm, the distance between 
shock tube end and solid plate D=55mm: (a) Δt=0; (b) Δt=4µs; (c) Δt=8µs 
The trace line of the reflected shock wave is shown in Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.7 presents the 
instantaneous vertical locations of the incident initial shock wave at Ms~1.53 and the distance 
between shock tube end and solid plate D=30mm. The elapsed time after the initial shock 
wave from the square nozzle reaches the solid plate surface is defined as t.  We define that 
the elapsed time before the initial shock wave from the square nozzle arrives at the solid 
plate surface is negative. The software and image processing techniques developed in 
Chapter 6 is used to detect and track the shock wave. In this case, the pre-processing mainly 
involves background subtraction in the frequency domain, image upsampling by Lanczos 
algorithm, median and bilateral filter, and adaptive threshold. The modified automatic Canny 
algorithm (see Chapter 6) is adopted and the shock wave is extracted by the contour size. 
The calculation uncertainty in the shock wave velocity due to ±1 pixel error estimation is 
9.4m/s.  The first derivative of the time evolution curve of shock wave locations in Figure 
7.7 stands for the shock propagation velocity. To evaluate the shock speed variation, the 
reflected shock location data in Figure 7.7 is fitted using polynomial functions.  As given in 
Figure 7.7, the incident shock location evolution can be fitted by a linear polynomial function, 
which means the velocity of the incident initial shock stays the same before it arrives at the 
plate. By contrast, the evolution of reflected shock is nonlinear and its speed decreases versus 
time. The opposing flow in the front of reflected shock might cause a reduction in its 
propagation speed. Specifically, the velocity of incident initial shock from the square shock 
tube is about 529.17±9.4m/s and remains unchanged during a period of time 20µs before it 
reaches the solid plate surface, whereas the velocity of reflected shock wave declines to 
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364.54±9.4m/s because of the energy loss during the shock wave and solid surface 
interaction.  
 
Figure 7.6 Trace line for calculating reflected shock velocity 
 
Figure 7.7 Time evolution of reflected shock wave at Ms~1.53, NONEL tube length L=500mm, the 
distance between shock tube end and solid plate D=30mm 
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Figure 7.8 shows the distortion of the reflected shock wave. To demonstrate the distortion 
more clearly, only a portion of the incident and reflected shock wave obtained from the shock 
wave detection and tracking software in Chapter 6 is plotted in Figure 7.8 (b). Figure 7.8 (a) 
shows the definition of the image coordinate system, whereas Figure 7.8 (b) presents the 
incident shock configuration in the case of Δt=0µs (the blue solid line) and the reflected 
shock configuration at Δt=8µs (the red solid line) without curve fitting. To compare the shape 
of the reflected shock wave and incident shock wave, the incident shock wave is translated 
(the blue dash line) to make it overlapped with the non-reflected portion of reflected shock, 
whereas the reflected portion of the reflected shock is mirrored (the red dash line). It can be 
seen from Figure 7.8 (b) that the propagation velocity of the reflected portion of the initial 
shock wave is lower, which makes the reflected portion to have a smaller curvature than the 
incident shock. By contrast, the configuration of the non-reflected portion of the initial shock 
basically remains the same in a period of elapsed time Δt=8µs. 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 7.8 Distortion of the reflected shock wave at Ms~1.53, NONEL tube length L=500mm, 
Δt=8µs and the distance between shock tube end and solid plate D=55mm  
7.1.2 Shock and vortex loop interaction 
As the reflected shock wave propagates further, it will impinge on the opposing three-
dimensional vortex loop. The shock and vortex loop interaction is a key noise source for 
high-speed flight vehicles [253, 386, 387]. Figure 7.9 demonstrates framing shadowgraph 
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framings of reflected shock and vortex loop interaction in the case of Ms~1.37, NONEL tube 
length L=300mm and the distance between shock tube end and solid plate D=55mm. 
Previous studies [110, 388] have proved that the shock wave and vortex ring interaction 
process in an axisymmetric supersonic jet has two parts: the central and the outer parts of 
the vortex ring. As presented in Figure 7.9, during the process of the shock wave and square 
vortex loop interaction, diffracted shock waves are generated at the outer and central portion 
of the square vortex loop. Before the reflected shock encounters the vortex loop, the central 
portion of the reflected shock wave is almost planar (Figure 7.9 (e)) due to the influence of 
the subsonic opposing flow between the initial shock and vortex loop. Thereafter, the 
reflected shock wave impinges on the vortex loop central portion and slows down by the 
relatively high-speed opposed flow generated by the vortex loop (Figure 7.9 (f)). At the 
vortex loop outer parts, the reflected shock wave speeds up due to the rotating vortex core, 
resulting in the formation of a diffracted shock wave. In the process of shock wave 
interacting with the circular vortex ring, the reflected planar shock wave is distorted to a 
concave configuration at the vortex central part [388-390], however, the reflected shock is 
not deformed to be concave in the present case. As shown in Figure 7.9 (h), the high-speed 
opposing flow from the tube exit weakens the shock wave at the vortex loop corner, resulting 
in shock wave distortion towards the vortex loop central portion. Afterwards, the distorted 
shock continues to propagate and scatters towards the outer parts due to the pulling of the 
vortex core outer parts. Around the vortex loop centre, the distorted shock becomes convex 
to some extent (Figure 7.9 (j)), and then propagates to the vortex loop outside.  
The process of shock wave distortion determines the shock propagation direction and affects 
the shock focusing phenomena [253]. As illustrated in Figure 7.9, the vortex loop propagates 
from top to bottom at a relatively low speed. The reflected shock wave strength decreases 
gradually before the shock wave and vortex loop interaction, which can be demonstrated by 
the intensity gradient of the shadowgraph images. By contrast, the density gradient intensity 
becomes stronger during the process of the shock wave and vortex loop interaction. 
Moreover, shock focusing comes up because the concave shock induced at the vortex central 
parts converges towards the centre line (see Figure7.9 (j-l)). The pressure increase induced 
by this shock focusing would generate noises [389, 390].  
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(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
   
(g) (h) (i) 
   
(j) (k) (l) 
Figure 7.9 Framing shadowgraph images demonstrating reflected shock and vortex loop interaction 
at Ms~1.37, NONEL tube length L=300mm, the distance between shock tube end and solid plate 
D=55mm: (a) Δt=0; (b) Δt=58µs; (c) Δt=72µs; (d) Δt=86µs; (e) Δt=100µs; (f) Δt=114µs; (g) 
Δt=120µs; (h) Δt=128µs; (i) Δt=142µs; (j) Δt=156µs; (k) Δt=170µs; (l) Δt=184µs 
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 Effects of the surface thickness 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
   
(g) (h) (i) 
   
(j) (k) (l) 
Figure 7.10 Shock reflection on a 0.1mm-thick alloy aluminium surface in the case of Ms~1.37, 
NONEL tube length L=300mm, the distance between shock tube end and solid plate D=55mm: (a) 
Δt=0; (b) Δt=2µs; (c) Δt=4µs; (d) Δt=6µs; (e) Δt=8µs; (f) Δt=10µs; (g) Δt=12µs; (h) Δt=14µs; (i) 
Δt=16µs; (j) Δt=18µs; (k) Δt=20µs; (l) Δt=22µs 
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(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
   
(g) (h) (i) 
   
(j) (k) (l) 
Figure 7.11 Shock reflection on a 0.3mm-thick alloy aluminium surface in the case of Ms~1.37, 
NONEL tube length L=300mm, the distance between shock tube end and solid plate D=55mm: (a) 
Δt=0; (b) Δt=2µs; (c)Δt=4µs; (d) Δt=6µs; (e) Δt=8µs; (f) Δt=10µs; (g) Δt=12µs; (h) Δt=14µs; (i) 
Δt=16µs; (j) Δt=18µs; (k) Δt=20µs; (l) Δt=22µs 
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Figures 7.10 and 7.11 present the impingement and reflection process of the initial shock 
from the supersonic starting jet on a 0.1mm and 0.3mm thick alloy aluminium flexible 
surfaces respectively (Ms~1.37, NONEL tube length L=300mm, the distance between shock 
tube end and solid plate D=55mm). Compared with that of the solid plate case in Figure 7.3, 
the initial shock wa e impinges “into” the flexible surfaces due to the pressure loading 
induced by the initial shock, which results in an occlusion of the leading portion of the initial 
shock (Figure 7.10 (b-e) and Figure 7.11(b-c)). The force acting on the plates consists of the 
overpressure loading induced by the reflected shock wave on the top surface and the viscous 
force due to the spanwise flow. The overpressure loading induced by the shock wave is 
expected to be dominant to the structural response of the plates. In the present study, only 
the flow structure is visualized by shadowgraph photography. The unsteady pressure loading 
on the top of the plates will be measured when the fast pressure-sensitive paint system 
developed in Chapter 5 is fully established. Actually, the mechanism of the shock and 
flexible surface interaction is important for the launch of a space rocket or military missile 
that produces a shock wave from the nozzle exit with high pressure loading on the 
surroundings. In the solid plate case, there is not any deformation and the initial shock wave 
is reflected instantly after the impingement. By contrast, the flexible surfaces can delay this 
reflection process because of the flexible panel deformation generated by the pressure 
difference between the top and the bottom. In the present study, the pressure of the bottom 
side of all surfaces is the ambient pressure. There is a significant pressure rise when the 
shock arrives at the surfaces. It can be seen from Figure 7.10 (b-e) that the delay time is 
around 8µs in the case of 0.1mm thick flexible surface, whereas it declines to around 4µs in 
the case of 0.3mm thick flexible surface because of the lower flexibility and deformation 
magnitude. Herein, the behaviour of the initial shock wave during the interaction with 
flexible surfaces is focused. To investigate the mechanism of the shock wave and flexible 
surface interaction in more detail, the unsteady surface pressure loading will be measured by 
fast PSP in the future. Additionally, the frequency and the magnitude of the structural 
response will be monitored by digital image correlation technique.  
Figure 7.12 shows the time evolution of the reflected shock wave in cases of the solid plate 
case and the 0.1mm thick flexible surface at Ms~1.53, NONEL tube length L=500mm and 
the distance between shock tube end and surfaces D=30mm. The elapsed time when the 
initial shock wave from the square nozzle reaches the surfaces is defined as t=0. The frame 
rate of the shadowgraph system is 500k frames/s, meaning a time resolution of 2µs. As 
shown in Figure 7.12, there is an 8µs delay for the initial shock wave reflection. However, 
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it is interesting that these two curves have basically the same curvature, in which the first 
derivative stands for the propagation velocity of the reflected shock wave. Specifically, the 
reflected shock wave velocity in the solid plate case and 0.1mm-thick flexible alloy 
aluminium surface case is 364.5±9.4m/s and 352.8±9.4m/s respectively with the same 
incident shock wave 529.17m/s±9.4m/s. So, the propagation velocity of the reflected shock 
wave is basically the same for these two cases, which means the flexible surface doesn’t 
reduce the strength of the reflection wave, although it delays its propagation.  
 
Figure 7.12 Comparison of time evolution between of the reflected shock wave locations between 
the solid plate and 0.1mm thick flexible surface at Ms~1.53, NONEL tube length L=500mm and the 
distance between shock tube end and surfaces D=30mm 
It is worth mentioning that all the aforementioned velocities are calculated from 
shadowgraph images. To improve the accuracy of the shock propagation speed, the 
visualization area was reduced (Figure 7.13 (a)) compared with the case for demonstrating 
the shock flow structure (Figures 7.10-7.11). The software and image processing techniques 
developed in Chapter 6 are used to detect and track the shock wave. In this case, the pre-
processing mainly involves background subtraction in the frequency domain, image 
upsampling by Lanczos algorithm, median and bilateral filter, and adaptive threshold. The 
modified automatic Canny algorithm (see Chapter 6) is adopted and the shock wave is 
extracted by the contour size. Figure 7.13 (b) depicts an example of shock detection and 
extraction result in the case of Δt=10µs, Ms~1.27, NONEL tube length L=200mm, and the 
distance between shock tube end and surfaces D=30mm. As presented in Figure 7.13 (b), 
the shock contour extracted from the original shadowgraph image is not smooth enough 
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because of image noises. The polynomial function is used to fit the shock configuration 
based on the image coordinates of shock contour points. Figure 7.13 (c) demonstrates the 
shock configuration after contour fitting. Based on the fitted shock contour, the tip of this 
convex shock can be obtained in a subpixel accuracy. 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 7.13 Shock detection and fit for calculating reflected shock velocity in the case of Ms~1.27, 
NONEL tube length L=200mm and distance between shock tube end and the surface D=30mm: (a) 
original shadowgraph image; (b) shock contour detection and extraction; (c) shock contour fitting 
 Effects of Mach number 
Figures 7.14-7.16 present the impingement and reflection process of the initial shock from 
the supersonic starting jet on a 0.3mm thick alloy aluminium flexible surface at NONEL 
tube length L=200mm, 400mm, and 500mm respectively. The shadowgraph images in the 
case of NONEL tube length L=300mm have been given in Figure 7.11. It can be seen from 
Figure 7.11 and 7.14 that only the two major physical processes, initial shock wave, and 
vortex loop, can be found when NONEL tube length L is smaller than 300mm, namely the 
initial shock Mach number is lower than 1.37 approximately. By contrast, in the case of 
L=400mm and 500mm (Figures 7.15 and 7.16), the supersonic flow regions induced by the 
non-uniform flow expansion results in the formation of the secondary oblique shock wave 
structure. However, interestingly, the reflection delay time of the initial shock wave is 
basically the same for the initial shock Mach number Ms ~1.27-1.53, which is around 4-6µs. 
It means that the difference of the pressure loading in different Ms is not big enough to 
generate an apparent variation in the deformation magnitude of the 0.3mm-thick alloy 
aluminium flexible surface. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
 
 
  
(g) (h) (i) 
   
(j) (k) (l) 
   
Figure 7.14 Shock reflection on a 0.3mm-thick alloy aluminium surface in the case of Ms~1.27, 
NONEL tube length L=200mm, the distance between shock tube end and the surface D=55mm: (a) 
Δt=0; (b) Δt=2µs; (c) Δt=4µs; (d) Δt=6µs; (e) Δt=8µs; (f) Δt=10µs; (g) Δt=12µs; (h) Δt=14µs; (i) 
Δt=16µs; (j) Δt=18µs; (k) Δt=20µs; (l) Δt=22µs 
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(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
   
(g) (h) (i) 
   
(j) (k) (l) 
Figure 7.15 Shock reflection on a 0.3mm-thick alloy aluminium surface in the case of Ms~1.46, 
NONEL tube length L=400mm, the distance between shock tube end and the surface D=55mm: (a) 
Δt=0; (b) Δt=2µs; (c) Δt=4µs; (d) Δt=6µs; (e) Δt=8µs; (f) Δt=10µs; (g) Δt=12µs; (h) Δt=14µs; (i) 
Δt=16µs; (j) Δt=18µs; (k) Δt=20µs; (l) Δt=22µs 
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(a) (b) (c) 
   
(d) (e) (f) 
   
(g) (h) (i) 
   
(j) (k) (l) 
Figure 7.16 Shock reflection on a 0.3mm-thick alloy aluminium surface in the case of Ms~1.53, 
NONEL tube length L=500mm, the distance between shock tube end and the surface D=55mm: (a) 
Δt=0; (b) Δt=2µs; (c) Δt=4µs; (d) Δt=6µs; (e) Δt=8µs; (f) Δt=10µs; (g) Δt=12µs; (h) Δt=14µs; (i) 
Δt=16µs; (j) Δt=18µs; (k) Δt=20µs; (l) Δt=22µs 
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Table 7.1 Velocities of incident shock and reflected shock for different NOENL tube lengths in the 
case of 0.1mm thick alloy aluminium flexible surface and D=30mm 
L (mm) Incident shock speed (m/s) Incident shock Mach number Reflected shock speed Speed loss 
200 421.24 1.22 351.03 16.6% 
300 469.80 1.37 352.40 25.0% 
400 499.20 1.44 349.70 30.0% 
500 529.17 1.54 352.80 33.4% 
To investigate the influence of incident shock Mach number on the velocity of the reflected 
shock, the visualization area was reduced (see Figure 7.13 (a)) compared with the case for 
demonstrating the shock flow structure (Figures 7.11 and 7.14-7.16). The software and 
image processing techniques developed in Chapter 6 are used to detect and track the shock 
wave. Table 7.1 presents velocities of incident shock and reflected shock for different 
NOENL tube lengths in the case of 0.1mm thick alloy aluminium flexible surface and 
D=30mm. Interestingly, there is not an apparent difference in the velocity of the reflected 
shock wave in the case of different incident shock Mach numbers. The reason probably is 
that the velocity of the opposing flow behind the initial shock wave is higher in the case of 
larger incident shock Mach number, which results in a larger speed loss of the reflected 
shock. Therefore, the reflected shock wave velocity is basically the same for incident shock 
Mach number Ms~1.22-1.54. 
 Conclusions 
For the launch of space rockets, military missiles or the space travel such as the future 
missions involving lunar and Mars exploration with the aim at returning the capsules to Earth, 
there is a serious concern associated with the effectiveness of the propulsion system, either 
continuous or pulse-driven, due to the impact of the shock wave generated by the propellant 
explosion on a surrounding surface and the capsule. In this chapter, the mechanism of the 
interaction of the initial shock wave from a supersonic starting jet with flexible surfaces is 
investigated preliminarily. The square shock tube driven by detonation transmitting tube 
proposed in Chapter 4 is used to simulate the supersonic starting jet, whereas the software 
and the image processing scheme in Chapter 6 are adopted to detect, track, extract and fit 
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shock waves visualized in a high-speed shadowgraph system. Based on the fitted shock 
contour, shock wave location can be obtained in a subpixel accuracy. 
Compared with that of the solid plate case, the initial shock wa e impinges “into” the flexible 
surfaces due to the pressure loading induced by the initial shock, which results in an 
occlusion of the leading portion of the initial shock. In the solid plate case, there is not any 
deformation and the initial shock wave is reflected instantly after the impingement. By 
contrast, the flexible surfaces can delay this reflection process because of the flexible panel 
deformation generated by the pressure difference between the top and the bottom. The delay 
time is around 8µs in the case of 0.1mm thick flexible surface, whereas it declines to around 
4µs in the case of 0.3mm thick flexible surface because of the lower flexibility and 
deformation magnitude. The velocity of incident initial shock from the square shock tube 
basically remains unchanged during a period of time 20µs before it reaches the solid plate 
surface, whereas the velocity of the reflected shock wave declines considerably because of 
the energy loss during the shock impingement and the opposing flow. In the case of flexible 
plate thickness δ=0.1mm, NONEL tube length L=500mm and distance between the shock 
tube end and the surface D=30mm, the velocity of incident initial shock from the square 
shock tube is about 529.17m/s, whereas the velocity of reflected shock wave declines to 
364.54m/s. However, interestingly, the propagation velocity of the reflected shock wave is 
basically the same for the solid plate and flexible panels, which means the flexible surface 
doesn’t reduce the strength of the reflection wa e, although it delays its propagation. Also, 
there is not an apparent difference in the velocity of the reflected shock wave in the case of 
different incident shock Mach numbers. The reflected shock wave velocity is basically the 
same (around 350m/s) for incident shock Mach number Ms~1.22-1.54 at alloy aluminium 
flexible surface thickness δ=0.1mm and distance between the shock tube end and the surface 
D=30mm. The reason probably is that the velocity of the opposing flow behind the initial 
shock wave is higher in the case of larger incident shock Mach number, which results in a 
larger speed loss of the reflected shock. The preliminary results from this study are useful 
for validating numerical codes that are used for understanding fluid-structure interaction 
processes. 
In this research, the behaviour of the initial shock wave during the interaction with flexible 
surfaces is studied. To investigate the mechanism of the shock and flexible surface 
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interaction in more detail, the surface pressure loading and deformation need to be monitored 
by pressure sensitive paint and digital image correlation techniques in the future.  
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Chapter 8  
Conclusions and future work 
 Conclusions 
The findings of the current investigation are summarized below: 
8.1.1 Design of novel shock tubes driven by detonation transmission 
tubing 
A novel concept to design shock tubes driven by detonation transmission tubing in a reliable, 
repeatable, and safe manner for laboratory scale experiments is proposed and demonstrated. 
Specifically, a circular and open-ended shock tube with a straight driven section (inner 
diameter ID = 22 mm, driven section length Ld = 330 mm) was designed and manufactured. 
Also, a similar square shock tube was also fabricated to simulate square supersonic starting 
jets. To investigate the characterization of this novel type shock tube, the pressure-time 
measurement in the driven section and the time-resolved shadowgraph were performed, 
which proved that the flow structure from the open end of shock tubes driven by detonation 
transmission tubing is similar with that of conventional compressed-gas driven shock tubes. 
The relative standard deviation of the peak overpressure magnitude in the driven section of 
the shock tube and the initial shock wave location from the shadowgraph frames is 1.64% 
and 2.82% respectively in 7 replication runs, demonstrating good repeatability of less than 
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3%.  Moreover, the Mach number range of this novel shock tube driven by NONEL tube is 
1.29 to 1.58 when the weight of the NONEL explosive mixture varies from 3.6mg to 12.6mg. 
Compared with conventional compressed-gas ones, shock tubes driven by detonation 
transmission tubing is smaller in size, more cost-effective, and much easier to operate. It can 
be used in aerodynamics to investigate flows involving the shock wave, vortex loop, 
supersonic jets, and also applicable in medicine, biology, and other industries for various 
applications to replace conventional shock tubes. 
8.1.2 Development of BOS and PSP systems  
In this dissertation, a MATLAB program was developed to generate and optimize the 
background pattern through a user-controlled and fully customizable approach. The number 
and diameter of dots along with the size of the background (A1-A4 paper) can be set through 
this application and then printed by a common ink-jet printer. The paper for printing can be 
conventional white copy paper sheets, white reflective film sheets, or semi-transparent 
papers to increase the efficiency of illumination. 
Based on the light source and high-speed camera from the time-resolved shadowgraph, a 
validation BOS test was performed in the supersonic wind tunnel in the University of 
Glasgow to visualize the supersonic flow structure around a pitot tube in the test section. All 
the BOS images were processed using PIVlab, a popular open-source PIV software. The 
preliminary BOS result shows that the sensitivity of the BOS system is good enough to 
visualize weak density variations caused by expansion waves, boundary layer, and weak 
oblique shock. It also presents the strong density gradient caused by the bow shock in the 
front of the hose tip of the pitot tube, normal shock ahead of the pitot tube root near the 
tunnel top wall, and the strong oblique shock system. However, shock waves visualized by 
the present BOS system are quite thick or blur. The reason for this is the long exposure time 
(33µs) and the high unsteadiness of the shock waves because of wind tunnel vibration and 
its inherent unsteady flow feature. Next, to improve the performance and capacity of the 
current BOS system, it will be optimized further including adding extra light sources to 
shorten the exposure time, testing new fast cameras with better spatial resolution, and 
optimizing the background pattern dot diameter and filled ratio. 
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Pressure-sensitive paint (PSP) is a novel optical measurement technique for global surface 
pressure measurements in wind tunnel testing. In the University of Glasgow, there is a 
commercial steady PSP system from Innovative Scientific Solutions Inc. (ISSI). In this 
dissertation, a novel PtTFPP-based unsteady PSP formulation was proposed and an unsteady 
PSP system was built up. Pt(II) meso-tetra(pentafluorophenyl)porphine (PtTFPP) from 
Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc. was selected as the pressure sensitive luminophore in the 
proposed novel unsteady PSP formulation, which is ideally excited at 395nm. 
Mesostructured-silica (M-silica) purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and KE-441-T room 
temperature vulcanizing silicone rubber (RTV) from Shin-Etsu Chemical was chosen as 
incorporated particles and the polymer of the binder respectively. Toluene purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich was used as the solvent. To validate the performance of the unsteady PSP 
system, the main properties of the PtTFPP-based PC-PSP were investigated based on the 
paint preparation system and static calibration system. The experimental result shows that 
the pressure sensitivity of this novel PtTFPP-based PC-PSP is 0.75% per kPa at 20oC and a 
pressure range of 10 kPa-200kPa, the temperature sensitivity is 1.94%/ oC at ambient 
pressure and a temperature range of 10 oC-50 oC, and the overall photo-degradation rate is 
around 0.86% per minute under a continuous illumination in a period of 30 minutes. 
Compared with the commercial PC-PSP from ISSI, the in-house developed one has better 
static properties, including higher pressure sensitivity, lower temperature sensitivity and 
photo-degradation rate. The response time of the in-house developed PC-PSP and its 
behaviours in the wind tunnel will be validated further. 
8.1.3 Software development for shock wave detection and tracking 
In order to detect, localize and track fluid features from measured or computed shadowgraph 
and schlieren data sets at higher frame rates automatically and effectively, an image 
processing scheme involving background subtraction in the frequency domain, filtering, 
resampling, edge detection, adaptive threshold, contour detection, extraction and fitting is 
proposed and demonstrated in this dissertation. In this scheme, the conventional Canny edge 
detection algorithm was modified to calculate the double threshold values automatically. 
Additionally, the adaptive threshold was proposed as one of the binary image calculation 
algorithms for contour detection, apart from the Canny edge algorithm. Also, the contour 
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approximation algorithm was performed to remove redundant points and compress the 
contour, thereby saving memory and improving calculating efficiency. Although all 
aforementioned algorithms have been validated and executed by text-based MATLAB codes, 
an application with graphical user interfaces was still developed, allowing higher 
productivity for setting, displaying, and operation. A large shadowgraph data set in Chapter 
4 characterized by low signal to noise ratio (SNR) and small spatial resolution (312×260-
pixel), was used as a test bed for the software. The experimental result shows that the shock 
wave speed obtained based on shadowgraph images and the software agrees with that 
calculated by the overpressure magnitude. Also, the software was used to track the shock 
wave motion during the supersonic starting jet and flexible surface interaction. The shock 
locations detected by the software are consistent with those obtained manually, 
demonstrating its reliability and effectivity again. The image processing scheme outlined in 
this work can be applied to analyse common flows in which expansion and shock waves, 
shear layers, and vortex motion are a dominant feature. Such flows can be found in shock 
wave reflections, shock-shock and shock-boundary layer interactions, and inlet unstart. 
8.1.4 Impingement of a supersonic staring jet on flexible surfaces 
The mechanism of the interaction of the initial shock wave from a supersonic starting jet 
with flexible surfaces was investigated preliminarily in this research. The square shock tube 
driven by detonation transmitting tube was used to simulate the supersonic starting jet, 
whereas the image processing scheme in Chapter 6 was adopted to detect, track, extract and 
fit shock waves visualized in a high-speed shadowgraph system. Based on the fitted shock 
contour, shock wave location can be obtained in a subpixel accuracy. 
During the process of supersonic starting jet impingement on flexible surfaces, the initial 
shock wa e impinges “into” the flexible surfaces due to the pressure loading induced by the 
initial shock, which results in an occlusion of the leading portion of the initial shock. In the 
solid plate case, there is not any deformation and the initial shock wave is reflected instantly 
after the impingement. By contrast, flexible surfaces can delay this reflection process 
because of the flexible panel deformation generated by the pressure difference between the 
top and the bottom. The delay time is around 8µs in the case of 0.1mm thick flexible surface, 
whereas it declines to around 4µs in the case of 0.3mm thick flexible surface because of the 
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lower flexibility and deformation magnitude. The velocity of incident initial shock from the 
square shock tube basically remains unchanged during a period of time 20µs before it 
reaches the solid plate surface, whereas the velocity of the reflected shock wave declines 
considerably because of the energy loss during the shock impingement and the opposing 
flow. In the case of flexible plate thickness δ=0.1mm, NONEL tube length L=500mm, and 
the distance between shock tube end and the surface D=30mm, the velocity of incident initial 
shock from the square shock tube is about 529.17m/s, whereas the velocity of reflected shock 
wave declines to 364.54m/s. However, interestingly, the propagation velocity of the reflected 
shock wave is basically the same for the solid plate and flexible panels, which means the 
flexible surface doesn’t reduce the strength of the reflected shock wave, although it delays 
its propagation. Also, there is no apparent difference in the velocity of the reflected shock 
wave in the case of different incident shock Mach numbers. The reason probably is that the 
velocity of the opposing flow behind the initial shock wave is higher in the case of larger 
incident shock Mach number, which results in a larger speed loss of the reflected shock. The 
preliminary results from this study are useful for validating numerical codes that are used 
for understanding fluid-structure interaction processes.  
 Future work and recommendations  
This section provides future work to consolidate the study presented in this dissertation. 
Recommendation and improvements in methodology, techniques, and instrumentation are 
also included. 
8.2.1 Shock wave/boundary layer interaction over flexible surfaces 
The influence of the strength, impingement location of the impingement shock and the aspect 
ratio, thickness, clamping conditions of the flexible panel on flow properties such as 
unsteady pressure loading, static pressure recovery, and size of the separation region needs 
to be investigated in the supersonic wind tunnel systematically. Currently, an experimental 
setup including a shock wave generator, flexible panels, and the supporting unit has been 
designed and fabricated for investigating oblique shock and boundary layer interaction over 
flexible surfaces in the supersonic wind tunnel (width, height, and length of the test section: 
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101.60mm × 54.42mm ×742.95 mm) of the University of Glasgow.  
 
Figure 8.1 Schematic of wind tunnel test setup for oblique shock and boundary layer interaction 
over a flexible surface 
 
Figure 8.2 Support unit for flexible panels 
Figure 8.1 presents the schematic of the wind tunnel test setup and Figure 8.2 demonstrates 
the design of the flexible panel support unit. The shock wave generator mounted on the top 
wall of the wind tunnel turns the flow 10o, and can be translated 30mm in the flow direction 
to adjust the shock wave impingement location. A 101.60mm (width) ×258mm (length) 
stainless steel block (blue part in Figure 8.2) was machined to be inserted into the bottom 
wall of the test section. An 82mm×200mm hollow hole was fabricated on the block. Flexible 
panels with a dimension of 101.60mm (width) ×258mm (length) can be glued on the top 
surface of the block. Two different clamping conditions need to be studied for comparison: 
(i) panel clamped on all sides (CCCC) and (ii) panel clamped on two sides (CCFF). It is 
worth mentioning that, there is a height adjustment unit on each side of the block along the 
flow direction to assure flexible panels with different thicknesses can be flush-mounted. 
Block for gluing flexible panels
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When the unsteady PSP system is fully built up, wind tunnel tests for SBLI over flexible 
surfaces need to be performed. 
8.2.2 Enhancement of current BOS and PSP systems 
Preliminary BOS wind tunnel tests showed that shock waves visualized by the present BOS 
system were a little thick and blur. The reason is the long exposure time (33µs) and the high 
unsteadiness of the shock waves due to wind tunnel vibration and its inherent unsteady flow 
feature. Extra light sources should be added to shorten the exposure time. Additionally, new 
fast cameras with better spatial resolution could be tested and the background pattern such 
as its dot diameter and filled ratio should be optimized further. 
The square cross-sectional shock tube designed for the response time calibration of the 
unsteady PSP has been fabricated, which has two optical windows in the test section 
allowing acquiring the luminescence intensity emitted from the PSP sample mounted on the 
end wall of the shock tube. Next, the response time and dynamic properties of the in-house 
developed PC-PSP need to be validated. With this PSP dynamic calibration setup, the current 
paint formulation needs to be optimized further by varying its components and component 
ratio, and eventually used in wind tunnel tests. 
8.2.3 Pressure loading and panel structure response measurements 
during supersonic staring jet impingement  
In this dissertation, the behaviour of the initial shock wave from the supersonic staring jet 
during the impingement is studied. To investigate the mechanism of the shock/flexible 
surface interaction in more detail, the surface pressure loading and deformation will be 
monitored by pressure sensitive paint (PSP) and digital image correlation (DIC) techniques 
in the future.  
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Appendix A 
Design of shock tube 
This section provides the design of shock tubes driven by detonation transmission tubing 
used in this work. 
216 
 
A.1 Design of the axisymmetric shock tube 
 
Figure A.1 Design and dimensions of the driven section of the axisymmetric shock tube 
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Figure A.2 Design and dimensions of NONEL tube holder of the axisymmetric shock tube 
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A.2 Design of the square shock tube 
 
Figure A.3 Design and dimensions of NONEL tube holder of the square shock tube 
 
Figure A.4 Design and dimensions of the driven section of the square shock tube 
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A.3 Design of the shock tube for PSP dynamic calibration 
 
Figure A.5 Assembly of the square shock tube for PSP dynamic calibration. (The red part is the 
NONEL tube holder, the blue part is the driven section with two optical windows on its two sides 
and the orange part at the end of the driven section was designed for mounting Kulite pressure 
transducer). 
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Figure A.6 Design and dimensions of the driven section of the shock tube for PSP dynamic 
calibration 
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Figure A.7 Design and dimensions of shock tube end for mounting Kulite pressure transducer 
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Appendix B 
Design of flexible panels in supersonic 
wind tunnel 
Experimental setup including a shock wave generator, flexible panels, and the supporting 
unit has been designed and fabricated for investigating oblique shock and boundary layer 
interaction over flexible surfaces in the supersonic wind tunnel (width, height, and length of 
the test section: 101.60mm × 54.42mm ×742.95 mm) of the University of Glasgow. Figures 
B.1-B.5 present the design of the flexible panel support unit. Flexible panels with a 
dimension of 101.60mm (width) ×258mm (length) and variable thicknesses can be glued on 
the top surface of the flexible panel support (Figure B.3). The height of the flexible panels 
can be adjusted through a connector (Figure B.4) to ensure that the flexible panels are flush-
mounted. Figure B.7 gives the design of a solid panel, which replaces the flexible panel and 
its support, acting as a benchmark case to be compared with the results of flexible panel 
cases. 
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Figure B.1 Assembly of flexible panel support unit in the supersonic wind tunnel (The red part is 
the bottom support connecting with wind tunnel, the yellow part is the flexible panel support, the 
small grey part underneath the bottom support is a connector to adjust the height of the flexible 
panel, the green part with a step is the upstream connector and the right rosybrown part is the 
downstream connector). 
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Figure B.2 Design and dimensions of the bottom support 
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Figure B.3 Design and dimensions of the flexible panel support 
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Figure B.4 Design and dimensions of the connector for flexible panel support and bottom support 
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Figure B.5 Design and dimensions of the downstream connector     
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Figure B.6 Design and dimensions of the upstream connector     
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Figure B.7 Design and dimensions of the solid panel     
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Figure B.8 Design and dimensions of the shock wave generator     
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Appendix C 
Design of Pitot rake 
To calibrate the velocity profile of the supersonic wind tunnel in the University of Glasgow, 
a Pitot rake was designed by Dr. Francesca Gnani. The design and dimensions of the Pitot 
rake are shown in Figure C.1. Figure C.2 illustrates the axial coordinate of the pressure taps 
for static pressure measurements and the installation of the Pitot rake for velocity 
measurement in the supersonic wind tunnel. As demonstrated in Figure C.2, the Pitot rake 
can be adjusted along y direction. 
 
Figure C.1 Geometry of the Pitot rake (all dimensions in mm). 
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Figure C.2 Schematic of Pitot rake installation in the supersonic wind tunnel with pressure taps 
locations. 
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Appendix D 
Interfaces of the software for shock wave 
detection and tracking 
This section presents typical graphical interfaces of the software for shock wave detection 
and tracking. 
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Figure D.1 The graphical interface for image filter setting 
 
 
Figure D.2 The graphical interface for background image subtraction 
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Figure D.3 The graphical interface for restoring the test model and the region out of measurement 
 
 
Figure D.4 The graphical interface for edge detection 
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Appendix E 
Program code examples of the software 
for shock wave detection 
E.1 Background image subtraction in frequency domain 
% Key part of the callback function of the pushbutton for background image subtraction 
% Programming Language: MATLAB 
function BckImgSub_pushbutton_Callback (hObject, eventdata, handles) 
clc 
bckImg=handles.bckImg; %load the background image 
bckImg=imread(bckImg);  
 
TestImgs=handles. TestImgs; %load the background image 
N=length(TestImgs); 
path=handles.path; 
file_ TestImgs =handles.file; 
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for i=1:N  % subtract the background image from the test images 
I=imread (TestImgs{i}); 
FFTbakImg = fft (bckImg);                    
FFTtestImg = fft (I);                    
IFFT = ifft (FFTtestImg - FFTbakImg);                  
IFFT= mat2gray(IFFT); 
imwrite (IFFT,fullfile( path, strcat ('bckImgSubtracted_', file_ TestImgs {i}))); 
 
E.2 Contour detection and extraction 
// Key part of program codes for contour detection and extraction 
// Programming Language: C++ 
 
//1. load test images     
    double fscale=2; // resampling factor 
    String strs; // load test images 
    Mat dst; 
    StringList file_list, output_name; 
    StringList str_path_list = FileDialog::getOpenFileNames(this, tr("Open images"), tr("/"), 
tr("Images(*.tif *.jpg)")); 
 
    for (int i = 0; i < str_path_list.size(); i++)  //shock detection, extraction and fitting 
    { 
        String str_path = str_path_list[i];  
        String fileName, Img_name, file_path, file_suffix, ImgSaveName, fileBaseName ; 
        FileInfo fileinfo; 
        fileName=str_path; 
        fileinfo = FileInfo(fileName); 
        file_path = fileinfo.absolutePath(); //absolute path 
        fileBaseName=fileinfo.baseName(); //image file name 
        file_suffix = fileinfo.suffix(); //image format 
        ImgSaveName=file_path+"/"+"ShockDetection_"+fileBaseName+"."+file_suffix; 
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        Mat src= imread (fileName.toStdString(), 0); 
        Mat gray=convertTo8UC1(src); 
 
// 2. Image resampling to improve accuracy 
        Resize (gray, gray, Size(), fscale, fscale,INTER_LANCZOS4 ); 
 
// 3. blur the image 
        int FilterSize= 3 + (fscale-1) * 2; 
        int isMedianBlur= 0; 
        int isGaussianBlur= 1; 
        int isBilateralBlur= 1; 
        if (isMedianBlur) 
            {medianBlur (gray, gray,3);} 
        if (isGaussianBlur) 
            {GaussianBlur(gray, gray, Size(FilterSize, FilterSize),0.0,0.0);} 
        if(isBilateralBlur) 
        { 
             Mat gray2; 
            gray2=convertTo8UC1(gray); 
filterBilateral (gray2, gray, -1, 6, 6, BORDER_DEFAULT); 
        } 
 
// 4. adaptive threshold 
        int isAdaptiveThreshold=1; 
        if (isAdaptiveThreshold) 
        { 
            const int maxVal = 255; 
            int IsThickFeature=0; 
            if (IsThickFeature) 
            { 
                int blockSize = 15; //the value should be an odd integer 
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                int constValue = 8; 
                int adaptiveMethod = 0; 
                int thresholdType = 1; 
                adaptiveThreshold(gray, gray, maxVal, adaptiveMethod, thresholdType,    
blockSize, constValue); 
            } 
            else 
            { 
                int blockSize = 25; 
                int constValue = 5; // The constant subtracted from the mean or weighted sum of 
the neighbourhood pixels 
                int adaptiveMethod = ADAPTIVE_THRESH_MEAN_C;  
                int thresholdType = 1; 
    adaptiveThreshold(gray, gray, maxVal, adaptiveMethod, thresholdType, 
blockSize, constValue); 
            } 
        } 
 
// 5. Automatic threshold calculation for Canny 
        double lowThreshold, highThreshold; 
        calcOstuThreshold (gray, lowThreshold, highThreshold); 
 
// 6. edge detection by modified Canny algorithm 
        Canny (gray, gray, lowThreshold*0.5, highThreshold*0.5); 
       
// 7. Contour detection, properties calculation, and erase small contours 
        vector<vector<Point> > contours; 
        vector<Vec4i> hierarchy; 
        findContours( gray, contours, hierarchy, RETR_TREE, CHAIN_APPROX_SIMPLE, 
Point(0, 0) ); 
        double largest_size=0; // find the largest contour 
        int largest_contour_index; 
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        for (int i = 0; i< contours.size(); i++) // iterate through each contour. 
        { 
            double a = contours[i].size(); // calculate the size of contour 
            if (a>largest_size) 
            { 
                largest_size = a; 
                largest_contour_index = i; //save the index of largest contour 
            } 
        } 
        double SencondLargestSize=0; //find the second largest contour 
        int SecondLargestContuorIndex; 
        for (int i = 0; i< contours.size(); i++) // iterate through each contour. 
        { 
            double a = contours[i].size();  
            if (a>SencondLargestSize && a<largest_size) 
            { 
                 SencondLargestSize = a; 
                 SecondLargestContuorIndex = i; //save the index of largest contour 
             } 
         } 
 
// 8. Display shock detection result 
        int isContourFilter=1; 
        int isDrawContourOnSrcImg=0; 
        Mat clone; 
        Resize (src, clone, Size(), fscale, fscale, INTER_CUBIC); 
        Mat dst = Mat::zeros(clone.rows, clone.cols, 8UC3); 
        if (isContourFilter) 
        { 
            // iterate through all the top-level contours and draw each connected component with 
// its own random colour 
            int idx = 0; 
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            for( ; idx >= 0; idx = hierarchy [idx][0] ) 
            { 
                 if ( contours[idx].size() > SencondLargestSize)  
                 { 
                     Scalar color( rand()&255, rand()&255, rand()&255 ); 
                     if (isDrawContourOnSrcImg) 
                        { drawContours( clone, contours, idx, Scalar(0,0,0), FILLED, 8, hierarchy);} 
                     else 
                        { drawContours( dst, contours, idx, color, FILLED, 8, hierarchy);} 
                 } 
            } 
        } 
        else 
        { 
            int idx = 0; 
            for ( ; idx >= 0; idx = hierarchy[idx][0] ) 
            { 
                Scalar color( rand()&255, rand()&255, rand()&255 ); 
                if (!isDrawContourOnSrcImg) 
                    {drawContours (dst, contours, idx, color, FILLED, 8, hierarchy);} 
                else 
                    {drawContours (clone, contours, idx, Scalar(0,0,0), FILLED, 8, hierarchy);} 
            } 
        } 
 
 // 9. save the result images 
        int isConvertGray=1; 
        int isInvertBinary=1; 
        if (isDrawContourOnSrcImg) 
        { 
            if (isConvertGray) 
                {clone=convertTo8UC1(clone);} 
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            if (isInvertBinary) 
                { BasicThreshold(clone, clone, 10, 255, 1);} 
            imwrite(ImgSaveName.toStdString(), clone); 
        } 
        else 
        { 
            if (isConvertGray) 
                {dst=convertTo8UC1(dst);} 
            if (isInvertBinary) 
                { BasicThreshold(dst, dst, 10, 255, 1);} 
            Imwrite (ImgSaveName.toStdString(), dst); 
        } 
    } 
} 
